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CHAPTER 1. INtRODUCTION

-
.

The stereotypic problems of rural Alaska elementary and secondary
education are lack of academic achiVnment, cultural relevance, and
community support for schooling. For a host of reasons, rural stu-
dents do not leave school with the same abil ities in reading, writpg,
and computation as do their urban peers. at-a majority of rural

students are Alaska Natives, with distinctive social and cultural
orientations .and values., is frequently.usedto explain this condition.
For equally numerous reasons, rural schools lack the institutional

support in their communities po-ssessed by urbanschools. Again, the
0 % fact that rural schools are "alien" institutions in most places--run

by Caucasians-with different value's and goals--is frequently mentioned

as an explanation.

In response to tig second phase of the Native self!determination

movement In Alaska 5 minor theme of which sconcerned educational

organization and ,control), the Alaska state legislature decentralized

the state-controlled rural school sy'stem in 1975. Nntemporandbusly,
the federal government allowed more localized direction of the opera-

tion of BIA schools. These state and iederal policy'.choices were
partially based on the hypothesis that rural community control of
educat.ion and.direct involvement in the schooling process would lead

to a significant improvement in the. outcomes of'schooling, especially

for minority children. The national literature on educational orga-
nization and change,palthough based on urban case studies, encouraged

the belief that students -and parents would become interested in (and

perhaps adapted to) the schooling process if it were subject to their

control.

i-

Our research agenda has been to study the implementation of

decentral zation in rural.Alaska education: to determine what patterns

of control emerged after decentralization, what factors were responsi-

ble for their development, and what association there was between
these patterns and.selected outcome measures. The research project we

conducted over-a three -year period is the first evaluation of signifi-

cant organization changes in Alaska elementary and.secondary educa-

tion, and it is one of the few systematic.stuVes of change in.orga-nizational Rrocesses of. education in rural An; a. As is the case
with mostcomplex studies, the results of our investigation do not

point simply to "success" or "failure" ofionganizational change in

terms of its central purposes. Not only do we lack the longitudinal

data to make ,such an assessment, but also we have found that the
mediation of change through educational actors and institutions is the

critical variable in determining satisfactory results.

1
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We report' on the results in the following eight chapters.

Chapteri2 describes the theoretical relationship between educational

change and 'schooling outcomes; it blends. the literatuTe' on' rural

schoolini and rural reactions to national changes with analysis of

decentralization.experiments in U.S. cities.' Chapter 3 chronicles the

piocess of establishing community. schools in Alaska and analyzes the

perceptions of school actors, monitors; and interest groups in the

process of implementing federal and state decentralization policies.

These chapters set the ground-work fer.our study, which is- described

in some detail in Chapter:4.' The remainder of the report describes

what, we found in different *pea of 'school system's. Region-

ally-controlled schools that appear 'to duplicate in regional settings

the consolidated pattern of the .state-dperated system used before

decentralization are the subject of Chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes

the evolution of a locally-controlled system of educe ion in some

parts of rural Alaska, focusing attention on the ways i which these

schools ha0e responded, to their communities, and the perceptions of

school actors and gcommunity residents concerning the changes. In

chapter 7, we examine schools operating under a "unifiee.system that

most closely resembles centralized control, Chapter 8 carries

analysis to4hat large group of Schools in which the distribution and

amount of control are in dispute. The report concludes, ih*hapter 9,

with several generaliiations concerning the locus and ambunt .of

control tn.rtkaI Alaska education derived from both case studies and

statewi de surveys. t.

A description of the rural Alaska- settipg introduces

the -.context for organizational change. We then discuss the

development of rural schools and the emergence of educational

problems, including the confused perception about what schooling was

to do that entered the .political agenda in Alaska and nationally.

The Rural Alaska Setting

To consider the social and physical facts sof rural Alaska Oec-

tively is to see fey reasons for typical Western institutions of

education at all. In most parts of rural Alaska, extreme environ-

mental conditions' discourage human habitation. Writers are lcing.

.dark, and extremely cold. Travel is usually-difficult. Areas suit-

-able for settlement are isolated from other communities. Those who

.live in rural Alaska are distinct'in culture and totivation. After we

have established a definition of rural Alfska we will look at.this

setting for 'rural educational institutions.

The Meaning of "Rurarn the Alaska Context

N. 4r,

-.

The U.S. Census Bureau defines "rural" as 'those faska Places
having-a population of fewer than 2,500 persons. By..g is definition,

35.7 percentof the state's' 1980 population was 'ural. The standard

definition of-rural used in Alaska is different. It 'defines rural

areas as the residual category, after spebifying as urban the, nine

boroughs which form around large cities, -free-standing first-class

municipalities. (Cordova, Petersburg, etc.), and road system ar-

' eas--encompaising some 80 percent of the state's 1980 population.

to
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What is left becomes "rural."' This. definition i¢ unsatisfactory to
us, and we would add to the residual meaning a perceptual and behav-

ioral one. There are fringe areas that are rural'. in attitude and life
style (sued as SalchaLand Tok), and the reverse--seemingly rural'areas
that are firmly tied to urban economy and society. We ,want a

definition that captures lifestyles and values, to establish the most
authentic universe for our discussion of rural schools.

The basic meaning given "rural" in this and the following

chapters is thus reaidual and behavioral: rural Alaska consists of
the area of the unorganized bordigh-plus outlying parts of area-wide
boroughs, whose residents pursuerural lifestyles. We estimate this
rural population to be apprOximately 100,000 or nearly 25 perc of

the state's residents. We add to this definition the facto of

.sparseness of population, isolation from the state's largest cit es
and homogeneity of population.

Rural Alaska has few towns or villages with more than 100 fam-
ilies, There are exceptions, of course -- Kotzebue, Barrow, Nome,

Bethel-- each with.populations in excess-of gAmo. But most of the
nearly 300 communities in rural Alaska have populations of between 100
and '500 inhabitants, and several villages have fewer than 100 inhabi-

tants. The second meaning of rural is sparsely populatedgareas and
f. the closeness ,of relationships which this irplies -- villages populated

blookrelatives where each knows the business of all.

41
he third meaning of rural ,in. the Alaska context is physical

% iholat4ion from the sta e's-largest cities and from influences of the
dorwtiguous 48 states. There is a continuum of isolation in rural

Alaska: some villages, particularly those on the road system for

'!drive-in bush," as .it isloften called), are little more than an

boyar's drive from an urban center, and increasingly -appear tm be drawn

4k .;.1fito.the uriban hub. At the" other extreme are villages such as those
'Thn.. Western Alaskii or the Aleutian chain, which can be reached only by
:small plane once a week. For the average rural Alaska resident,

Y'travel tQ Anchorage, Fairbanks, or the mapital,in Juneau requires time
and money, and frequently depends on the vagaries of.weather.

16' The fourth meaning of rural Alaska is ethnic homogeneity. Once

rural Alaska meant exclusively Nay.ire Alaska,. for most residents of

the region were Indians, tskimos, or gleuta. A majority of places in
rural regions are still inhabited by various Native ethnic-groups, and

More Natives live in `rural Alaska than in cities, but there have been
.

two changes in this pattern over time. First, a small numbet of

communities were originIlly Caucasiin. "settler" towns, built on

.extraction of resources such" as minerhls, timber,"and fish, or they

began as military installations. These comoi4nities over' time have

attracted some Native residenta. Second, the larger Native 'co..0

nities have become heterogenous, as increasingly larger numbers f
Caucasians have migrated to them. These two factors notwithstandiw,
the average rural resident is far less likely to\see people different

rftom himself than is the resident. of one of Alaska's cities. More-

over, rural areas remain the home land of gasket( aboriginal cul-
tures--qxpressed through blood. relationships which frequently cohnect

-
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,
all members of a locality, and through rituals of sharing that reef.:

firm a.sense.of communityand cultural identity.

It is primarily. smallness, isolation, and cultural homogeneity of

0441ation that makes aniAlaska place "rural" today. A discussion of

the physical geography 6f rural Alaska and its economic conditions

explains these factors.

Physical Geography of Rural Alaska

.

As the hinterland wh*h surrounds Aladka's cities, the physical

geography of rural Alaska ii that of the state as a whole. The

highest Notth American mountain- -Mount McKinley--stands in Alaska, but

this monument and the Alaska Range (the northwestein spur of the Rocky

Mountains) are joined by other magnifitent barriers--the Brooks Rarige

that separates the North Slope from the rest libf the state; the

Wrangell and Chugach Mountains in southcentp4 Alaska; the Kuskokwim

Mountains that divide western from southwest Alaska; and the St. Elias

Mountains that set tOutheast Alaska apart from most of the state.

These mountains impede communication and transportation, and physical-

ly isolate regions from one.another (See Map 1).

Conditions of weather and climate discourage human habitdtion in

rural Ataska. In all regions of the state except the Southeast and

Aleutians, there are. great extremes 'of temperature and weathei

thro ,ighout the year. The midnight sun. of the Noith Slope lasts for

four months each year, and:summer temperatures reach 60°. For nearly

three.months, the sun 1,5 not visible. Winter temperatuies, influenced

by h'arsh winds off the arctic.icepack,:ieach a chill factor of-120°.

There is little moderation of these conditions it . the' Interior.

Summer temperatures, are warmer, sometimes reaching, 90° in July and

August, but winter temperatures` are colder on the average. Gale-fsirce

wind, hit the coastal areas aldLislands of the Aleutians and western

Alaska.Alaska. Rain and snow are less frequent in'the Interior than klong

the coast and . in' western regions of the state. The 'rain forest

climate of Southeast shuts out the sun for most of the year.

Within and ardund the mountaina'.of rural'Alaska are vast stretch-

es of.empty land. The north has treeress tundra, which is a 'b1ank4

of'color for moments in the arctic spring and 'summer, but it ...is

normal'y an unbroken white. Below the Arctic Circle, the tundra

landscape. is dotted with trees, and divided. by rivers and lakes,in

interior and western Alaska. The appearance of hospitality to man is

deceptive.,:however, for the lands are underlain with permafrost -in

continuous and discontinuous patches--and the spoils are poor. They

support agriculture onlf.after a huge' infusion of cppital. Even the

relatively simple business of constructing homes and other buildings

is difficult.beeause of the condition of the ground. In Southeast,

and along.thkolAleutian chain, waters encroach.on rocky terrain,and

-man fights nature for a place to live.

Physical geography, climatic conditions, soils-- all 'have influ-'

enced the pattern of settlement (and, as we shallIsee, the development

of schools) in rural Alaska., The original inhabitants of these

10
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regions tended to settle on the coast, Along rivers., oe'in protected

valleys.. They did so because the species they depended on --.for qur-

.vtval were most abundant there. But they compromised with changing
physical conditions, seen ha the nomadism of the aboriginal popu-,

lations before they came into contact with 'Westerners. As 'more.
* non-Nat ives entered Alaska, and as a road system was developed to

-.connect populated. areas of the territory, settlement Ntaklo*ed. and

become more permanent.

.Marsh phy cal conditions have limited population growth.in most

parts of rural asks. Today, less than one-fourth-of. the estate's

residents 'live in this land area, which- comprises amore than..

three-fourths of the space of Alaska. But the. harsh environment did

not stop people from living where there were resources available for---../1

exploitation.

Resource Availability a nd Development Opportunities

The natural resources which can sustain .life are' not .evenly

distributed in rutal Alaska. A brief description of the resources,

the kinds of individuars -attracted to exploit them, and future re-.

sOurce de/elopmeni prospects will tell, us most about the setting of

change and the environmental constraints op institutions such: as

sclrools.

-Alaska's aboriginal population,aettled. tie 'land mass in.pyr

of large mammals thpt migrated along the Bering Land bridge.

Aleutians, and the western and northern coasts, were settled by

Eskiinoid peoplps, who harvested seals, walrusea, whales, and fish, and

to A lesser extent land animals such as caribou, bears, .sheep, and

birds. These wildlife resources were finite, and this factor limited

the population of theNative groups *hich pursued them. None of these

species has been domesticated, and thus opportunities for subsistence

use now are dependent on annual changes in animal and fish popu-

latfons.
4 Today, no rural cOmmunity in the state can subsist primari-

ly on hunting 4pd fishing pursuits,'but the culture of subsistence use

remains powdrful and affects schooling in many rural areas.

Athabascan, Tlingit, and Haida Indiats also relied to'some'extent

on land animals for subsistence, but they were more dependent on fish,

which explains their tendency to.settle along rivers with productive
fisi runs (particularly salmon) and on those sections of the southeast

coasts when sea resources were particularly abundant (See Map 2).

Opportunities for developpent of this resource, especially for future

contOrcial harvesting of fish speCies,- are difficult-to estimate.
Ibis. makes uncertain the economics of the Many small fishing villages

in'rural-areas of the state.

4 '1
Other natural resburces. of,rural Alaska have been exploited since

tile nineteenth century, and their continued development and potential

expansion depend on supply.and demand conditions outsid4 of Alaska.

Thepresence of minerals -- chiefly, gold, sil4er, coal and lately zinc_
andmolybdenum--brought overnight development to some rural areas of

.r.
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the estate. The best example is Nome, which was -gaska's largest city

(with a population, of 12,408) in 1900. Yet Nome nearly became a ghost

town when goldsuppliee. and prices 'declined. Mineral* development in

rural Alaska hots resulted 4.n two types of settliMUnts1/4: minio
enclaves, which bear resembliffices to the classic compavy town (seln

most clearly in the early relationship of Alaska Gold Company to Nome

and Usibelli coil mine to Healy); egad smalf-scalei communities of

inaiviadual miners. who stake and work, claims, as in Livengood, McGrath,

Central, and other Interior .areas. minerals are difficult *d

very expensive to. extract under Alaska- climafic conditions, and

-communities that dx-Olft them ere highly dependent on external forces

of supply and demand. These communities Are distinctive from other
rural place's in that their population is predominantly Caucasian.

Oil and gas resources do not figure dftecf.lyln the development

pattern of rural Aldska, for petyoleum exploration and exploittation is

a high technology, enterprise, conducted from industrial enclaves on
the North Slope, and (iin urblinized communities onthe Kenai Peninsu-

la.
6 With the'exception-of the Noph Slope, the impact of oil .and gas

development has been indirect t2 fhe pkesent--mainly through increased

state spendi4 Bowever, the 3rospect of new energy developments in

other rural trilogies heightened concerns abgailt changes. traditional

societies.
e

Southeast'Alaska and to a ;lesser extent southcentral and nterior

rural regions 'ef the state habe. abundant forests. As demand fir wood

products increased in Japan and East Asia generally; Alaska fiwst

products became valuable, Exploitation of this .esource brotight

Caucasian and some -Native workers to rural areas andTled to growth of

communities. Howeer this industry has been depressed' recently, and

future.developTerlt is.pendent factors extrinAlc to rural regions

of the state.. EcondMies of logging communities have collapsed in
several areas as a result, and schools been closed.

The general cypnditions. for agricultuye in rural areas of, the

state have always /been inauspicious:. soils are poor; cfimate and

weather conditiofis are harsh, notwithstanding the long daylight hours

of the growing' peaton; transporting products to market 1.1* diffikelt

and costly, because of the incomplete infrastructure of roads, rail

lines, harbors0And marketr-both,W1thip the state andinternation-

ally--are% pootly deieloped. Neyertheless, growth.of agricniturein'

the Matanuska -$0itna Valley in the 19307 and 1940s,.and'developlmol

of the multi-mfllion dollar state - assisted barley project in ale

Delta-Clearwater area more recently, have led to the formation of

rural agrarian communities, in the sense in whith this term is used in

the contiguous 48 states. ,

Finally, the physical beathy and uniqueness of me rural regions

have actracted'toutIsts and the tourist industry ha grown in impor-

tance. But it is a majot economic factor in few rural communities at

the present.

A,

Thus,1 a variety of resources support human habitation in rural

Alaska,. and number of communities have been able to develop and

-8-
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capture economic,benefits from the development of these resources.

Such communities have seen their populations and commilniiy wealth

expandp.but ttlis.expansion is highly detendent on exttrnal demand fur

the resource. In general, however, esburces aYt unevenly distributed

and poorly developed in rural reg jions of the state. This factor

explains gthe' absence of a tax ba in most rural areas (and the

creation of an unorganized. borough in which gaveinment services would

be. provided directly by the state). It is a maSor limiting factpr in

the development of fully autonomous communities with school systems

that compare to those in urban America.

Pop tioniparacteristics

'Genera

and rural'A
over time,
pottrayal of

ations abound concerning the differences between. urban

ska, but,.as rural communities aid regions-differentiate

it becomes increasingly difficult to draw an accurate

the state's average rural resident.

If we paint in broad strokes, we can
9
point out these major

differences between rural and urban residents:

I

Rural-rlsidents.luwe..f444-17.1VA.per capita incomes till° are on

the average $4,500 lower than those of urban residents. tblifs

for commercial products on the other hand are from 5 so over 100

percent higher.

The components of rural income diverge markedly from those.of

city families. Most rural residents hunt and fill for some pars

of their food whereas most urban Alaskans do not. Furthermore,

a greater proportion' of rural income is made up of transfer

payments from the federal government and state social agencies. .

t. Opportunities for full-time, year -rand employment are available
for oily a small number of adult Native residents of rural

areas. Wok is likely to be seasonal.

For these and other reasons, rural communities lack the social

cultural amenities of urban Alaska Ind contiguous 48states,

and either through desire or default, residents have a'hardier

life style.
4

Rural Alabkans do not have ready access fo professional medical

and dental care'. Rates of infant and addlt mortality are higher

than those in cities.

Rates of alcoholism, and otilyr eulistance abuse are higher in

Arse than in urban Alaska,' and the impact 44 aloholism on

small scale communities is far more severe than in cities.

Such generalizations have to be used with-a good deal 'of caution,

however, becaupe there are extreme cases today in, rural Alaska. Some

Native fishing villages-have average annual family incomes of ove;

$50,000; even though a great number have slim subsistence resources,

and must-rely on transfer payments. Some mining communities have per

-9-
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capita annual incomes of:more than $70,000, while logging communities

are economically depressed;

Sharp d ferences between rtal and urban Alaska. are Seen most

clearly in he way school systems developed.

Development of an Edimationa). Syet:em for Alaska Natives

11
Schools, in rural Alaska were developed first during the-Russian

, colonial period. The period of Russian educitiori extended from 1785

.to 1916(, but its impact was limited to a small number. of communities.

It was superceded by the AMerican dual system of education, estab-;

lished inn' 1905. This section describes the schools devkloped for

Natives in rural asks, the antecedents of.the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA) sc 00 still pound in some 20 rueal places as of the

early. 1980s.

For nearly 20 years after the Alaska pprc ase in 1867, edutation
was provided by mission societies of- ican churches, ,Ruskan

Orthodox schools, and by the Alaska Commercial Company (on the

Pribilof Islands).
14 In the Organic Act of 1884, tOongress made, the.

,AulortitlAnt of the Interior (and the BIA) responsible for schooling

children of,all races in the territory4 this was done

through public schools and "contract schools." Then in 1905 Con-

gress passed the Nelson Act that formally inaugurated the dual system

of education, in Alaska. The federal part of this lystem was to
provide schools for Alaska Natives. Federal dollars paid for the

schools, and a federal Department of Education controlled them. The

territorial part of this system included both local school 'districts

in incorporated towns and schoole0outside municipalities. The intigt

was that local and territorial dollars would support these schools.

In the first three decades of this century, the MA's Department

of Education, established schools in more remote sections of the

territory. But three events of the 1930s affected the organization of

Native education.. An advocate of Indian self-determination, John,,

Collier, was appointed Commissioner of Indian Affairg. He was instru-

mental in bringing about. the second event--passage of the Johnson

O'Malley Act in 1934. This act promised 'financial assistance to

states that provided public school programs for Natives (called JOM

programs today), and it authorl'ed contractual arrangemehts fbr the

delivery of education services. Third,uin 1939, the Department of

Education that had set up and administered schools especially for

Alaska merged into the BIA system. eliphere. This action was in

response to recommendation of the Merriam Report that all Native

American education programs.be administered by a single agency. Its

effect was to bring''Alaska's Native schooling under the general

framework of objectives used for American Indians.

By the 1930s there bad developed a framework of rural'echools for

Alaska Natives which were funded and directed by the federal BIA in

Washington, D. C. There was a strong interest in the eventual trans-

fer of these educational programs to'the territory,:but there were

limited funds for this purpose.

,1
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Initially, the BIA schools we day schools

grams at the elementary. level only. prom the 1890s, -
Native students' began to attend the 4IA secondary school in

Oregon. (The peak enrollment period was from 1910'to the 1930

f t tit

iska
we.

The

.BIA did not establish secondary schools itt Alaska Until the-1928p-ihen

secondar- schools and vocational training programs were ).s p'see, at

Eklutna and Wrangell. The best known secondary boarding..s9lool was

-,that established at Mt. Edgecumbe (in Sitka) in 1947.

The lack' of secondary schools in almost all rural. areas of the

territory had .a dramatic effect on village cogigunWes. Those who

wanted to remainiln +heir villagesjqere denied the opportunity for any

education past the eighth grade, and those who sought secondary

education were cut off from their communities for at least four years,4

and frequdntly elected to remain' outside the rural community:.
4110

The effeyg ofOBIA schools upon Native culture and .languages has

been studied. The social andivolitical impact of BIA education is

less directly evident. The BLA .school quickly became the most impor-

tant institution in the village. It gave rural youth access to new

information, and it controlled much of their time durAg nine months

pf the year. BIA schools. were staffed universally by Caucasians who

were for the most part new to rural areas of the Alaska territory and

unfaru with Native cultures aitd values. YettaS controllers of the

school environment, school teachers...and principals had village intlu-

ence. They, for example, were in a position to affect the orderliness

of the village and its"public activities.

In all cases, BIA school personnel competed with traditional

councils and village elders for local political influence. In some

cases, BIA personnel inspired the development of other organizations

In communities, such as service and recreat.lonal clubs a few

cases, BIA teachers pressed for municipal governments in village,.

Thus, schools for Native children were the major agency for change of

local culture and lifestyles.

Development of Territorial Schools in Rural Alaska

The formation of territorial schools in rural Alaska followed the

development.CT new resources there, which brought large numbers of

non-Natives to rural areas, particularly toothe Southeast. In those

areas where few non-Native, settled, the local BIA schools admitted

non - Native, children. Gold, rushes around the ,turn of the century,

owever, resulted'in large increases in the Caucasian populations of

cme regions 4e.g:, Nome). The Department of Education could not

establish enough schools, because its funds were limited. Thus, in

1900 as part of the Civil Code and Code of Civil Procedure for Alaska,

Congress granted communities the authority to inwporate, establish

schools, and maintain them through local taxation.

- The larger towns such as Juneau and §kagway did incorporate and

establish schools (and' school boards).. However, communities too small

to incorporate were increasing in number, and they also wanted some

degree of local cgotrol over their schools. The Nelson Act of 1905

1/4



solved thif problem by, ayeorizing' the establishment, of schools

outside,iecorporated towns. But the new schools, fu a by partof4

the federal fees received for licenses outside town were to be

racially segregati0. The statute said:
*

gi

*

*
.4!

4

The schools specified ana provided for 'in this Act shall be

devoted to the education of white children and children of mixed

blood who lead a civilized life.

Natives were to attend federal schools, Caucasians' to attend local and

territorial schools.

lave remaining elements 'of a territorislisystem.of education were

established in 1917: A Uniform _School Act Ziaated a Territorial Board

of Education and the position of Commissioner of Education. As the

dual system evolved, dissatisfaction grew, especially in those vil-

lages where both territorial and BIA schools existed. Many sought the

transfer of B14' schools to the territory. But the territory lacked

revenues to support the federal schools. This defe4 was portiall*

remedied in 1951, when Congreill extended the proVtsions of the

Johnson-O'Malley Act to Alaska. Subsequently, a few more BIA

schools were transferred to the territory without loss of federal

funding.

Changes in Educational OrganiNtion upon Statehood

When Alaska became a state in 1959, little headway had been made

toward merging the two components of.the dual system of rural educa-'

Lion into a, single system. The organizational pattern of rural

schooling was somplex. There were BIA schpols, some private, schools,

the rura4 state- operated schools, and two types of local schools in

rural aliew independent school districts and incorporated school

districtA. Education was the chief service that rural residents

wanted, *nil the Complex system perhaps. satisfied this 'need.

Certainly,\the 'opportunity to establish a school district in any rural

area with rice than 100 persons that lacked a tax base, and to fund

this with non local monies was a disincentive to the formation of

integrated loca communities where the schools would coexist with

other public organ ations and services.

Framers of the ).Tiskestate constitution were disturbed by the

number of independent taxing furisdictions in the territo-

ryespecially school districts. They sought to bring order.to the

development of government in the state through the creation of a

system of local administration that would be decentralized but rela-

tively uniform in provision of basic services. They specified that

the state would have only two local government jurisdictions--boroughs

and cities. Boroughs (strong, area-wide local governments) were to

have compulsory powers of education, planning auld zoning, and taxa-

tion. All schools within boroughs were to be' organized in a school

district responsible ,to the borough assembly (except in one case,

Haines, where a third-class borough was established in which the

assembly was the school board). First class cities outside bormighs

5)ere given compulsory powers of education, planning; and taxation too.
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City schools were also to become part of a school district that would

-obtain local k.evenue froli the city council.

Areas outside boroughs and,first class cities, which Imp 1970

comprised nearly RP percent of the states territory, were left in the

residual category called the "unorganized borough." Their local

governmentraffairs including delivery of educational services, were
the responsibility of the `state legislature.

Following statehood, little changed with xespect to the adminis-

tration -bf rural educational' affairs. An internal change in thee

,))Department of Education in 1966 did create a Division of

State-Operated Schaoli, but this had little impact on Native education

or the relationship between state and federal school systems.

In 1963, the legislature formed nine beroughs uncle5 provisions of

the Alaska Constitution, and 11 local school districts within the

boroughs as well as 32 sta -operated schools in the new boroughs'

boundaries were transferre to the borough distri64. The state
continued to operate 85 scho ls, serving approximately 2,3093students

in rural areas, as well as schools on-military reservations.

I

Increasing interest on the part of rural Alaskans for a stronger

role in local educational policymaking led to a significant change in

1971. The Alaska legislature created the Alaska State-Operated School

System (ASOSS or SOS for short) and transferred operational"respon-

sibilitv for rural schools from the Department of Education to this

unit. SOS was governed by a seven-member board appointed by the

governor from areas served. The legislature provided for local

advis9u boards in :communities where state schools were in opera-

tion. This legislittion implied that SOS would be a permanent

district for state school operations in the unorganized borough. For

rural Natives and non-Natives the action compounded the problems of

the dual system,
*/.

Rural Education Proble$ in the 1970s

To Alaska Natives and Caucasian educators, the probleMi-in rural

Native society were at leapt in part the result of organizational

patterns. The centralization' of 'dectsionmaking in both federal and

state systems, but especially in the SOS, frustrated their desires to

create viable local school systems; organize stable,- responsive

patterns of educational, policymaking; improve student outcomes; and

expand influence over the direction of educationaa'change.

Rural residents had consistently sought the Creation 'of viable

school systems for small llages, and sought high schools as-close to

their homes as possible. This commitment to local elementary-and
secondary schools has been a major impetus to organizational change in

rural education. The difficulty lay not only in constructing new
school facilities in villages (a 'controversial issue in state poli-

tics), and *'Iii, staffing rural sch

1
is and-assuring them a continuous

base of resources, but also in dev oping alternative modeli for small

ti

I
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local high_pphools. Thus the environmentfof rural school districts

a. 7

influenced directly the lability to achieve local control.

Neither .theistate* SOS nor the BIA system was .thought to be

respbnsiVe. to parents and chteren in rural areas of the state.

Decision makers in both systems were distant from local'achqols. They

did not. understand local situations and made poor decisions. The

curriculum was decided upon centrally -and was often inappropriati.

Actual control over local operations was left in the hands of teachers'

and professional administrators. Most of these individuals were not

adapted to the communities and regions they served, nor accountable to

them. The Alaska Native Needs Assessment (ANNA) project summary

called for local control of schools, and emphasized the 'continuing

need for technical assistance to support local control.

.Schodls in rural Alaska have sexed a student population that is

markedly disadvantage& in standard academic skills. There is.a wide

gap between reading and verbal skills (in English), and mathematical

abilities of 1=111 sad urban youth and, within rural populations,

between Caucasian and Native students. --Native youth have been disad-

vantaged by the failure of the state and natibn to develop school

programs preparing them for entry into a changing skills market and

national social life. The ANNA project summary mentioned the growing

desire of Native.Astudents to attend and succeed at college, and fort

vocationl and career -iducation opportunities in and beyOnd high

school. These factors and pressures for achievement also lay behind

the movement for organizational change in Alaska education-.

But pressures for student achievement conflicted with" equally
strong pressureCto maintain and strengthen Native culture.. In the

late 1960s, the general educational goal of Native adults and students

was that the school should help equip the individual. to get along in

either the Nat,ire or non-Native culture, whichever the Native child

should choose.' By the middle of the decade, the school system also

had become the arena in Whic1;-the survival of Native culture was

debated. There re conflicting, irreconcilable demandsteach

standard English, preserve Native languages., and maintain village

English -and specious, 'glib ,olutions. The school in Alaska as

nationwide was 6 handle society's gtoblems.. It was,not clear what

poI.itical leaders, administration, parents, or the professional

reference group thought it was most important for the school to

accomplishl Local control quid have clarified these demands.

These, then, were the problems and conflicts surrounding_rural

Alaska education in the 1970s. The extent to which the debate was

expressed in terms of organizational change and community control,

however,. was a consequence of the national debate (and academic

inquiry) on these matte4s, to which we turn.
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CHAPTER 2. ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE AND COMMTNITY CONTROL OF EDUCATION'

The manipulation of organizational cottrq,1 and the of

organiiational change otyschool outcomes is a controversial t.pic it
bothi, educational research and practice. This chapter, esents a

sketch of the theoretical investigations ittc organizationarpfistues in

education. It also discusses the experiments in school district

10 decentralization of the 1960s and 1970s, and defribes research

'findings that seem to pertain to rural schools. The chapter concludes

with an examination of the movement of .national social issues to

Alaska and the Alaska Native Claims Settlenett Act of 1971,iwhich were

the impetus for decentralization of rural schools.

The Organizational Context cf Education

Three broad streams of academic research in the social 'sciences

provide A framework of ideas for the analysis of rural educational

organization in Alaska. First, a generation of sociological research

on the structure and behavior of organizations has generated hypothe-

ses about interorganizational relation?' anc. the interaction of- en-

vironments and organizations. Second, the expanding field of study

called the "politics of education" has expired organizational goals

and effects at a less abstract levelconceming, for -example, povek

relations between superintendents and schocl boards. Third, middle

and narrow range studies of decentralization of government services,

particularly education, have interpreted the way in which orga-

nizational change affects service delivery.

'Organizational Behavior and Change

Organization theory research sets brow', macro-analytic par e-

ters for the Analysis of educational institutions. There are a 1 rge

number. of studies in this field, and several approaches to answ ring

the question of the impact of organizational change on human behavior.'

The reigning paradigm aincethf Second World War has been that vari-

ance of human behavior in organizational settings can be accounted for

by intraorganizational variables, such as.btreaucratitation an0 other

factors. This approach has united researchers from different

disciplines and vantage points. Although few of the researchers

considering the internal structures and functioning of organizations

have followed an explicitly "closed systee approach, the range of

consideration given environment factors in this perspective is

limited. For ex/pie, a recent .94 high17 influential theoretical

statement by Blau considered the organization's size tobe of far

greater importance than its environment, technology, or uncertainty in

explaining structural differentiation of organizations.
r
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i A great deal of research also has been conducted on the nature of

organizational processes, taking environmental factors as givens.° The

Weberian rational model of bureaucracy continues to excite interest

ind spur the2 tracing of interrelations among charaCteristics of

organizations.. However, die connections between structure and process

of an srganization and its goals, conceived in terms of incentives Mid

costs, has not led to generally acceptet models of social

subsystems, sue!), as the educatiorral subsystem. Pajial models of

rational decision making processes ere *drawn from the Weberian

perspective, and these have been adapted much more easily to research

into decision making in school districts.

P.'

As a supplement to or substitute for rational models, researchers
have proposed social psychological and yolftical approaches, all of

whfch concentrate on relationships c)5 power and1 authority in4

N organizations. Crozier
4

, Hickson et-41. , and Child , among others,

have focused on those individuals in organizations who derive power

from their control over scarce
61 dependency is positional,

vrces and sources of ncertainty.

1
This treatment of power as the oppefi

not structural, which limits its use in comparative stu ies. Also,

most of these studies tend to combine analyses of authority and

influence instea$ of identifying the separate sources of each as

Camson recommends .

. _ One exception to this. pattern is Tannenbaum's research on control

in organizations. He criticizes the dominant focus on the relative

distribution of control among different'echelons of organizations, and

argues that vheoreticallr organizations may also _differ in their

total amount Of control. The assumption of a variable amount of

control seems particularly applicable to loosely structured

organizations such as schools and school districts where participation

Of the "rank and file" (teacherWis usually encouraged.' The impact

of different distributions of control has been studied in the politics

of education literature, but the imp)ications of variable amounts of

control on school outcomes such as student retention and achievement

have not.

Recently popular analyses of interormOkitationfl change have

questioned theorganizational system paradigm. Welch described the

normal pattern of organizational actton as "loosely coupled." meaning

it vfolates the .requirements of linkage assumed in systems theory.

Cohen, March, and Olson developed the- "garbage can model" If

organizational decision making As a. corrective to the rationalin

perspective. Applying the concept to schools, Meyer and Rowan

contended that "thei bureaucratic standardization of ritual

classifications" of schooling had "little impact on- the actual

instructional activities of local schools."

These criticisi's haye led to an increased focus on environments

of orgaqizations. An early, theoretical work that influenced the

evolution the "open system" viewpoint was Thompson's Organizations

in Action . Thompson considered organizations to be dependent

because of ambiguity and uncertainty in their environments; neverthe-

less, they were systems that 'strived for .certainty. Discussion about
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the environment of the organization, the network of interacting

organizations, including.the particularirle of "focal organizations,"

olassified by Aldrich and Pfeffer into two approaches: the-
411 population ecology and resource dependent persp'ectives.

The population ecology or natural selection perspective is

applied to the population level of organizations/ It suggests that

environmental factors se?fct those organizational charadteristicsbest
Atting (the enVironment . This perspective explains organizational
change .through three stages adopted from the biological metaphor:

organizational variations occur; some. are eliminated while others are

selected; the variations seletted influence organizational 'structure

and prooessAver.time Thesperspective dirilkty attention' to the force

field" of organizations, and it applies'particularly4iellito schools,

which are multi - pressured social organizations._ -

The'second approachlkalle the "resource dependent perspective " -°

by its author, Pfeffer , g ves greater attention to political *

decision making processes that occur within the organization. It

argues that organizations seek to manage or .strategically sdapt fo
their environments.- One element of this theory related to school

'organizations is th.q, proposition that administrators may engage in

activity
a7

pighaging their environments than controlling their

or nizations, . Another element, of broader applicability, is that.

organizational decisions and actions are determined by the "enacted

environynt"--that set- of definitions of the world or orientations

developed through the orgfnIzationsy attention processes.

Overlapping* the fesource dependence perspective is tharlirans-

action 1tpproach, illustrated in the work of VilliamSon and

Warwick . This apprdach posits that organizatloils are in constant

interaction with their environments, and that these 'interactions

affpct their structures and processes. The approa0h presents

organizations as potential maximizers.that.learn from interactions.

In re nt years, researchers have begun to apply both closed and '

open syst models to.the analysis of educational orgahizations. We-

have se cted from this literature two 'approached that seem-.

partift rly appropriate to the conditions of rural Alaska education.

The first is a focus, on both the distribution and.amount of control in

rural educational. organizations. The second is the .concept of

incorporating environments into organizations, which is'applicable to

the process of localization in Aral: Alaska education and the,apparent
deprofessionalization of Caucasiati.'educators we discuss in Chapters

4-6.

Politics of Educational Organizations

o,Vas power over what and with what effects Is among the Oldest

quest ons of politics, and one that has been asked with increasing

frequ cy of school systems. This literature divides roughly. into

studied of the school or school district as a formal organization (its
, administrative behavior), research intothe.power, participation, and,

)

A
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influence of educetiOnal actorsne and attempts to formulate a

political system of Via' school or district.

Studies of forskl'organizational aspects of the school have

.influenced conceptual, and empirical work. The school i viewed as a

rational system of-U4ts'Xboards, superintendents) pursuing a common

gal, units that are 4nterlinked. The structure of the organization

(for' example, its size, span of control) and woqi acti%ities'(for

example, communicatibi) are:''Subjects of analysis , The holistic

approach has been used to describe school, administration, however, the

approach is atject to the shortcomings of "closed syste,

perspectives int.,iftset4zatibnal behavior discussed above. Weick

applies his "loosely coupled systems" approach as.a,corrective, and

studies following thite lead have concluded that admilitistrative

arrangemens are loosely coupled to the technical core of ,public

education . Ai mentioned, the study of administratiye control has

focused on the impact of different distributions on performance, and

has not considered the impact of variation in amount of control.

Studies of individual,.sChool Actors, are numerous t" with pe lihaps

greatest attention focused on;school boards. In 1958, OlOsscond ted

researeh',On attitudefri.lterceritions, and role(' orientations of bo rds

and .superiniendegs. *recent assessment is Cistone's edited book

on schobl board. This'study'presents a comprehensive view of boards,

their sociopolitical environments,. ,their authority relationships,

-' their institutional growth- and- change. Among the authors, Boyd

,-:
. suggested variables thie' infludnced 'the conddct of board-staff .

. relations: _community characeeilstics' (political culture, educational

expectations, hiatotj of school/community conflict),:characteristics°

Of school'aUthorities, school goveinment factors (degree of fiscal

independence); school system factors (vulnerability of system, qua- e/

si-professionalism) *:tesotitces (knolaedge, information, management

resources, 'and, the 'community's demand for representation) . the list

of variables with a potential impact on_educational policriaking 1s

long. But, one shortcoming of the approach was that itfailed to

"clarify the Wationship betwee, educational policy processes and

policy outputs i" The' extent and effect of participation is a

critical'4'ariable, and several studies have pointed. but ,the ways ini

which it influences both alypistrative and 'political control of

Ilutz and Iannocoone focused on conflict-, eSpeciilly that

induced by differences in political culture and declining., economic

resources,and_xilated thi& to results in school board elections. They

present emPiticiardeta showing that there is an "episodic adjustment -4

(throughele4tioria) of 'school district policy to the will or value of

the larger.community,".. The notion of "episodic adjustment" is one we

will apply to rural Alaska, but because use of elect' ons is _recent, we

will also look for. other forms of. community vo-itissaiisfaction.

Salisbury considered thOiore ephemeral topic of citizen participation

In education, addressling, the outcomes so far as iriftViduals were

concerned-. Hisrconclusion°,was:.

Citizens mhol:iarti-4pste in school affairs remain positive in

their supportive attlibdes tolird the schools, trusting in the

general' probity -,and effectiveness with which 'the schools are
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administered, and confident abut their abililuto have some .

influence over the Course of educltional policy.

This pattern of effects of participation in school politics is an

implicit pattern of comparison f6r our research in rural Alaskpo

Perhaps the most soWsticated,partial study of actors was that

'of Ziegler and Jennings, which looked at the interactions between
school board, superintendent, 'and the public. The authors used a
nationwide sample of districts and examined recruitment to the poard,

linkages between district environment' and board, and Con-

flict/cooperation between boards and superintendents.' A major finding
of this study was that school boards were insulated from the public:

lay boards were almost wholly dependent on superintendents for infor-

mation on which to base decisions. :This view has been challenged in

More recent research, and it provides us another standard ,of

comparison to the situation in.' rural Alaska where communities are

smaller and decisionnaking is more 141y to be done by consensus. A

further study by Tucker and Zeigler again spoke to the issue of
"professional control" over,lay boards, and this is an important
critical Observation to emerge from nearly a generation of research on

the politics of education., This research has been criticized by

Bachatach, howeter, for its deemi4lasis of the overall governing

process, and oflhe consequencei for school district policy making of,

political activity.

Conceptions of the political system of the school obviousiy pay*

greater attention to exogenous variables. Wirt and Kirsvroposed the

adoption of a political systems 'framework in 1972. In later

studies, Wirt specified the various "constituents" of the school
3L

and

examined 4, major pressures weakening the power of "kerning

authorities : changes in the intergovernmentaA context, increased

pressure group activity, increased profesdionafism of teachers and

admini4trators, and the differential effects of political culture.

Thompsobalso presents a conceptua4zation of the schbol district as a

system. Bacharach analyzer the theoretical sophistication of these

approaches, and concludes that what is needed is a marriage of formal

orgapiiation and open system perspectives. His "political analysis of

theiischool system" is an important synthesis of concepts in the field

of politics of education. It affords researchers the latitude of

examining relatipnships of greatest interest to them while being able

to connect these to 1-brOader process of administration and politics.

Of importance to our research, Bacharacti points out several ways in

which decentralization of structure hypothetically affects political

-processes of the sckool system.

Decentralization of Governmental Services'

A third area of literature relates directly to problems in rural
iAlaska' education that stimulated odr research: what effect f an do

political and administrative atrangements have on educational o t

cones? This literature developed in response to practical concerns

urban service consumers; it describes results of experiments related

4
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to the at.school wars" of the 1960e. To describe the literature,

it is essary to look back at those events.

olitical impettro Decentralization. Urban minorities who had

develcilmd political consciousness and a capability to organize during

the Civil Rights movements of the 1960s felt they had been

shortchanged in the social change processes of earlier decades. Their

involvement in Great Society programs, for example, in community

action programs that encouraged their Niaximum feasible participa-

tion," brought them into an awareness of the potentialities of their

community's control of important functions such as education.

Too, urban taxpayers in general wondered what they were getting

for their tax dollars: national social ,welfare programs seemed

inefficient; municipal services of health, education and welfard, the

adtintstration of which was centralized and remote, did not seem to

deliver results. These concerns', criticisms, and conflicts exploded

in the late 1960s in a series of pommunity control controversies.

Ultimately the issue of who should control schools in New York City

and the Decentralization Act of the New York Legislature in 1969

brought national lay and professional attention to the roles of orga-

nizational change in affecting educational results and to the concepts

of political and administrative decentralization particularly.

Findings from Studies of Decentralization of Urban Services. A

host of studies have reported on these decentralizition experiments

conducted in the 19700 in urban Amefica. Setting the historical

background for decentralization was Cronin's 1973 interpretative

review cA fourteen urban systems anc136their changing patterns of

control. General, single case studies chroilicled the rich history

and complex context of the New York decentralization law. Zimet

(1973) was one of the few s9 conduct an' in-depth study of a single

school district in New'York. lie specified measures of effectiveness

such as improvements in achievement test scores, and found that. the

district showed little improvement hick he attributed to a- lack of,

substantial change in mode of school control: the Ne4 York law had

produeed two conflicting systems of governance in the schools--a

top-down emphasis on administrative decentralization and a bottom-up

emphasii on community control --which resulted in minimal change in

educational or administrative effectiveness.

Gitteis comparative study, Six Urban School Districts
38

,

identified the conditioning role of fiscal :status and. measured the

outputs of innovation and school system flexibility. Of particular

relevance, she found the degree of opennessnature of power and

public participation ---to be directly related to innovation in two

cases studied. In her several studies of the effecti.of decen-

tralization in New .York City, she found no redistribution of power in

school decisipn making, but she noted significant changes in client

participation. Many active participants went on to participate in

other areas of ibunicipal politics. Lalloue and Smith, in.their suiVey_

of decentralization in five cities, concluded that "No significant

evidence axisig abdut the relationship of decentralization to student

achievement."
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Evaluation of the case EARClies.of decentralized school systems

formed an important part of the study, Street -Level Governments,. by

Yin and'Yates. They examined the impact of weak, moderate, and strong

decentralization strategies in five' service areas (safety, health,

multiservice, education, and economic development) and assessed

decentralization outcomes within each service, area. They concluded

that "successful decentralization is directly related to the strength

of the decentralization strategy and is' inversely related to the'

degree.dir professional and bureaucraDic control over service pol-

icies. Specifical regarding education, they found "a tendency

144for weak forms of de tralization to produce service improvements

(improved reading scores, for example) but not increased client

control (even of a weak .nature) and for strong forms of

decentralization to produce iacreagid control but few service improve-

ments (even of a minor nature).", In short, the 'early, extensive

studies of organizational change in Urbein education were not sanguine

abut the efficacy of administrative tinkering.

There is a different set of findings with respect to studies of

citizen'participation in education. Davis argues convincingly that

increased participation affects five areas of educational result 1)

it leads to institutional policies that are more responsi4 o needs

of constituents and communities, 2) it improves the nat and gliality

of educational services, 3) it helps develop a sense of efficacy and .

confidence on'the part of constituents of citizens' organizations, 4)

it can contribute to. improved performance by students, 965) it can

contribute to making citizen organizations more effective. However,

empirical support is generally lacking for these hypotheses, with the

exception49f the recent analysis of decentralization in New York City

by Rogers . This project analyzed the implementation of the New York

law in the city's.new 'school districts. Much of the study reports on

case studies of districte. representing variation in class and

ethnicity, and there is a sensitive po/trayal of changes in political

stability.. One generaliz tion of this study is that policies of

decentralized districts, such as -the hiring of paraprofessionals,
became more responsive to consumers and led to greater community

-'"involvement in most instances. A second generalization was that test

scores did not decline under the new,' partially decentralized ,

districts. Rogers' main thesis is that the process of implfmentation,

especially the role of the superintendent, is a critical variable in

determining successful outcomes.

Applications to Rural and American Native Education. Less

attention has been paid the impact of decentralization in nonurban

locales, but the logic of organizational analysis applies there

equally well. Rural school consolidation has produced large, cen-

tralized systems, with limited decisional control in stall towns; and

the decentralization strategies of the 1960s seeid appropriate to

(and were applied in) some rural places. Considerably less

information has been accumulated on the fate of these experiments,

however. In fact, a leading assessment of the state of rural

,education, Sher's Education in Rural America, mentionsliply one case

and that concerns the intent of. tat Vermont State partment of
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Education to consokeate all public school districts in Ameri--'7
"most rural state."

A large part of the population of rural areas in the Southwest

and Western% states is non-Caucasian, and the development of orga-
nizational strategies bringing, control to towns and villages has been

high on the agenda of leadtrai of minority groups, Studies of the

impact of increased partici ation opportunities (as a result of

decentralization) on black Americans indicated that minority students'

achievement in reading was associated with strong involvement g

pareAts in the reading program and in other school activities.

Strong arguments have been made for decentralization of consolidated

schools on Navajo reservations to "allow frajopparentseto have real

control of their children's education" and increase education

effectiveness. Thus, although organizational change might induce few

qualitative improvements in the education of a majority Caucasian'

population, its impact might' be significantly different for

non-Caucasi n Americans.

National Currents and Changes in Remote Regions

In important respects, the development of education in rural

Alaska has mirrored national processes. A Cycle of decen-

tralization- consolidation- decentralization has operated within an

overall framework of increased integration of ethnic inority (Native)

and Caucasian educational systems. As mentioned, t .duaI system had

become a target for elimination by the 1.960s. Educatorb pointed to

the need for special programs for Natives and a single, distinctive

structure for rural schools. State officials agreed .in principle to

merge rural schools into a single, state-controlled system. But it

was the emergence of Native groups which made these issues salient and

forced a change in educational organization. And the emergence of

Native political organizations in Alaska was largely a consequence of

national currents of social change.

National Social Action Agencies and Rural Organization

The pattern of change in rural areas of the state was initially

one of passive reaction to nationwide pressures reaching Alaska during

the 1960s combit'd with strong re tions to state - initiated pressures

on rural areas. From this, organize on ggressive strategies

for Native and local control developed.

This decade of change began with activitie of directors of hie

American Institute of Indiah Affairs, particula ly the work of Henry

Forbei and LaVerne Madigan. They visited =kimo communities in

northern Alaska in 1960 and 1961, and "While there helped initiate

three significant events and processes.. First, they assisted the

Natives of Pt. Hope, who were then worried about the plans of the

Atomic Energy Commission to dredge a harbor at Pt. Hope with nuclear

charges, in a plan called Project Chariot.. Second, in the process of

helping villagers protest this action, they worked closely vith.Howard

Rock,' and encouraged himisio.found the first .Native newspaper of the

state, the Tundra Times. Third, they inspired and assisted in the
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formation of a pan-village organization on' the North Slope, the

Inupiat Paitot (Otr(People ,Speak), which was a forerunner of the /

Northern Alaska land claims associations. Jt.
A broader process of change occurred through the movement to

Alaska of the national War on Poverty and the ethos of the civil

rights movement. By 1)65, a statewide program shad started, first
through the governor's office, and than as an independent, ion-profit

agency of the.sligte. Under the War on Poverty umbrella, a large
10 ' number of prOgrams were brought to rural villages, which, had the

effect of increasing mobilization and organization there. These

included: Operation Grassroots, Community Development Corporatiolis
(CDC), Headstart programs, Volunteers-in-Service-to-America (VISTA),

and Community Action Programs (CAP).

10 The work of these agencies is described sufficiently elsewhere.49

We are interested in the effects they had on rural communities, and we

can pinpoint four: they incrlased resources for change in small

villages; they enhanced the 4kblitical. leadership possibilities and

administrative experiences of rural Native youth; they stimulated the

10
involvement oI communittes in their future; and they .brougbt.to rural

communivtas highly committed Caucasian youth, who identified in many

cases with the self-determination goals and objectives of rural

communities.,

I

The resources put into programs that benefited people were not

vast, given the relative abundance of state government resourtes in

1983. But in comparison to funds provided in federal and state
programs at that time, the new resources produced the needed mergin

for change. By speaking of resources, we mean dollars not'available

previously--such as for day-care assistance and pre-school programs.

We also mean the provision of seed-money'for capital construction, as

prOvided through CDC grants. Although an analysis of the total

contribution of War on,Poverty funds has not been done, it is safe to

say that most of the resources were in ,the form of personnel sal-

aries--to Headstart aidest VISTA volunteers, grassroots workers, and

to CAP coordinators. .S /

1

AS.WIS the cavoltn other parts of the United States, the War o

Poverty programs df the 1960s rapidly socialized minoritiis (in th

case young Natives) to a politicized communi ;y development ethic, a

made them ,,,available for broader leaderfpip responsibilities in their

communities. Native youths were granted responsible positions, given

opportunities to travel in their own regions and statewide, and

provided with training sessions. These experiences enhanced theii`

ability to function on ,a par with Caucasians in state and federal

government.

Community action programs greatly increased the involvement of

village residents in public discussions about local, regional, and

statewide issues. Moreover, they -created opportunities for ttie

transfer of knowledge and action from one rural regiin to another, as

repyesentatives and delegates appe.red ogether at statewide forums.

One of the mandates of the War on PoveifYs community action program
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was that theie be public hearings for projects, and "maximum feasible

participation" in the developlent of plans to eradioate poverty in

local areas. While this mandate was often ignored, there was real

chanielin the process:. attempt were made to involve individuals who

had not been.activespreviously, d to point out to them the benefits

of participation:,

A final but by no means the least important factor was the

effect the community action programs had in creating a class of

Caucasian intercessors in rural Alaska.` This clasS was based on VISTA

volunteers and later Alaska Legal Services workers, whose mission was

to assist in the transformation of rural societies. AS educated

agents of change, they responded to the disadvantageM conditions they

; cfound Id some cases their responses were hasty and inappropriate,

buts large number of these intercessors identified strongly J.tth the

rural people they had come to gyve, and by lending communities their

skills and expertise, they were able to assist their organization

for action. We will return to the role of Caucasian intercessors when

we discess the lo9tlization of rural education in Chapter 6.

Development of the Native'Land Claims Movement

Shortly before the arrival of communityfaction agencies, programs

and activities, state agencies had begun to increase pressure on lands

customarily used by Natives.- This pressure brought on the form4tion

of Native regional and then statewide .land claims associations, and

the development of an aggressive strategy for resolution of these

cllkms. -

State land selections were the direct cause of the land claims

movement. When Alaska became a state, the federal government granted

it rights to select 104 million acres. To provide for it financial

future, and acting under the statehood act, the new state Department

of Natural Resource%sought.to quickly locate and select those lands

most likely to contain petroleum and other minerals.

ThsoNorth Slope was the major site of state selections in rural

Alaska, for this region already contained a federal .petroleum

reserve, and geologic formations in other parts of thi region seemed

to promise rich fossil energy deposits. Without notifying local

Inupiat Eskimo residents; the state selected the lands at Prudhoe Bay

that have produced the state's oil bonanze, of recent years.

Additional exploratory and surveying activity in this area was one of

several stimuli that led Inupiat leaders to form the Arctic Slope

Native Association (ASNA) in December 196g. ASNA was established

chiefly to establ*Oh Inupiat5ilaims to aboriginal use and occupancy of

all of Alaska's North Slope.

Possible loss of Nitioe lands was the single most important

stimulus to formation of regional Native associations throughout

Alaska. Secondary causes.were increased. constraints on Native use of

hands as seen, for example, in state and federal enforcement, of

regulations on subsistence. use of species such as caribou and

waterfowl.

,
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Native leaders in areas moat affected by state selections spread

information about state plans, and Native regions under no particular

pressure from state.or federal agencies nevertheless followed suit in

forming claims asmpciations. Thus, by 1966, land claims associations

had been formed to cover all areas of rural Alaska. The formation of

these organizations created extremely strong forces for change in

rural Alaska. Perhaps the most virile regional was ASNA,

and it had the most at stake. Shortly after its o ization, ASNA

filed suit to stop the states plan to sell oil and gas leases on the

North Slope. Following this action, Secretary of the Interior Stewart
Udall in 1966 put a moratorium on transfers of all federal lands to
the state government until the lative claims were settled.

Late in 1966, leaders Olf the regional associatiogs met formally

to discuss statewide federation, which they accomplished with the
establishment of the Alaska Federation of Natives (ATV) in 1967.

Notwithstanding the strength and Independent tendencies of some of the

regional land claims associations, AFN maintained a relatively unified

posture of Alaska Natives when the claims of all Natives in the state

wereat.the top/id its agenda. AFN quickly proposed the resolution of

land claims. However, oil companies refused to negotiate with Native

groups!, and AFN's plans were not supported by the state government,

which opposed.a large grant of land to Alaska Natives, and which was

disinclined to make monetary payments to,Natives when the state's own

fiscal picture was bleak.

Thg discovery of oil and gas at Prudhoe Bay'in 1968 was the most

important -catalyst to the passage of land claims legislation. The

proven existence of huge quantities of this scarce resource, and the

inability of the o±1 companies to continue exploration work (or

acquire.a federal permit%to construct a*pipeline to bring the oil to

market) without resolution of Native claims, set the stage for Native

leaders and their lawyers' to develop'a proposal, for settling the

claims. Oil companies wished to begin exploitation of Prudhoe Bay

oil, and vented no legal challenges to their ability to work.ipThe

state g vernment, on whose lands the oil was located, stood to gain

vast enues in taxes and royalties from oil produced. The federal

gov= went could satisfy these and other competing demands, and the
take craft for the nation's most
claims. President Nixon signed the
Act into law on December 17, 1971,

of strongly antithetical interests.

Republikan administration could
generous settlements. of Native
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
ratifying a temporary. compromise

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANGSA)

The claims act has been the single most important stimulus to

change of the gocial and politiCal structure of rural Alaska

(including school systems), and thus it is necessary to consider the

provisions of the act and the ways in which it has directed change in

rural communities.
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Provisions of AIJCSA

Basically, the_Alaska Nattve'Claims were settled through payments

of cash and gradts of land, and federalendortement of state-chartered.

corporations, both at the regional and village levels.

The cash settlement was significant at the time the legislation

was passed in December 1971, and still is in the 1980s. Some $962.5

million was to be provided to corporations and individual Natives in

Alaska, but not through direct grants to individuals. Instead:

roughly, one-half of theiNmount was to be channeled to Native regional

corporations formed under ,the act, for theii use in the creation of

economic investments for their shareholders. The remaining funds were

to be distributed to village corporations and the "at large" regional

shareholders. The village corporations were also under some mandate

to distrVute.funds to their shareholders. The payout schedule was to

r49 for 10 years; the sources of funds, were to be the federal treasu'y

and a percentage of state royalties on oil.

The land settlement was significant at the time of the

legislation and., has become increasingly important since then. About

44 million acres of land, more than 10 percent of the total land area

of Alaska, was to be distributed to Natives, but individual ownership

was not the primary objective. Instead, the surface rights to some 22

million acres were to be distributed to village corporations, on the

basis of the lands they selected (selections that took priority over

state selections), with the subsurface' rights given tothe regional

Corporations'. An additional 16 million mires (surface and subsurface

rights) were to be distributed to twelve regional corporal ions based

on a "land lost" formula in the act. Nearly two million acres were

set aside for other purposes, and an additional four to five million

acres may be patented to village corporations representing five former

reserves.

The corporations, both village And regional, were thus the major

direct beneficiaries of ANCSA. These were new legal entities in

Alaska, but they expressed the most powerful force in the land clai

movements. The boundaries of the twelve new regional corporations

resembled those of the regional land claims associations (See Map 3),

and the new leadership of corporations was initially. drawn from the

ranks of the Native associations.

Although new regional corporations resembled old Native

associations, the goals of the econamic,units were entirely different.

The corporations were chiefly concerned with getting title to the land

and making profits for their.shareholders. 'They haVe had problems in

attaining' these objectives.

Conveyance of lands to the corporations was slowed by the lengtny

process of identifying lands of maximum value to Native regidia, and

by the time-consuming technical requirements involved in transfer of

federal property. The flow of cash to corporations was timely, but

problems developed in the creation of profitmaking concerns. One

major difficulty was that new boards of directors of the corporations
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lacked knowledge .and experience. A second was the small size of some
village corporations, which could not become viable economic units.
This led- to mergers of village corporations in some regilps, and
mergers of villages with regional corporations in others. A third
problem was the extensive litigation required to insure that lands
were cOnveyed and that other aspects of ANCSA were implemented.
Finally, profit-making was made difficult by the lack of integration
among a large number of corporations.pursuin4Alimited investment and
development opportunities in rural regions of the state.

ANCSA as a Stimulus to Rural Sociopolitical Organizations

The 1970s began in rural Alaska with the prospect for
self-directed and -initiated change. The major stimulus for this
change was creation of the economic corpora ions atthe village and

40 regional levels. The first half of the sdelcide saw the development of
regional and local corporations. Nqtwithstanding the problems men:-
tionech some investments in new enterprises did turn a profit. Neif

sources of capital became available in many rural regions, and the new
corporations provided jobs for Natives. Corporations also Increased
opportunities for Natives to participate in decisions affecting their
lives, through shareholders' meetings and corporate planning processes
and elections. Of equal significance, village and regional corpo-
ration leaders -tall of whom were Alaska Natives--became the most
powerful political spokesmen in their villages and regions. They also
became an important force in state politics through the AFN.

40 The 1960s land claims associations `had conducted a variety of
social programs supported' by grants or coptracts from government
agencies or foundations. ANCSA contained no provision for the

continuation of these social activities, and as profit - making entities
the new corporations could not undertake social service activities.
Therefore, in each of the twelve. Native regions, the Native
associations continued as non-profit corporations, cpnducting programs
in such areas as health, education, housing, rand employment
assistance. The indirect impact of ANCSA then was lib stinuiate the
deVelopment of organizations whose major role was the delivery of
public services in rural regions.

Thus, the passage. of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act in
1971, by setting up regionkl and village Native corporations with cash-
and wealth, in land, was _an important force in creating an

organizational impetus for,odecentralized educational services.

IP
Action to Decentralize Rural Education

The movement to decentralize control over rural schools involved
leaders of Native corporations, statewide Native leaders, and
educational researchers from the state university. In 1973, the state
Department of Education authorized an investigation of alternatives_
for education in the unorganized borough, and the University of
Alaska's Center for Northern Educational Research (CNER) coordinated
the project. CNER's year-long study was done in coordination with
AFN's Human Resources Committee and the Alaska Legi tive Committee
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on Prehigher Education. The process involved meetings of eduCators,

legislators, public officials, and. organization leaders - -most of -whom

were Natives. The were also rural meetings and directed sessions

with policy makers.

The CNER report, Prehigher Education in54lie Unorganized Borough, /

laid the groundwork for legislative changes. The report found that

centralized Control'1 of educational services had not met needs of rural

PeePlesp and that any continuation of centralized policymaking was
unacceptable because of its Inefficiency and deleterious effects on

local leadership. SePeral alternatives to centralization were

debated, including creation of educational bervice areas,

regionalization% and development of community control through

formation of local governments.

Bills were introduced in both houses of 4the state legislature.,

but no action was taken until Native organizations lobbied strongly

for legislation in the 1975 session. That led to the decentralization

of educational services. ,

.As with most attempts at rural organizational change, the motives

of organizers were varied. For Native leaders, the most important

objective was to wrest control o schools in local communities fiom

professional educators and state bureaucrats who represented the

increasing dominance of western culture and institutions in rural

society. The response to feelings of powerlessness and loss of

control was this dem d 'for, localized decision making. For some

leaders, an additions purpose was to improve resources available for

Native education, by. developing a more efficient decentralized

structure around which local communities could mobilize and seek

greater financial support. And to most leaders, an important objec-

tive was the improvement.of Native schooling--the thought being that

local control would lead to greater attention to the distinctive

problems of Native education. The movement was supported by

educational professionals who resented distant control and by the

political' ideology of self-determination at the national level. One

of the _leaders of the' statewide decentralization movement put the

objectives this way:

There were tOo sellers, to the REAR idea: 1 local school board

control would improve delivery of education, and 2) REAAs would

deal with what a student was--why do the same for all?

Irrespective of the motives and objective; of the leaders of the

Alaska Native education movement gin the 1974, the action married

desires for improvement of schooling for Natives to demands for Native

political. control over rural regions of the state. Thesi interests

were reflected in the process of implementation.
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CHAPTEk 6. IMPLEMENTATION OF DECENTRALIZED EDUCATION IN RURAL ALASKA

The moi-TeAnt for decentralization of rural education did not end

with the passage of state and federal legislation. As is'the case
with most organizational chedges, the way in which statutes and laws

were implemented. influenced greatly the pattern. of local school

operations. This chapter describes the bases of authority to decen-
tralize rural schooling and chronicles briefly the process of change.

Then it examines, the resource issues of implementation and the issues

of power and influence that affected the.extent to which control was

localized.

Legal Authority to Decentralize

The Alaska Native Claims.Settlement Act (ANCSA) was the forerun-

ner to both the decentralization of state educational services in the

1975 creation of Regional Educational Attendance Area's (REAAs)and the

decentralization of federal Indian programs to the local level, in. the

Indian Self-Determination pnd Education Assistance Act of 1975 (and

related legislation, P.L. 95-561). Both these legislative changes

went a step beyond delegation of power. They partially devolved

federal and state power, by either creating or empowering local
councils'and assemblies to make educational decisions affecting rural

Alaskans and Alaska Natives. Also, they partially deconcentrated

federal and state power, by moving the apparatus for educational
program delivery one stage closer to the people served.

After-a year's wait, the state's WA ambling legislation passed

quickly through the legislature in 1975. Legislators considered

several bills reflecting the issue positions developed by the Center

for Northern Educational Research (CNER), of the University of Alaska,

and the Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN), whose Human Resources

.Compittee had workei on this issnelwith CNER. Similar bills were

ineroduced in both houses of the, legislature (Senate.Bill 35, or S.B.

35, after which the REAR act is usually named, and House Bill 219, and

a conference version of the bills was enacted in June 1975. The

legislation established a transitional Unorganized Borough School

1110
District (AUBSD), which was to be replacediOlthin a year by 21 Region-

al Educational Attendance Areas (REAAs), each with elected school

boards empowered to control all but ultimarefiscal decisions. .

Change in control of.federal schools for Natives occurred some-

what less quickly. Notwithstanding the state and federal intent to
transfer control of BIA schools to the state, both-governments moved

-slowly to integrate them into the statewide system. By 1975, 43 of

the BIA schools .operated by the federal government still had not

changed hands. Then, developments in federal .Indian policy again
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influenced the pattern of educational organization in Alaska. First,

congressio4a1 passage of P. L. 93-638, the Indian Self-Determination

and Educitlion Assistance Act of 1975, permitted the contracting of

social services to tribal organizations, thus involing village
traditibqal and IRA councils and nonprofit Native associations in

school-rilatdd matters. (IRA councils are federally chartered village
councils, formed udder terms of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934,

as extended to Alaska in 1936.)

Specifically, this legislation provided for self-determination of

Indian tribes, in the sense that they rather than federal agencies

would administer the federally funded programs (within categories,

such as welfare, employment assistance, and adult education). As

applied to Alaska, the legislation made IRA.and traditiOnal councils

the first Native governments to be considered_ for social service

funding. .Passage of the act gave Alaska Native communities a lore
secure funding mechanism than they had previously had. (rhie.revival

of Alaska'IRA and traditional counfils is partly a consequence of this

new financial arrangement.) IRA councils had the option of applying

for and administering program funds themselves, transferring their

financial authority to regional nonprofit associations, or retaining

the BIA as a service provider.

Then, in 1978, Congress passed P.L. 95-561, which provided for

decentralization of Indian schools and the making of budgetary,

curriculum, and, personnel decisions by hoards at the local school

level. Hbwever, the amount of funds allotted to each school was
determined by a formula not unlike that used in many states- which

distributed support on an average daily membership basis. Few commu-

nities actually took advantage of this policy change.

Finally,, in a policy change under the Reagan administration,

federal support of BIA schools was to be.teiminated over a two-year

period. This action was intended to phase out remaining BIA schools

in Alaska, and their transfer (in some cases for ed) to REAA districts

(beginning. in 1082). The federal action was lemented in a manner

largely inconsistent with the intent of the sel etermination act.

TheRrocess of Decentralization

Cresson o'f,the REAA System in Rural Alaska

The first action taken under S.B. 35 was setting boundaries for

the new REAAs.. This activity was assigned: to the state Department of

Community and Regional Affairs (DCRA), which was to work in consulta-

tion with the state Department of Education (DOE). In a series of
hearings and informational meetinii in rural Areas of the state (of

the unorganized borough). in July and August, 1975, agency officials

sqlicited views on the areas to be covered in the REAA districts.

S.B. 35 provided that REAA: boundaries would follow regional

corporation boundaries established under ANCSA, implying that there

would be at least 12 school districts. But the legislation prescribed

that REAAs would have certain characteristics. They were to contain
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an integrated and homogenous socioeconomic, linguistic, and cultural

area. Designers also were to consider ease of transportation and
communication within each newly created district. These standards for

incorporation resembled those called for in the incorporation of
boroughs. DCRA and DOE approached the drawing of boundary lines with
these ideas in Mind. With drafts in hand, agency. officials held,

hearings in3a large number of rural locations regarding the proposed
boundaries. At the conclusion of the hearing process, the rural
areas of the state were divided into 21 REAA areas.

. The new rural districts were.a compromise of the various objec-
tives of designers. In each of the largest Native regions--Calista
and Doyon--it was necessary to establish severfl distriits. The

designers paid attention to geographic and cultural factors. Thus, in
the Calista region, districts were .set up for eadhiiO4the two major
rivers- Kuskokwim and Yukon. In'the Doyon region; districts were
establigied on the two road arteries to the south--the Richardson and
Parks highways, and villages that can generally be reeihed only by
plane 'were divided between eastern and western regions. But one
district )(IditarodYincluded both Calista and Doyon villages. Given

the larg4 area of regional corporations, single districts were set up
for only four regions--Northwest Arctic, Bering Straits, Copper River, $
and Chugach (see Map 3 of REAA boundaries). Some REAM contained city
school dicricts within their boundaries.

Within each REAA, voters were to elect a bdard of from five to 11

members. The number was determined initially by DOE, in consultation
with committees through hearings held in the district areas. The

legislation provided that small communities could be represented on
board through- the procedure of dividing REAA districts into school
board sections, each with one or more seats on the board. Section

lines were to be drawn based on population distribution, but some
gerrymandering permitted the representation of very small communities

on az board. Board members were elected at large by all voters of an

REAA. this process had to be completed quickly, because elections
were scheduled for January and February 1976. In those elections, 147

board seats were contested,
oP

Powers of the regional schools board were delegated.1 REAA

districts had only powers granted by the legislature, which limited

their resources as Mentioned below. An important aspect of the decen-
tralization process, however, was that Marshall Lind, the Commissioner
Of Education, who had overriding authority with respect to REAA school

operations, gave virtual autonomy to the new districts. His personal
values were strongly supportive of the decentralization movement.
Reflecting on the rne he had played; be commented:

I guess I am patient by nature. I have an orientation that helps

a good deal--basic respect and trust for people, in whatever
capacity. I have felt that-board members are concerned, sincere
individuals who want to do what's right: They mostly-hire people

with these feelings. At times we screw up, but as a state
agency, we ought to help them . by God we should do it. It is

very easy to take regulations and come down hard on rural
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MAP 3--REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL ATTENDANCE AREAS

1. Northwest Arctic
2. Bering Straits
3. Lower Yukon
4. Lower Kuskokwim
5. Kuspuk
6. Southwest
7. Lake is Peninsula
8. Aleutian Chain
9. Pribilof

10. Adak
11. Iditarod

12. Yukon Koyukuk
13. Yukon Flats
14. Alaska Central Railbelt
15.0 Delta/Greely
16. Alaska Gateway.
17. Cooper River
18. Chatham
19. Southeast Island
20. Annette Island
21. Chugach
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schools. That's the easy, bureaucratic approach. We are fortu-

nate to have staff, boa5d members who feel that we are here to

help and not clamp down.

Thus, areas of influence such as to "adopt regulations governing

organization, policies and procedures for the operation of the

schools," and to "develo% a philosophy of education, principles and

goals for its schools," were implemented by the REAA districts
without significant interference from Juneau.

Interest in decentralizing control to the school building level

resulted in the legal requirement"that each community'(or military

reservation) with' a school have a community school committee (CSC).

Members were to be elected at regular municipal elections or special

elections, and the CSCs were given, under S.B, 35, rather loosely

defined responsibilities: "to review and make recommendations to the

board", of the REAA "concerning the curriculum, program and general

operation of the local school." ThlY also could be delegated other
functional responsibilities by the school board and, as we shall see,

in several districts their involvement with school 'rocesses was

extensive.

However, in some REAA districts, such as those with only two or

three schools--for example, DeltaGreely and Adak--the community

school committees were superfluous from the start. In larger REAR

districts--such as Iditarod, Lower Kuskokwim, and Northwest

Arctic--the committees appeared to perform valuable services, for not

every village Th the larger regions was represented.on the regional

boards. As the'new system developed, however, misunderstandings and

conflicts arose between the regional boards and the community commit-

tees: regional interests contesting with village interests. A major

area of controversy concerned the control of hiring at the Ochool

site. One outcome of this conflict was a change in regulations

affecting thefins. An amendment to REAA legislation in 1979 (sup-

ported by moa district offices and boards) removed all references to

the CSC, and the regional school boards had the option of eliminating

them. Today, one-fourth of the schools in rural Alaska have no
community school committees. (But they retain the option to have

them, as do city and borough districts.) Most of the remaining local

boards are called Advisory School Boards (ASBs), to refle4t their lack

of legal authority. As we shall see, only a minority of the existing

local boards have strong influence over local school staff and pro-

grams.

41 Termination.ofBIA Schools

BIA schools figured in this process, in that they either could be

absorbed into an REAA district or could becothe "independent" under the

contracting procedures of P.L. 95-561, resembling city school dis-

tricts but without a local tax contribution. AAA remains an option

and BIA'schoole have gone independent in Chevak, Akiak, Akiachak, and

Tuluksak.
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Some controversy surrounded the decentralization of BIA schools

too. The federal requirement for transfer of authority was that the

local community be consulted and agree formally to the movement of its

school into thesstate's Jurisdiction or to the creation of an indepen-

dent school. In several communities in the early 1980s, there were

questions about the adequacy of presentation of options to villagers,

and more than one community that. initially sought transfer to the

state (lend its REAA districts) changed its mind and sought to rescind

the action.

As the federal withdrawal from Native education in Alaska began

in earnest in 1982; however; independence of BIA schools became
possible-only-through the organization of a first class municipality.

Hints of court suits were heard, but to date no BIA school community

has tried this route to retain federal support.

Regional ancYLocal Models of Decentralization

There were two models for the decentralization of educatlon, and

both were implicit in the enabling legislation.. One model ana,refer-

ence point was.the borough school district. State cdhstitutional

provisions on local government had specified that boroughs (both urban

and rural) were to include all schools within borough boundaries, and

administer them through a borough school district that was responsible

to the borough assembly. To encourage Urban. areas to assume local.

responsibility for education, the legislature gave newly formed

boroughs large. land giants and strong taxing powers to suppoit educa

tion. Urban areas that resisted local government organization were

forced to develop school districts incorporated within the.boroUgh

under terms of the Mandatory Borough Act of 1963. The two rural

districts with rich tax bases formed boroughs voluntarily. The first

borough formed was the Bristol Bay Borough, a small settlement includ-

ing one of -the/world's richest salmon fisheries. The second case

occurred in i§12 when Natives of the North Slcipe formed America's

largest local 'government in the territory which includes the Prudhoe

Bay oil reserves (taxed by the borough). The North Slope Borough's

independent school district gained local control over s ools formerly

administered by the SOS and BIA. The idea of S.B. 35 s was that

once REAA districts developed a tax base, they should come boroughs,

and their school districts should rely on local suppo

The second model was the city school district. Areas outside

organized boroughs but within first class city boundaries' were ob-

ligated to provide for education. In 1976, there were 24-such city

districts, and about half were in rural areas as we have defined them.

The REAA legislation had provided-that each community within REAA

tricts haVe substantial input through its Community School Committee.

This gave substantial autonomy to local communities.anddebecause one

,analogue for the CSC was the city, school district board, it gave an

impetus to the incorporation of first class cities within REAAs and

formation of city school districts. (The two communities in rural

Alaska that have already followed this route were Sand Point in 1978

and Tanana in 1982.)
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Thus as the REAA system was established, tensions developed

between regional headquarters and villages. What this brief review
suggests is that choices for rural communities were constructed along

regional and local lines, with the. weight of resources on the side of

thekregional option.

Resources Issues in Implementation

The issues of resources in the.implementation of decentralized

education were primarily those of money, new school construction, and

personnel.

Funding the'REAAs

The REAAs are funded under prevision of the Alaska Public School

Foundation Program, using 'the same formula for determining public
support as city and borough school districts, except that no local

contributions are required. In additipn, REAA districts are given an

amount per student equal to the iverpde per pupil local tax contribu-
tions in city and borough districts, and some REAAs may receive an

area cost-of-living supplement. Residents of REAA districts are not
required to make any tax contributions to support their schools. (On

the drerage, well over 80-percent of city and borough school district

budgets are funded by the state, and local taxpayers make relatively

slight contributions to education compared to taxpayers in other

states.) Although REAA .districts may receive voluntary contributions

from local individuals or corporations, this has been an infinitesimal

source of income in all cases. .ithe chief 'funding difference then

between REAAs.and city/borough districts is Mit REAAs are not permit-

ted to tax. A minor difference is that REAAs receive less than the
full value of federal pa/rents remitted to the state in lieu .of taxes

on federal installations.

REAAs are similar to city and borough districts with respect to

their ability to receive federal and state funds for special programs.

They may receive Johnson O'Malley (.70M) funds directly as well as

assistance under the Indian Education Act. Funds under the Elementary

and Secondary Education' Act programs are available, such as Title I

monies, but these are administered through the state DOE for all

districts. All districts are eligible for community school programs.

Because legislators feared that REAAs and other districts were

allocating more funds to addilmistrative and operating expenses than

instructional ones, the legislature required that at least 55 percent

of diitrict budgets be spent on instruction. Furthermore, as one

control on the budgeting practices of districts, they were restricted

from carrying forward into the next fiscal agar more .than. 10 percent

of their budget. (However, there is no penalty if they do.)

Thus, the funding issues in the implementation' of decen-

traliza ion concerned slight disparities in revenues between REAAs and

city/b ough. districts and a significant dfrscrepancy in revenue

sour s. This led some REAAs to perceive that they were subjects of

dis imination in the state legislature, because they received

.1
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somewhat fewer of the pass-through federal dollars and because they

had no ability to raise revenue locally. Borough districts.includijo

all urban schools in the state took the opposite view. They saw the

new rural districts getting a free ride from the state, and their
residents objected to paying property taxes for operating expenses and

for building construction when residents of the unorganized borough

paid none.

New Schools in Rural Alaska

The amount of funding available for instructional programs was

not an issue in most REAA districts. There was enough money. Some

CSCs complained that districts did not give them discretionary reve-

nue, and this was an'impedimeilt to local control at the school site.

But the most important funding issue concerned the construction of new

schools and the maintenance of old schools now administered by region-

al boards. This was the Molly Hootch case, and the issue of

state/local relations in the construction and administration of public

facilities.

1972, Alaska Legal Services (ALS) filed a suit against the SOS

on beh&lf of Molly Hootch, a girl (from Emmonak) whose village had no

high school. The. intent of the suit Was to force the State to.provide

Hootch and other Native children high schools in their home corn-

nities. The State Supreme Court ruled that establishing. local high

schools was not required by the part of the state constitution that

calls on the state to provide schools "open to all children." Howev-

er, the court did comment that the state was 4,:rally obligated to

provide high school opportunities for rural youth.

Shortly thereafter, a second claim against the state wag. filet,

Anna Tobeluk et al. versus Marshall Lind (Commissioner of Education)

et al., alleging that failure to provije high schools In Native

villages amounted to racial discrimination. This case was settled out

of court in 1976. The agreement pledged the state DOE to actively'

seek funds from the legislature to provide secondary school oppor-

tunities in a large number of villages on a time schedule. The state

Board of Education then adopted regulations assuring every child a

right to attend high school in her or his community if there was an

elementary school there, unless the cohnunity declined to-have a

sthool. The 1976 state legislature authorized and voters approved a

$60 million bond issue for rural schools, the largest state bond-issue

up to that time for construction of public facilities. This fund was

supplemented by succeeding legislatures,.and it has led to the state';

funding of construction of new schools in nee*, 100 villages and the

development of new high school programs there.

The construction of these schools was controversial and the

subject of press criticism, as "snafus and foulups" dyred con-
struction and increased costs well beyond those projected. Part of

the difficulty lay in the limited authority of REAA boards and dis-

trict staffs concerning schooleonstruction. Operation. of the school

physical plant and decisions to establish new /schools or close old

ongs were all subject to approval by the Comaissioner of Education.
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Until 1981, REAAs' authority with respect to construction was limited:
they either had to rely on the state Department of Transportation and
Public Facilities to build schools requested by REAAs, using funds
appropriated by the legislature or accept and use grants from that
department. Choice of sites and other important matters (such as
whether the school should be constructed on pilings or on the ground,

3., have a full court gym or a multipurpose room) rested with the dis-
cretion of departmental officials operating under state regulations.
Ownerships of all school buildings and land remained with the state
(the REAAs had use permits for them), unlike borough and city school
facilities that were owned outright by the municipality. Thus, the
issues of school construction and maintenance pushed the REAAs and the

state departments into what were at times adversarial relations. ,

Personnel in REAA Districts

REAA staffing authority and ~patterns also tended to resemble
those of other districts 4 the state. The REAA district boards had
full authorization to hire And fire administrators (including superin-
tendents), teachers, and support staff. Thus, unlike the New York
decentralization case where constraints-were placed upon the hiring of
teachers and administrators by .decentralized districts, in Alaska
there were no such limits.

Initially, REAAs were simply miniature versions of the .SOS,

centralized in regional capitals of rural Alaska. Many staff were
former employees of SOS or AUBSD and continued.in similar posts in the
REAAs-- lading to the observation "system changed, .people were the
same." Then, as Hodtch schools were built and new school programs
developed, the number of teachers and administrators increased. Most

of those recruited to fill administrative and teaching positions were
Caucasians from urban areas without Alaska .xperience. Many brought

to rural Native regions an entirely different set Of values and

expectations; therefore, they formed a major agency of change in rural
communities.

Power Issues in Implementation

Legislation decentralizing rural Alaska education created new
institutions--district offices, regional superintendents, regional

school boards, and local educati9nal committees. Actors in'these new
school institutions and roles came into competition for'control over
school operations with local actors--site administrators (principals,
principal /teachers) and teachers. The legislation also increased the
number.of monitors of rural school affairs. And the complexity of
policymaking in the new system attracted the participation of new
educational interest groups, which competed for influence with profes-
sional associations and older interests..

The Actors

This section describes the five major institutions (or roles) in

the implementation of decentralization in rural Alaska education. We



also present some information on the characteristics of actors.L These

data are drawn from statewide surveys of. rural principals,, teachers,

superintendents. and 'school board memb rs, .during the period

1981-1983. Survey methodology is discussed the appendix.

.
Superintendents and District Staff. The most visible new actors

in rural Alaska education are superintendents and their district

office staffs. 'New school headquarters were established for each of

the 21 REAAs, and in a shorty: period of time, they became a major

source of employment and funding for regional capitals of rural areas.

For example, school districts. located in, McGrath; Mountain Village,

Ft. Yukon, and Tok are now major sources of year-round employment in

thee communities,' and school construction provides significant new

employment for residents of these places.
-

The size of the district administration varies by student popu-

lation, size of district, logistic problems within it, and preference

of the distfict superintendent. In some REAA districts in 1981, the

district office consisted of littli more than a superintendent,

secretary, and maintenance person, but inmost there was a large work

force. The average size of the REAA bureaucracy is 34 persons. In a

few districts with widely scattered schools, such as NortArest Arctic

School District and Lower Ruskokwim School District, the central

office held nearly
the fact that none
students. The sup

0 employees--a large number of ptrsonnel given

f the Alaska rural districts had more than 1,200

intendent occupies a prominent position within the

district office; and in most districts, he is a person of regional

political influence. But turraver at the superintendency is high, and

over the even year period 1976-1983, the rate of turnover exceeded 80

percent. Only three superintendents of districts with rural schools

occupied the same post in 1983 that they had held in 1976. This

relatively high rate of turnover is'one factor limiting the political

influence of superintendents.

The staff, of REAA districts is likely to include one or more

assistant superintendents, a business officer and staff, a maintenance

officer and staff, a facilities coordinator, a director of titled

(mainly federal) programs, and a curriculu; coordinatar. And staff. In

some of the regional districts, there is sufficient autonomy in staff

positions for of to'exert influence independent of the superin-

tendent over areas of school operations. This ie. not a universal

phenomenon of rural district staffs, however.

In most characteristics, rural superintendents in Alaska resemble

those in the contiguous 48 states. In 1982 all but two were male, and

two were minorities. Their average age, 48, was lower than that of.

puperintendents outside of Alaska, 10 for this reason primarily they

had less experience in school administration. A relatively small

percentage (30 percent) bad more than seven years experience in rural

school teachihg or administration in Alaska. It is a requirement of

the state that superintendents hold administrative credentials. Few of

the superintendents in rural Alaska have education beyond the masters'

level.' t.
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District School Boards. REAA distiict school boards were estab-

lished in 1976, and they too are new institutions. Boards 'vary in

size from 5 to 11 member/3, with districts paying different amounts of

attention to the representation of unique interests of the region,'

including geographic areas or villages, on the boaxg., In 1976, there

were 147,,seats in the first REAA board elections. If we add to this
number the membership of city school boards and boards of boroughs in

which there are rural schools, we reach a total of approximately 250

rural district school board members in Alaska.

Rural board members are occasional participants in school affairs

in most districts; no district holds weekly meetings or work sessions

on a regular basis.. Board members in most districts are given a per
diem to attend meetings, and this is an incentive to membership for

some whose opportunities for seasonal or year-around employment are

limited.

In 1983, the majority of regional board members were male (61
percent), and most had lived in rural Alaska a good parg of their

lives. Unlike, superintendents, a clear majority of rural board

4111

members were Alaska Natives, representing a constituency that is

primarily Native in ethnicity. Board members on, the average are not

well educated. A majority had not graduated from high school, and a

sizable minority has not attended high school. Less than 10 percent

bf rural school board members had graduated from college. Limited

ducation and Native ethnicity are the chief areas .in which board

members are different from teacherssand'school administrators.

Principals and Principal/Teachers. There is far greater varia-

tion in the environment of rural education than is the case in

Alaska's city schools, and this variation is reflected in the adminis-

trative' position of principal. Nearly145 percent of rural schools are

directed by heads or principal-teachers. They work in very small
schools with fewer than 50 students, where they are the only teacher

or share teaching responsibilities with no more than five other

teachers. This position is much different from the principalship in

the rarger rural schools such as those in Bethel, Kotzebue, Barrow,

Dillingham, and Nome. Here, principals tend to have no classroom

responsibilities. But the schools are still small by urban American

standards, and the position of principal in them more resembles that

of team leader than it does the executive director of a complex

institution. The principalship in the larger schools tends to 'resem-

ble that in other rural 'regions of the United States.

In 1981, Alaska rural school principals were likely to be mid-%

dle-aged, Caucasian males who ha taught school at left five years

and served as principals for app ximately three years. The average

age of principals was 41 years, th the youngest principal 26 and the

oldest 63. Some 82 percent of rural principals were male. Only 4

percent (13) of the principals were now-Caucasian, and in this respect

principals were 'unlike rural Alaskans, the majority of whom are
Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut.



Most principals had some experipnce'in rural Alaska. The average

years' residence was 4.5, with a range from less than one year (2

percent) to more than 16 years (11 percent'. Many new and old prin-

cipals had lived in othersrural cultures and gained experience througlil

the Peace Cbrps, study abroad, or teaching in rural areas of the U.S.

or foreign countries. Thus, rural principals were not new actors on

' the rural scene.

Most principals had taught, school for an average of five years,

and dam this basis were selected to be principals or princi-

pal-teachers of local schools. While the average length of service

for principals was 2 years, this statistic _camouflaged a wide range of

variation-. Some 36 percent of the principals had not been chief

school administrators the'previous year. No more than 16 percent of

the principals had held positions over a five-year period in the same

school: These facts underline the high rate of turnover in the rural

principalship.

Teachers. In personal. characteristics, Alaska's rural teachers

resemble teachers elsewhere in the U.S. They are much different from

-41lost .rural Alaska residents. Teachers sampled in 1982 were frowi323. to

3 years of age, and the average teacher was 33 yearsold. An

overwhelming majority--91 percent--werd Caucasians; 3 percent were

Alaska Natives, like the majority of the rule' population. Slightly

more women (55 percent) than men teach in ruria schools.

Few rural educators had taught more than 20 years. Most were

still relatively new to teaching, and the average number of years'

experience was seven. A small minority had spent much time at the

school where they currently taught: 55 percent had taught there fewer

than two years, and only 15 percent had taught at the same school for

more than seven years.

Few respondents reported they had held jobs in education other

than classroom teaching. Of these, the largest number worked as

teachers' aides, or in administration, coordination and counseling.

Most had some experience in fields other than education, in_managerial

and clerical or sales capacities.

Rural Alaska teachers are newcomers to Alaska and to rural

regions in comparison to most residents. They had lived there an

average of three years. Four percent (13) were born in the'state, and

only 5 percent (16) took .their baccalaureate degrees in Alaska. The

largest number graduated from Pacific -coast, inter-mountain, and

northern states--Oregon, Washington, California, Colorado, Maine, and

Minnesota.. In extent of education and in degree field, rural Alaska

teachers were not greatly different from other-U.S. teachers.

Local School Boards and CoMmittees. The Community School Commit=-

tees (CSCs) of the 1975 REAA legislation were new boards in a formal,

legal sense. Under the SOS and old BIA systemai local boards were

advisory; the new units possessed considerably more authority (until

the lggislation changed in 1979). ,In extreme cases, they'coul4 screen

professional personnel employed to work in the school, set the school
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calendar, and control relatively large amounts of discretionary school

funding. Most boards today have less influence. In addition to local
bpards (usually called_ Advisory School Boards or ASBO, federal and
state special programs require the creation of Parent Advisory Commit-

tees (PACs), for example for Title, I, JolpsonO'Malley, Indian Educa-

tion, and special education purposes. These boards and committees are
connected to loCal and regional boards in a number of different ways -

across the state.

In many respects, local board members sampledin 1983 had person--
al background characteristics like those of districtApard members.
They differed in that local board and committee members were more
likely to be women -(54 percent) than men; they tended to be younger;
and they were even less likely to-Melte year -round employment than
regional board members. Perhaps the most significant difference was
that local board members represented the ethnic composition of their
communities better than regional board members.

Monitors of Local School Operations

Government at the local, .state, and federal level may by law /
regulate the operation of local Alaska school affairs. Power over-

local schools is more potential than actual, however.

Local Governments. In city and borough school districts with
rural schools, the school district is fiscally dependent (for local

revenues) cs the city council or borough assembly. In theory, educe-
.tional expenditures are controlled by the council or. assembly, which

in making a local contribution to education may independently audit

expenditures and even educational programs. In fact, for most rural

schools within organized municipalities, the council's action is an
automatic acceptance of the budget forwarded to it by the school
hoard.

Because the REAAs are located in Alaska's unorganized borough
which lacks an assembly or council, the state legislature has ex7

ercised this power'indirectly' It has done so through the creation of

an oversight committee,.a Jo nt committee made .up primarily of rural

members of the state house a senate. The REAA oversight committee
has conducted a number of inv tigations--related tleropouts, teacher

housing, transpdrtation mats and similar issues --and these have
influenced to an extent legis tiife funding.. Its influence over REAA .

operations, however, has been sporadic. Oil occasion it requires\that
district office business personnel present information on instruction-

al and transportation costs tOthe committee. Superintendents may be

asked to report to the oversight committee too (in person), and this

may have some effect on their actioni.-
1

A third local government, the traditiorial council of the village,

has been involved in the operation of a.few schools in rural Alaska.
Under terms of P.L. '95-561, traditional or IRA councils may contract
for the operation of BIA schools, and in the villages of Chevak,

Akiak, Akiachak, and Tuluksak this was done. In these instances, the
traditional council functioned more as a school board than as-a
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council or assembly,' however, in that it made no local financial

contribution to schools.

State Government. Thpee state-level institutions in addition to

the legislature are important sources of influence on local rural

sehool operations. The state Board of Education is responsible by law

"Tor the estahlishment of policies which mem operation of the

Department of Education and school districts. The Alaska Board of

Education is appointed by the state-governor; since the formation of

the REAk systesi in' 1975-76, rural areas of the state have been repre-

sented on4he board, ltd it has been very sympathetic to rural schiol

concerns. Board policy obviously has an impact on school operations,

but in the past It has not discriminated between rural and urban

schools. Thus, major policrareai such as length of school year (the

180 day requirement), uni. t requirementsfor graduation, credentials

required for iesehers,an4 administrators, and the like affect, all

schools.

... The Commissioner' Of Education- is selected by the state board.

.The commissioner holds cabinet rank, and is the chief administrative

officer of the state Department of Education. From 1974 to 1983,

covering the first seven years of operation of REAA schools and

decentralization within the 81A0 the state had only one Commissioner

of Education, Marshall Lind. Commissioner Lind had taught in rural

schools and headed a school district with a large number of rural

'schools, and he was conversant with financial and policy issues

concerning them. He wassteongly supportive of the decentralization

of rural schools, and he intervened in rural school operWons only

when questiofis about the use of%public funds came to. light. 4

ti

The state Department of 'Education is an integrated education

.ageney that does not distinguish rural from urban schools. The

department's role under Commissioner Lind was as a facilitator of

school district and ocal :50161 opeKations. The monitoring activity

. of the agency large oncerned inancial operations and counts id

student attendance. Little program or personnel evaluation was done

in anyof the rural schools.

Federal Government. Two federal agencieshave been involved in

loCal school oPerations in rural Alaska- -the Bureau of ,Indian Affairs

(BIA) of the Ynterior Department and the federal Department of Educa-

tion. Before the BIA system was decentralized administratively,

,educational policy was set in Washington, D.C., for.implementation by

the BIA area offide in Juneau. This office delegated particular

responsililities to four, agency offices fn Bethel, Fairbanki, Nome,

and Southeast. (also in Juneau), which were'tq administer each schpo

following these policies. The BIA employed.staff, ordered supplies

and equipment, determined the school:schedule and curriculum. Funds

for, the operation of schools were included with the BIA's overall

budget.

The BIA schools remaining in the state are still wholx funded by

the federal go'vernment. However, school ataffing, curriculum,

scheduling,. and maintenance are mow far more subject to-the influence

. w
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of local boards (and in a. significant pugber of cases, to the agency

offices) than was the caste in the early 1970s.

The federal department of .education has been involved in the

funding of special programs in Alaska's rural schools, but the imple-

mentatioif of this has been done largely through the state Department

of Education and through titled coordinators in school -district

headquarters. The only'direct.monitoring of rural school operations
by the federal government hh's come through the Office of Civil Rights
(OCR), which acts on complaints related to discrimination.

Educational Interest Groups in Rural Aylika

Contributing to' the complexity of school operations in rural
areas are a large number of interest groups. The actors discussed
above are represented statewide and, in the case of teachers, region

ally, through relatively strong pressure groups. These include the
Alaska Association of School Administrators (AASA), whose members are

administrators in the district office (usually superintendents and

assistant superintendents) and principals. AASA maintains connections

with the state board of education and commissioner, on the one hand,

and with the legislature, on the other. The chief interest of the
association has been in insuring that the legislature funds schools as

close to 100 percent of the foundation formula as possible; and it has

been active in pressing for supplemental legislative funding. It also

seeks. to limit state regulation of school district and local school

operations, such as through financial or program monitoring, and in

this respect it has been largely successful. There are separate

associations for elementary and secondary school administrators,

neither of which has been greatly active,in rural educational affairs.

The Alaska Association of School Boards (AASB) represents most of

the regional school b ards in the state, and like the AASA has greater

representation from ra than urban schools. The AASB also lobbies

the legislature for increases in school funding. In fact, in recent

years the AASB and AASA have pooled resources to support a full-time

lobbyist during the state legislative season. The AASB plays an

important role in the recruitment of chief school administrators.

District boards frequently have asked the executive director to

advertise vacancies and do preliminary screening of applicants. And

the AASB has a training program for new school board members that has

been influential in .shaping attitudes.
JO

Teachers in Alaska are represented, by the National Education
Association (NEA), which is one of the state's most powerful interest

groups. Its legislative agenda, for which it has several fUll-time

lobbyists, includes support of the foundation formula for school

funding, support of compulsory arbitration, and resistance to legisla-

' Live attempts' to implement competency-based instruction and other

accountability measures that are perceived to be directed toward

teachers.

These associations of teachers Id administrators represent the

interests of educatiOnal prof4sionals well. Organizations and groups

is
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representing the interests of rural residents, Alaska Nat yes., and

local boards are more diverse but no less effective. At the state

level, two Native associations have been involved in rural education

affairs.. The Alaska Federation of Natives (All) conducts education

panels at its annual conference, and frequently considers resolutions

on rural education issues. As the strongest Native organization in

the state, AFN's poiition on any issue concerning rural schools

carries weight. Directly involved in rural eduqation is the Human ,-

Resources Department of the Alaska Native Foundation (ANF), which, as

mentioned, was instrumental in the passage of the REAA legislation.

Both ANF and AFN have recently focused attention on the transfer of

BIA schools to Alaska rural districts and the alternatives to trans-

fer, such as contracting out school operations to traditional or IRA

councils. Another state-level group is Alaska Legal Services, which

was primarily responsible for the Tobeluk v. Lind consent tkecree that

called for the building of small rural high schools (andfor local

community review of curriculum in these schools). A third group is

the Alaska Native Education Association, a small but persistent group

of Native educatorsthat frequently addresses rural education con-

cerns..

In addition, nonprofit Native corporations and Native regional

and village corporations have followed school affairs in their commu-

nities and regions, and have not been reluctant to intrude upon

staffing, curriculum, and fiscal decisions. The most recent example

is the role of the Northwest Alaska Native Association (NANA Corpo-

ration), and its Spirit Committee, in promotilis an Inupiat language

program for that region's schools. Other examples are the activities

of. both the. Association of Village Council Presidents (AVCP) and

Tanana Chiefs Conference (TCC) regarding transfer of BIA schools and

Native language/culture programs. In general, local and regional

Native organizations,-with their strong concerns about local school-

ing, have been less successful in expressing these concerns through

statewide associations than have educational professionals--primarily

because they do not speak with one voice. Nevertheless, during the

period of our study, Native legislators who were strongly connected to

regional ANCSA corporations and nonprofits and statewide Native

associations held positions of considerable influence in the state

legislature.

Finally, the University of Alaska through its schools of educa-

tion and its educational research community has .functioned as an

interest group in rural school affairs. Commissioned reports and

studies have been one avenue of influence, Ns seen in the report

Prehigher Education in the'Utorganized Borough
1.7

and the study, report

on the staters-new small high school programs. .A second avenue of

influence, much less direct, has been through university off-campus

programs that are based in regional school districts, and that involve

university faculty and staff with ,cal education officials and

organizations.

Given the history of conflict and confrontation in the decen-

tralization of education in many American cities, the process of

implementation of decentralization in rural Alaska seems peaceful and
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untroubled. This is not to suggest that there have been harmonious
relationships onl, for during the first two years there was uncer-
tainty and instability in community schools and political arenas, to
whiehwe will refer in following chapters. But there have been few
staged battles between teachers and administrators, on the one fide,

and parents and community boards, on the other. There has also keen

little conflict betwelii-pressures from 'state level agencies and

organizations and-local-level school associations.

We can attribute the relative peace of impIementation'to three
interrelated factors: size of units, money, and state administration.
First, the population of rural students, parents, and communities was
small indeed, when compared to American urban schools. Fewer than
3,000 teachers and administrators worked in rural AliSka, and they

were fragmented across many regions. There was insufficient crowding
to support very strong opposition to any stage of implementation. For

example, there was not a class of educational professionals in any one
place who felt they were going to lose, as did New York teachers.

That major school actors were few in number facilitated communication
and compromise. Second, Alaska's rural schools were decentralized at
the very time when state government experienced the largest revenue
bulge in its history. Oil pipeline construction began in 1974 and in
1977, when the pipeline had been completed and oil began to-flow, the

state ad a large revenue surplus,: From 1977 to 1982, there was

enoug money available to fund any school request, and no group with

an sue that could be resolved by money was turned away. The public

S ool Foundation program was amended almost annually through changes

in the formula to increase the amount of state aid. The state's

revenue picture began .to change in 1982, but the full impact of this
change has not yet been felt in local school affairs. Third, from

1974 to 1982 the state's Commissioner of Education, Marshall Lind, and

the governor, Jay S. Hammond, were convinced of the political impera-

tive of educational decentralization, and they supported its implemen-

tation consistently. These environmental factors played as important

a role as local and regional political processes in the establishment

of systems of control over local schools.
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CHAPTER 4. MEASUREMENT OF EDUCATIONAL CONTROL IN RURAL' ALASKA

The outlines of analysis are now in view. 'In rural Alaska, a
once centralized school system has been dismantled, and control over
educational affairs, particularly those affecting most of the Native

population of the state, has"been decentralized to new centers.

4"
It is not possible to test the results of educational

decentralization empirically. The records of the centralized state
system were destroyed after ASOSS was dismantled in 1975-76. Boxes of

test scores, attendance 'and drop out reports, even the complaint
filesall were destroyed, for there was no space or successor

institution to preserve this part of rural Alaska's history. Many

actors in the ASOSS-- students, teachers, administrators--continued on

in the new systems, but we found in field research that memories had

grown hazy. Recall data are unreliable under the best of

circumstances, and the politics and idgology of decentralization in

Alaska made objective pa*ticipant accounts difficult to obtain. For

these reasons, then, we could not follow the experimental paradigm and

conduct a before-after study of the effects of organizational changes

in rural education. .111

In the national debate on decentralization of educatiori, one

major goal was transfer of power to communities and their control of

education. This was also an ultimate goal of participants in Alaska,

which focused our attention on the community school from the start.

As the debate was translat.4d in Alaska, however, it combined with the

Native self-determination movement. For several reasons, this

movement focused control at the regional level, to which power was

decentralized by the legislature in 1975. This made sense, given the

political complexion of forces brought to bear on the legislature and
gfven administrative consideration? (costs would be lower and probleis

such as hiring of staff and setting up curricula could be dealt with

more' effectively.) Because there were two distinct foci of

decentralization, our study of the effects.of decentralization then
became an examination of the pattern.of control that resulted from
system-wide organizational changes--and the outcomes associated with

each type o4pcontrol system.

A scientifically valid study would consider those outcomes

first--the dependent variable--and attempt to understand them through

analysis of potentially causative processes and factors. Again, the

real world of data about rural Alaska education intruded: the state

Department of Education had no complete, current file of test scores

for elementary and secondary schools, unlike the situation in MicHlgan

and New York. FurthermorCN other outcome data that pre usually

available--e.g., data on attendance, dropouts, matriculation at
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college--were suspect as to their reliability or showed relatively

little variance across rural schools.

However, concrete experiences ring implementation of
-\flin.

4
decentralization suggested that e type of control system established

over local schools varied throng ut rural regions: The question then

became bow best to capture the va iable of school control.

1 Distribution and Amount of Control

The survey of literature on organizational change mentioned

research on power and politics in education. With the exception of

studies by Wirt and recently by Bacharach , emphasizing changes in the

amount f influence on schools, most research has concentrated on the

relativ distribution of control in school systems. This is the key

issue rofessional versus lay control of schools--and recent evidence

from u an schools supports both perspectives. 0

Both dimensions of control--the amount and distribution--are

importalm to an understanding of local school operations and outcomes.

Variancl in amo6t of control in organizations generally has been

deemphasized or omitted in studies of organizational change.

Tannenbaum's several studies, summarized in Control in Organizations,

remedied this lacking through analyses of the total amount of control

in organizations. Possibilities of control within organizations or

systems range from complete autonomy to Complete dependence. Changes

in the amount of control may occur through two means. First,

Tannenbaum notes that the organization may expand externally into its

environment. Examples that apply to school systems include the

'development of a local economy through school hiring or construction

policies, and influence over a local policy through participation by

school actors in campaigns for offices and change of governmental

organization. The process of "enactment" or incorporation of the

environment stressed by Pfeffer's akin to what Tannenbaum discusses as

expansion of control. Second, control may be expanded through

internal changes, such as increased Interaction and reciprocal

influence processes among organizational members, and increased member

participati9n and subordination to organizational goals and

objectives. Examples of this form of expansion include the

development of defined interaction structures within a school system

and increased activity of school actors related to educational objec

tives. The tightness of administrative coupling. within school

districts is a summary measure of increased internal control. With

respect to expansion in the amount of control both internally and

externally, there seemed to be considerable variation in rural Alaska

educational systemt. Although the amount of control has not been qur

main subject, we have paid attention to both enactment of the schooy

environment and administrative coupling within the school: district.

The previous chapter identified five school actors who influence

the formition and direction of rural school policy.. However,

identifying a distributional pattern of control is a. more complex

process than analyzing 'the amount of control. For example, one

possible range Is from the most hierarchical (superintendent) to the

ar

a,
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most democratic ilocal advisory board). control. However, this

straight-forward dchotomy is misleading, for democratic control is
available at the regional as well as local level, and hierarchy of

decisionmaking may be stronger at the local level, through a strong
principalship that leaves teachers little autonomy, than - at the school

district level. Also, it is nearly a truism of school politics that
the issue is "control over what." Some functional areas of school

activity, such as facilities planning and hiring .of the school

custodian, are irrelevant concerns to many school actors. In short,

the variance in distribution may involve a dichotoby of influence or a
configuration, and it may entail plural sets of functions that are

difficult to sum.

Our leading research question was whd controls local school

operations in rural Alaska, to what extent, and with what effect.

Thus, it was necessary for us to operationalize both the amount and

distribution of control, and then collect data on the dimensions of

control that could be used to characterize the. pattern. No such

information existed on a statewide basis, even impressionistically,
when our study began. There were state DOE records that would assist

us, such as information on teacher and administrative turnover,
demographic data, and the like. But what was needed was information

?fl control situations it local schools statewide that could be

.fathered economically. Our working hypothesis was that building
.'principals would be most knowledgeable concerning operations of their

/ schools. These local administrators were the source of state DOE

data. Their formal position was most significant in the schools, and

the most connected potentially to both school. functions and

-community/regional forces. Notwithstanding the perceptual biases of

local school administrators, we suspected they would be inclined to

report accurately on school operating 3conditions (a suspicion

confirmed during the course of our research ).

Methods Used to Measure Control

In spring 1981, we administered a statewide survey tb school

principals on fa series of items related to our research, and 96

percent of the principals responded. (See Appendix). Our questions to

principals concerned participation in school governance of principals

themselves, teachers, students, parents and other community adults,

local advisory groups, the district superintendent, and the district

school board. Instead of asking coiments on participation and

influence in general terms, we des bed a range of school functions
and asked principals to tell us who participated in each and who was

most influential.

Preliminary Data Analysis

Results from the principal survey'gave us information on the

basis of which to construct a nominal 'variable. of distributional

control. We specified the concept control operationally into three

dimensions: localization, regionalization, and professionalization.

We also considered the variable social environment.
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The Dimension of Localization. There is continuing theoretical

and practical debate over localization oL,control in rural Alaska

education. Vhen the study began, we thought there' would be a

relationship between. localization (the maximum possible extent of

decentralization) and student outcomes--adaptation and achievement.

We have not hypothesized a direct linkage, for over the relatively"

short period in which decentralization has occurred, we did not expect

to find a relationship between localization and student achievement as

measured in reading/4*d math scores on standard tests.

Localization im lies . a school system governed by a

quasi-autonotous school board; where there is: locally influenced

hiring of
and

and classified staff, local detipination p

calendar and schedule, and local planning of and relence to the

school curriculum. (Of course, the further definition of "local" is

relational and specific to communities.) The preliminary data

analysis we did on results of the principal survey shoved that there

was significant variation among rurdl schools in the \degree of

localization. Moreover, this variation appearedto be as grt or

greater within multi-school districts as it was.across them.(
qa

This

gave us confidence that the decision to select the school building and

community as our primary unit of analysis was not mistaken.

Dimension of Regionalization. There is an. implied opposition

between localization and centralization. We have not focused upon

centralization at the state or federal. level for two reasons. First,

longitudinal data are lacking--either concerning changes in behavioral

mechanisms of control at the state and federal level or concerning the

exact process by which decentalization has occurred.' A more

ccmpelling reason, however, is that state and federal levels of

analysis .are not the relevant context for Alaska's rural schools.

Students of decentralization arguejlithat perceptions of decen-

tralization and centralization depend on where one sits in an

intergovernmental system. For school building and community in rural.

Alaska, the relevant external reference point is most likely to be the

regional school district, autonomous in the case of cities and

bbroughs, and quasi-autonomods in the case of REAA 'schools. Bylaw,

school district boards are the responsible agents of education, and

/ superintendents, the chief officers of the boards, are the relevant

administrators of schools.

Preliminary
continuous varia
district central
was active 4n a
that the board,

data analysts indicated that : thette was not a

111.4;he of localization-centralizatio ether we defined

zation as 1) the perception the the district board

1 general phases of governance, or 2) the perception

superintendent, and district staff were influential.

Professionalization. A third area of Anterist in preliminary

data analysis was the influence of educational professionals -- teaches"

and school administrators, including principals and superintendents.

Social Environment.
environment, particularly
principals at the school

ON,

. A fourth area Wes the school social

the 1 al responsiveness of teachers and

build g levels, reflected in a "warm" or
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"cool" School milieu for students, and the climate of expectations
regarding them. We thought this might mediate the influence of
organizatidnal factors as well as perhaps have an independent effect.

Sampling Methodology

We continued investigation of _the principal survey data in order

to understand the major variance 'across rural schools, which would

allow U.S to form indices on the basis of wthch we could organize in
meaningful way the universe of rural schools.,

The Localization Index. First, we analyzed the degree of

association between all items related to community participation in
,school operations, influence over school processes, and effects that
could be called local ("socialized effects" included such items on the

survey as special school services for the community, opening the
school for community 'use, courses or topic sequences in Native
languages, culture, local history, and vocational courses related to

thelocal economy. The curriculum items were most relevant). After

repeated tests, *e were unable td ftmi.even a moderately strong

association betWeen actual localization of curriculum and

participation or influence. We hesitated to use any measure of local

curriculum or schedule alone, because: a locally controlled school

might elect to use an academic curriculum and standard schedule, in

the belief that this would achiev ore effectively the objectives of

parents and youth.
0

Second, we examined inter-item correlations of the perceived

participation and influence of all actors that could be defined as

local--(advisory) local school board, parents/community, students,

teachers, and principal. We did this first for a selected list of

processes we thought were most important (staff hiring and

curriculum) and then for all processes additively. Students as actors

were not perceived to be associated with any other group, and few
principals thought students either participated or were influential in

school operations. There was a weak correlation between parents as
actors and the local board. And there were weak associations between
principals and teachers, and teachers and school boards.

What surprised us initially was that principals saw themselves as

acting in collaboration with local boards. There was a moderately

strong association between their perception.of the influence of local

board and principal, a Pearson correlation coefficient of .43. While

we thought principals might be biased, and inflate their self-reports

on actual participation and'influenae over local school operations,

the effect of such a bias would be to weaken, not strengthen the

association. Also, those we consulted sugges ed there tended to be a

covariance of principal and board activity in oval school governance.

The final index of localization cumulated total paiticipation

scores of local board and principals -almti weighted scores for their

perceived inflUence in school governance. We divided this index into

equal thirds, ranking all schools as either low, moderate, or high in

localization.
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The Regionalization Index. To prepare this index, we analyzed

the degree of association between all items and the perceived

participation in school operations and influence, over school process

of district-level actors (the, superintendent, district board, and

district staff). We found no strong *association between actual

district influence (Whether district policy was followed in calendar

and daily school schedule) and the perceptual indicators. As

expected, we found our strongest association to be tipt between

superintendent and district board (with a Pearson coefficient of .63).

Principals tended to see superintendents and regional boards as likely

to act together in influencing local schools. The regionalization

index cumulated participation and weighted influence scores for these

two regional actors. We also divided this index into equal thirds,

ranking all schools as either law, moderate, or high in

regionalization.

Educational Professionals. In the eyes of building principals,

there was no strong patterning of professional activity and influence

that affected local school operations.* What we saw in the data

initially as a weak association did not strengthen under repeated

tests, and there was insufficient basis to use the 'variable in

stratifying the universe of schools.

School Social Climate. We saw strong associations between the

%climtte variables, but in preliminary analysis the several indices we

used did not appear strongly associated with localization , or

regionalization.

Two additional operations gave us further confidence thai

stratifying the universe of rural Alaska schools by localization and

regionalization made good sense. First, the intercorrelation between

localization (as we operationalized it) and regionalization showed a

moderate inverse relationship (a Pearson correlation coefficient of

-.37). Second, a series of test runs of the control variables school

size, ethnicity, and income of school community with the two indices

showed no strong relationships. More importantly, work on these

variables indicated that the strength of relationship among standard

control variables alone, was no greater than on the

localization-regionalization axis. In other words, we would learn as

much about school practices by employing the

localization/regionalization dichotomy as we would learn by focusing

on Native versus caucasian schools or large versus small schools.

Chapter 3 discussed the differences between small city school

districts (those having no more than 2 or 3 schools) and BIA schools.

A practical consideration forced us to treat BIA schools along with

REAR and borough schools. During the year of field research, half of

the BIA schools' in ,Alaska were transferred to the REAAs, and

negotiations began, for the transfer of the remaining schools. Thus we

had only two sampling lists: a short list of schools in small

districts, and a long list of rural schools in large districts,

including BIA schools.
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We then stratified the long list of schools by calizatiou and

richregionalization, produced a sampling matrix of.0 e cells:

Localization

Table 1. Distribution of School Control

Low

Regionalization

Moderate High

Low 4 % 8 % 21 %

Moderate
.

9 16 9

High 20 10

-

3

FtAy-one percent of the schools\tfel into pure types of control,

and an additional 16., percent stood*\al. ay between. The remaining

schools represented °potentially inter sting variations of the

variables, but they were less easy classify into discrete

categories at the stage of sample design; for this 'reason, we., pooled.

them into a large residual category. We dpen listed schools by type

and drew schools randomly from the list iutroughoproportion to their

percentage of the universe. We had earlier decided on a sample of
approximately 10 percent of all rural schools, which determined the

sampling interval used. Because of our interest in localized schools,

we oversampled from this type, selecting randomly two additional

schools.

From the-short list of 45 schools, we randomly selected four.

schools. For each type we selected a substitute schodl in the eveng/

we had difficulty traveling to any school or developing access to it.

The Simple of Schools

Our sample of schools included 28 communities that represented

well the diversity of local school operations Pin rural Alaska.

Regions of the state were relatively well represented. The only major

region not included was the North Slope. However, there were several

schools in tip Inupiat culture area, in the adjacent school district.

The sample represented grade levels relatively well too, there

being a plurality of K-12 schools, followed in frequency by elementary

and secondary ichools. School size was represented, with schools

ID having enrollments under 100 students being in the majority. And the

sample represented roughly the ethnic and income distribution of rural

communities. Most of the schools were majority (80 percent or more)

Native, but there were ethnically mixed schools, and at least five

schools had non-Native majorities. There were schools in resource

rich and resource poor regions.
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Field Research

A research guide outlining 'field ,work and presenting data

collection instruments was developed based on the politics. of

education literature. We circulated this to educational researchers

and to school actors throughout the state_.W following revisions,

pretested all field instruments in two of the sample sites,.2.aUftlig

the 1981-82 school year, we conducted studies in/each of the 28 field

sites, visits of an average of four days in length. We interviewed

key participants in school governance principals, teachers, board

members in communities, local political notables, and in some cases

students. We visited district' offices for each of the school sites

and there interviewed superintendents, district -board members, and

district staff personnel. Over the cO5se of the study, we talked to

nearly 400 individuals. (The appendix discusses the data collection

instruments of the project in detail.)

Analytical Types of Educational ,Control

Field research convinced us that the perceptions of principals

and principal teachers, upon which we had constructed the sample of

schools, were generally accurate reflections of the conditions of

influence and control over local school operations in rural Alaska.

In addition, field research made it possible to understand the

configurations of influence at work in the large, residual group of

schools.

Research on schools of the residual category indicated that the

fine distinctions we had made--by dividing the indices of localization

and regionalization Into equal thirds--did not correspond to empirical

reality. That is, several of the sample sites drawn from the residual

category had index scores closely resembling those of the. pure types

of localized and regionalized control. Therefore, in interpreting the

resultslof field research,' We have taken a second stage cut of the

sampling frame. This increased slightly the proportion of both

localized and regionalized schools, and correspondingly reduced the

residual category. In the following sections, we describe the general

charai'teristics of the schools clustered in each analytical type, as

an introduction to the comparative analysis of case studies that

follows in Chapters 5-8.

"Localized" Control

Localized, schools are those in which most operations are

determined by a principal or principal teacher; in collaboration with

a local educational committee or (advisory) school board. Twenty five

percent of the some 300 rural Alaska schools fall into this category.
.

The localized schools are, more likely to. be REAA or BIA schools

than schools in city or borough school districts: Only three of the

schools meeting our definition of localized were part of a borough

district; a slightly' larger number'within the type were REAA than BIA

schools.
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Half of the localized schools are 1, having fewer than 50
students, acid in, this respect they are illirIce regionilized and mixed
schools t- They are somewhat more likely to be Native majority schools,
which is a. consequence of the larger number of BIA schools included in
the local type than in any of the others. The localized schools do
not differ significantly in community income (as/ measured by revenue
sharing receipts of the community, led number of Title I students in
the school). Finally, localized schools are somewhat more likely to
be isolated, in, the sense that they are not connected to the state's
road system, than schools in the otter types.

"Regionalized" Contspl

Regionalized- schools are 'those in which most operations are
determined -by the district superintendent., in collaboration with his.

. office. staff and a district' school boerd. Twenty -f our percent of

. rural Alaska schools fall into this category.
4

Seventy-five percent of the regionalized schools are
REAA districts, 21 percent. in borough school districts,

remainder' (two. schools) are BIA schools in agencies that

A control.over their operations.

found in
and the
exercise

The gize of regionalized schools tends to be only slightly

smafler 1.tan. localized schOols., and about average for all rural

schools. VI ethnicity, regionalized schools are also'primarily Native
-majority, but a larger-number have more than 20 percent non-Native
students than is the case of localized schools. In community income,

thcre are no significant differences between regionalized schools,

localized and mixed types. Finally,i slightly'larger percentage of

the regionalized schools have road access* than is 'the .case for

.localized schools.

"Unified" Control

By "unified" we mean-those small school districts having between

one and three schools at one geographical location, in which

operations are controlled by both school and district office factors.
'Fifteen percent of rural'Alaska schools fall into this category.

The greatest number (56 percent) of. the unified schools' are

within city school districts. However, three of Alaska's boroughi
resemble more closely city school districts regarding their systems of

.control' over schooling than they do regional, area-wide systems of

administration. And some 20 percent of the unified schools are within

REAA districts. These-districts were established primarily for the
"purpose of-administering schools on military installations.,

4

The unified schools are the largest in
tchools in rural Aliska. Three- fourths

students. Of all rural Alaska schools, the
resembles that of urban schools in Alka
states.

enrollment, and staffs.-&C,
of theta have dyer' -100

unified time most closely
and in the contiguous-48
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In ethnicity, unified schools are also dissimilar from most rural

schools. More of the unified schools have a mixed enrollment of

Native and Caucasian students than a situation of Nativeor caucasian

majority: both Native -- majority and Caucasian-majority schools are

less numerous. Alaska's rural cities (regional centers with a

population from around 1,000 to 2,500) have experienced a, great deal

of ethnic succession in the past generation, and rural cities, are

today gaining in population more rapidly than are villages.

Socioeconomic characteristics also distinguish' the unified school

communities from the other types. City school districts by law are

obligated to assess property or other taxes in order to make a local

contribution to education, and most communities within this type have

a tax base. Community income is correspondingly higher than in

localized, regionalized, and mixed communities.

J
However, with respect to tr nsportation and communication, the

unified schools resemble closely localized and regionalized types. A

small number are connected to th state's road system, but a slightly

larger number are in Southeast Alaska and connected to the marine

highway system.

Mixed Control

This type includes a very small number of schools in which there

is a vacuum of influence and an equally small number of schools in

whose operations most school actors are involved. Most mixed schools,

however, are mid-range between local and regional forms of control,

but there is no dominant characteristic. In some there is conflict

over who should control school operations, in others there is rivalry

and competition without conflict, and in still others influence is

shared. Thirty -six percent. of rural Alaska schools fall into the

category of mixed control.

Three - quarters of the schools we have labeled mixed are in REAA

districts. But 20 percent are borough schools--either outlying

communities in areawide boroughs such as Kenai and the

Matanuska-Susitna Borough, or in rural regional boroughs, such as the

North Slope. Less than 5 percent of the mixed schools are BIA

schoo4,.

There are no significant size differences between mixed schools

and those which are localized and regionalized. Most of the schools

are Native-majority, but there is a slightly larger nuiber of mixed

/ ethnicity 'schools within this type than in the localized or

'
regionalized group$ of schools. Indicators of community income

showed ehat schools in the mixed type resembled unified schools more

tlian,localized or regionalized ones.

.

In summary, based on empirical analysis of responses of school

building - administrators in rural Alaska, we created four analytical

types of - educational control. These types provide a new perspective

on rural Alaska school operations. The route to understanding the

outline differs fpom conventional e.Rlanation's based on such variables
w
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as degree of professional control, social climate of schooling,

ethnicity, school size, or socioeconomic factors. Three types of

school control--local, regional, and mixed--appear to operate in

41 largely similar environmental conditions. For schools in the unified
control type, however, the impact of exogenous variables is great. In

one respect, localization of control, these schools compare with the

localized schools. In other respects, hOwever, they differ.

In the following four chapters, we discuss our field research

40 findings, supplemented by analysis of statewide surveys and aggregate

data available to us. One purpose of this discussion is to ground our
analysis in examples and experiences of organizational styles and
operation of regionalized, localized, unified, and mixed schools. The

larger purpose is to indicate the extent to which the pattern of

control--both its distribution and its amount--are related to

educational outcomes.

ler
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CHAPTER 5. REO'IONALLY CONTROLLED SCHOOLS IN RURAL ALASKA

One-fourth of Alaska's rural schools are most influenced by a
district superintendent, district office staff, and district school
board. This would seem an unexceptional circumstance in most parts of
rural America outside of Alaska, particularly when we consider the
very small. population of students (only 12,000 students attend school
outside Alaska's cities). Yet in Alaska, schools within rural

districts may be faither apart thin the distance between New York and
Washington, D.C., and communication from the district office to.the
school site may be more difficult than between that office and a
foreign country. Too, the cultural and social differences between the
"district office complex" (individuals working at district

headquarters and board members regularly in contact with it) and

aboriginal communities may be greater than those between- a highly
centralized office in a central city, such as New York, and suburbs or
inner-city are4, with minority populations.

Eight of our 28 sam)le sites were regionally controlled schools.
Four of these schools were from the same rural school district, and

this provided the best opportunity for us to examine the relations

between local community and regional office and board. Each of the

other four schools was from a separate school district. One of these

districts was led by a superintendent who is strongly committed to

local control of schooling, and most of the schools in this

superintendent's district appeared to be influenced most strongly by.
local school boardsvand staff. However, the site we selected randomly

was not, and the teachers, administrators, and local board members
agreed to the designation of regional control. In the three other
districts, there were regionally controlled, locally - controlled, and

mixed patterns of control. A question we asked was why district
policy was not more influential.

More than 70 rural schools fall into the regionally controlled

type, and our sample of eight schools represented well the variation

in socioeconomic and climatic conditions. One of the schools was in a
4 very small community on the Alaska peninsula with fewer than 50

residentis, and where the leading concern was whather the community.
would hive enough children in future years to qualify as a site for a

school. Another school, directly off the road system in interior
Alaska, was in a place that lacked a community: the 200 individuals

living along the road did not cohere into a unit for any purpose other

than education.

The other school communities resembfd most Alaska rural places

in that there Were limited opportunities & for adult, year-round

employment. Commercial fishing was the mainstay of two relative.ly
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rich communities. Subsistence pursuits figured. prominently in almost

all communities, with the target species ,varying by climate- -from fish

and crab in the southwest, to fish and small game along inland rivers.

Native populations included interior Athabascans, Yupik Eskimos, and

Aleuts. Two of the eight communities h %d majority Caucasian

populations, and another had a Caucasian minority.

Social conditions varied too. In one of the villages, there

appeared to be an extremely high degree of social integration and

mutual support that seemed to present nearly ideal conditions for

educate. In another, there were conditions of povefty and lack of

social development, in thp town - -as well as continuing and intense

alcohol problems experienced by the townspeople. In this village, the

catastrophic social conditions' taxed the resources. :of the staff and

made nearly meaningless a discussion of organizational control over

the school. Alcohol problems figured to some extent in four of the

other communities.

Our discussion of regionally controlled schools will blend a

variety of data sources. Where we have information that applies to

all rural Alaska's regionally controlled schools, as we do for

superintendents, principals, teachers, and board members and selected

outcome measures, we wi'l use it to understand this type of control.

Our discuSsion will also incorporate a large number of cormentq drawn

from interviews conducted in the eight regionally controlled sample

sites. We use these as examples of conditions that appear to apply

generally to the type (or that 'indicate signilfcant exceptions).

Because we promised conWpntiality to all informants, we have not

attributed ccmnents to particular individuals, and we have disguised

sites where necessary.

Re&ional Office and Environment

In rural Alaska, school district bcundaries for the .most part

parallel the boundary lines of Native regional corporations and also

legislative districts. This was one intent of the 1975 legislation:

to create districts that were homogeneous in culture and economy that

would be the basis for future local governments. For example, two of

the REAA districts had initially been a combined district. They

divided because they were under two different regional corporatioly.

But in almost all of the regionally controlled schools, there.wasdno

tight linkage betwedPeeconomic and.political leaders and the members

of the regional school board or regional office and superintendent.

In general, the five scho61 districts with regionalized schools

were relatively isolated from their regional environment. The first

district (it included four of the eight schools discussed in this

chapter) in western Alaska had on its board two persons who were board

members' of the Native regional corporation or nonprofits, and pne

board member who was a "pioneer" Alaskan and well-connected to

regional and statewide political leaders. However, district school

policy did not appear .to be significantly/ influenced by these

relationships. Moreover, district office Oofessional staff were
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selected entirely from outside of Alaska and were not regarded as very
responsive to needs of Natives or Caucasian oldtimers in the district.

Three board members and one staffer of the second district (in
southwest Alaska) were directors of regional or village Native
corporations and businesses (in this case canneries and resorts) that
had influence in the area. The turriculum of the schools in the
district appeared to be influenced to *me extent by these regional
forces--there was an emphasis on vocational education classes--but
staffing and financing patterns Were not.

The headquarter of the third district was located outside the
geographical area of thediatrice ats schools, in an urban locion.
The logistical problems ofr'holding board meetings and arranging travel
in this region militated against social environmental influence over
district staff operations. Two of this region's board members were
political influentials in the region, but infrequently attended board
meetings. In this district, there was conflict between the Native
nonprofit associatl.on and the distOct office. A district staffer

said:

When we first became a district, they said they Aire out to get
us. Maybe it's because they live on soft money and they feared
competition from us.... (They) have such a bad track record that
it's not good for our image to be too close to them.

The fourth and in some respects the most interesting rural i.

district (in interior Alaska) was completely insulated from regiondl
and local pressures. In an area where one-third of the residents were
Natives, no board member or district staffer was Native or had ties to
Native corporations or nonprofit associations. Although board members

did represent. business interests of the town where the district

headquarters was located, none of.the businesses were regional in
scope, and the character of the school program bore little trace of
the impact of economic organizations.

41'

few districts with schools in the sample (mostly in the mixed
control category) have incorporated regional economic and political
forces into the district,decisionmaking process. The "enactment" of
these environmental influences has sometimes had a negative impact on
the political stability of the district, resulting in changeovers of
district boards, superintendents, and staff in some cases, as well as

in the modeling of district curriculum and staffing slong lines

consonant with goals of Native regional corporations and nonprofit

associations. Only in the fifth district' (which had just one region-
ally controlled school) was there 'penetration of regional forceS,

including churches, into local school operations. In this district,

the effect was not to destabilize school operations; the impact of

regional environmental forces curtailed autonomy, from the perspective
of local board members and staff.

In short, each of the districts had opportunities for

incorporation of the regional social and political environment into
the district operations and those of local schools. In all sites but
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one, however, the district .effice was essentially Insulated from

regional and'local pressuree

,tate -level institutions had an obvjous impact on all five

distficts, but they tended to stand at arm's length from them: One

superintendent had had difficulties with the state Board of liducation.

Most reported spore problems with the state Department of Education.

Said one:

The political reality is that DOE has a lot of influence. A lot

of these rules are' negative. (But) we'd 'be foolish to make

enemies in DOE.

The general tenor of remarks regarding state institutions, however,

did not seem to differentiate districts with regionally controlled

schools from the other districts in rural areas.

Administrative Relationships in Regionally Controlled Schools

By definition, the regional ed. schools are subject to more

centralized control (from the di t office) than the other types of

schools. This section specifies the nature of administrOtive

relationships in the district office, and between it and primd

and teachers.

District Office Organization and Processes

One unique chatacteristic of the regionalized schools, was the

centralization of authority in the district office complex (with the

superintendent being the de facto chief administrative officer). In

most regionalized schools, a frequent comment of principals and

teachers was that individuals in the system had to follow a "chain of

command" and that "the superintendent calls the shots."

Centralization was manifested in a particular adminiitration

institution--the area pri7.cipalship--which is found more often in

districts with regionalized schools than those without. The

institution is designed to centralize school administration functions

in the district office. The area principal is itinerant,'in that he

makes periodic visits to each of The schools in his jurisdiction.

Schools administered by area principhls tend to be one- or two-teacher

schools. One of the teachers might be designated "head" teacherfor

administrative reporting purposes. Five of the eight regionally

controlled schools were supervised by area principals.

The consistent finding from our field researcif, however, was th;(1.

local school operations were not invariably subject to the whim of the

superintendent or district staff. In fact, when discussing how the ..

school' calendar was developed, several, respondents in one village

remarked that there might have been a memo 'from- the superintendent

setting the date, but they weren't sure. The pattern 'that seemed to

apply was one of political territorialitv4 in which the superintendent

and district. office wtre .jealous "of .their prerogatives regarding

school operations, underlain by a relatively loose administrative
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cou lin of district office to local schools. this pattern gave

om 6 principals an teachers, but their control tended to be

-restraine Examples fr our field interviews beeiftithis observation

out.

District Office/Principal Relationships

During the three years of our study, none of the superintendents

of the five districts with regionalized schools left office. In fact,

*
there was more stability of district personnel wi. in these districts

than in most other rural districts in the st e. Of the eight

regionally controlled schools, however, three had new principal
teachers during the year of field study, and three principal teachers

transferred to other schools in the district (and in one case, out of

the district), during the following year. Thus, there was local
administrative instability in more tlan two-thirds of, the regionally

controlled schools, which was matched by a high rate of teacher
turnover.

What appeared to be related to these factors of personnel

mobility were personalism and uncertainty in the relationships of
district office and local school staff. The principal teacher of one

village appeared to be on the best of terms, with the regional

superintendent. He described administrative relationships in these

terms: V

There's an open door policy down there. If you neea to see
(the superintendent), you just. walk .1 think that the

staff and the feeling in the district office is a warm

environment.... If we ever need help they come.

If fact, while the interviewer was in the village, this principal

teacher visited the district office (a 45-minute snowmobile ride away)

,three times.

Two other principal teachers in the same' district had different

feelings about district office support, hoWever. A new principal.

6eacher .commented:
$

They seem to understand what my responsibilities are. But I
don't understand what my responsibilities are. They haven't thade

it clear to me. There are no conflicts, but rather I just feel

uneasy because In nbt clear on what I'm supposed to be doing.

You see, we came in a week before school, 'cause I wanted to find

out what my responsibilities were and what I had to do. Now they

told me that when we came somebody from the office would come

down here with us and get us started. I called the secretary
before we arrived and told them that we were coming out. But it

wasn't until the day before school started that anyone came here

frog the district office.

Most of the time they just say to me, "Do whatever you wanna do."

So a big problem is just not knowing what's going on.
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A veteran principal teacher in another village said:

The problem is that you don't get any direction in this district.

The super and the district staff don:t'gtve you the direction you

need. I'd say the biggest problem is just your uncertainty about

where you stand. A lot of this is due to the lack of leadership,

on the part of the administration.

Finally, a principal teacher in a school of the third diaqkict

said he had very little contact with the superintendent. Other

district staff had visited the village several times, but44 "They are

just in and out.... They always act like they. don't want to get

caught here. It's likeothey're afraid to spend a night out in the

bush."

These comments do not apply universally. In two other schools,
principal teachers had such great difficulty getting in touch with the

district office, that they had little to say about the definition of

their responsibilities (or lack thereof) at the district office. And

principal teachers in three other schools were so secure in their

relationships with area principlls' and superintendents that the

ambience of the district office And specified instructions On their

roles .were immaterial tethem.

Thus, if we are to generalize to all regionali2ed schools on the

basis of our eight cases, we would have to say that

superintendent/principal relationships were characterized by

personalism or uncertainty, and the uncertainty was likely to be a

consequence of environmental conditions.

District Office /Teacher Relationships

Relations between teachers and the district office complex tended

to be personalistic as well. Teachers unions tend to be *maker in

rural than in urban' schools, because of the obvious !differences in

number of teachers among other reasons. The one district that

incorporated regional politicil forces had "cordial to warm" relations

with the association. The superintendent described them in these

terms: *so rf: I
I have good ties with them. I'm af%o a member. Whenever I'm not

going to retain a teacher, I always:contact-NEA's Alaska field
representatives, as a matter of courtesy.

In the other four districts, teachers' associations had ambivalent

poor relations with the district bureaucracy and board, and there were

no linkages of the teachers' association to the district office
complex (except that negative experiences in contract negotiations had

produced adversarial relationships in one district).

In four of the districts,, teacher inservices were held

sporadically and were conducted in Arehorage. as often as in the

region. Too, teachers were disquraged from participating in the

annual NEA/Alaska conference.
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In six of eight field sites, teachers were strongly critical of
the superintendent and district office. Teachers complained about the

lack of pre-service training and opportunities for professional
growth; they claimed that communications from the district office were
poor or non-existent, and the district office lacked credibility; pnd
they felt left out of the decisionmaking process in the district.
Furthermore, teachers feared that there would be reprisals if they
were to complain. Yet in all schools in the districts (in 1982),

teachers felt they were in charge of their own classrooms.

Professional Training and Development. A frequent complaint

concerned the lack of preparation new teachers received. There was no

t

systematic introduction to the diatric or its educational system.
For example, a new teacher said:

(Last year) there was no insery
teachers coming' in.` I saw someone
accident when we came through, but
got before we came out here. .

.

More isportant, new teachers were not
conditions of the 'Village, particula

problem:

Nobody at the district office ever

ce, no preparation
at the airport

that's all

1
informed

1\
ly where

\

told us

,for new
in by

we

a

a

the preparation
%,..

about the
alcoholism

that

social
was

had

drinking problem. We felt things had been misrepresented to us.
Like we never knew that we would have to put up kids from
families where there was,a lot of drinking.... .They are really

drunk all the time here....

A second teacher (from this village), from the home state of the

superintendent, was also disturbed by the lack of information

40
concerning the community:

0

They told us there was drinking here, but that it was like the

care thing you'd find in (his home towns-r-..1._can't think of

a place there where everybody in the whole town gets drunk at the

same time.... We walked through town and there were just drunks
lying all over the place.,

Teachers also clair4e that the district office stymied their
plans for professional growth, or was insensitive to these needs:

When I talked to (the superintendent) about our desire to

40
attend summer school, lE found out that they would not allow us to
take personal leave in order to stay long enough to finish the

summer session.... It.tends to inhibit the professional growth
of your staff.

lti.--few regionalized schools mere teachers very satisfied with the

40 stipporelrom the district office.

Communications the District Office. Teachers gave us the

impression' that they did ilet,t004 What district policy vas, or how it
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had been developed. To many teachers in regionally controlled

schools, the dietrict office was a "foreign entity."

Usually we hear things through the itinerant teachers, but even

they who work out of (the district office) don't always

know. In other words, communication is just not very good at

all.

There were no complaints about lack of formal notification, for

central office memos to the regionalized schools abound. But there

appeared to be little credibility to what the district office said, as

far as many teachers were concerned:-.

I'm. skeptical about anything that.comes from the district,office.

Like when they say to us "This will happen on a, certain date."

I've gotten to the place where I don't believe that at all.

The problem of communications was aggravated in most of the schools

with area principals. In these schools, there had been disputes about

authority, and, said a district staffer, "The teachers didn't 'know

whom to report to."

Even in schools with building principals and relatively good

relations with district office staff, "communications have been a t'eel

big problem" (said that district's superintendent).

Lack of Participation. ..Teacher dissatisfaction was partly based

on their inability to affect district policy through participation in

fairly routine governance processes. One teacher commented:

_They send out a memo that this and this and this will hap*. Or

the area principal will come out and say you have to, do this,

this, and this.* It's pretty tough to make input. You usually

don't know about things until it's too late, until the decision

has already been made. There's nothing the district does,

nothing, to foster intradistrict communlications.

Most teachers were of the opinion that "Decisions are usually made by

the time you found that something is up."

One district board member thought that problems of communication

and participation might have an effect on teacher turnover in the

district:

We should be getting the best educators in the world if were

paying the best price in the world. It seems like we're getting

short changed. When we do have good educators out here they

leave because of all the in the system.

Fear of Reprisals. A widely shared perception in the region-

alized schools was that any c&ticism of the superintendent qr dis-

trict office would affect evalu2tions and lead to outright dismissal.

One teacher put this in the conikxt of the annual evaluation process:
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I think this (teacher ev uation) is part of the paranoid\
syndrome that I see in-t district. The thinking is fhat if he

,../gives you a little criticism then you're going to be fired. The

40 problem with the evaluation process is that I think it's used for
leverage fot hiring and firing; and not for the i .rovement of.
performance.

In this district you might have to worry about physically .

defending yourself if you disagree with something. The message

.istJear. Don't make waves. For example, last year one guy was
involuntarily transferred from to for being too
outspoken.

`Control of the Classroom. Teachers were not wholly- negative
about their-aexperiences in regionalized schools. Most felt that they
were,in charge of what went on in the classroom, irrespective of the
lack. of support and sometimes contradictory instructions' from the

district office. One teacher remarked that the district staff "should
be more concerned about the teaching" than about "superficial things."
He went on to say that "What goes on in my room is under my control

and if they don't like what I'm doing, they can get rid of me."

In.a second village, a teacher remarked "I'm pretty much left to

my own devices, and I don't hear from my supervisor unless I've done

something wrong." In still another village, the principal teacher
said "The general feeling is that the teachers are responsible for the

school, and there are very.few people in the village who've opposed

that practice."

Indeed, the perception of teachers was that villagers supported

theT in the classroom. An.experienced teacher remarked: "The general
attitude of the people in this village is that if the teacher says it,

it must.be so." This comment was repeated in many interviews, as for

example:

The advantages. of this place are
best things are the kids are very
pretty muchfrA reign. You get
are at hone the parents tell them

pretty slim. .1 guess the two
good, and the parents give you
the feeling that when the kids
to listen to their teachers.

This is not to suggest that teachers thought parents were supportive

academically. Instead, as on teacher put-it, Pit may be that down
deep they just trust up to to care of the academics."

Relationships between the superintendent and district staffers
(including area principals) on the one hand and local administrators

L

end,teachers on the other were primarily dyadic, based on personal

lations and necessary job connections. This pattern of

lationships appears to be unique'to regionally controlled echools.,

District superintendents of the regionalized, schools appear to have

established petron-;-client relationships with'. professionals 4n the

district. ' Three of tile five districts had a disproportionate number

of teachers and staff members from the home stab, previous job site,



or university of the superintendent. In the fourth, there were subtle

ties based on membership in the same religious congregation.

We have not pictured regionally controlled schools as caught up

in an administrative web that resembles in any form the ideal-typic

modern bureaucratic structure,for such a picture would fail to

correspond td the realities observed in field research. There is a

tight. linkage between superintendents and district staff members

(including area principals), and. this linkage extends* to some

principals (or principal teachers) and teachers. The links are

personalistic, however, and unrelated to professional norms and

practices, for the most part. It is the nature of personalistic ties

to be limited in extent: only a small number of individuals can

ordinarily be drawn into dyads, cliques, and factions. Our conjecture

is that the dissatisfied teachers in regionally controlled schools are

outside this clustering of personalistic ties, yet, aware of its

existence and its impact on their influence' over local school op-

erations.

Political Relationships in Regionally Controlled Schools

The district environment may fail to penetrate deeply into

regionalized schools, but this has not eliminated all conflict over

school policy. A characteristiC of conflict in this type.of schools,

however, is that it applies more to the local than to the regional,

level.

District Office /Board Relationships

All five of We districts had the same superintendent over the

period of our study,' and this stability in the superintendency was

mntched by stability on all but one of the regional hoards. There

were no recall elections in recent years, and few incumbent members of

the five boards had met defeat at the polls: Each board had at least

one member who had been on the board since schools were decentralized

in 1976.

The district superintendents we interviewed engaged in a process

of cooperative politics to inure that the board and superintendent

spoke with one voice. One was manipulative 'in his approach to board

.politics. A board supporter said:

The way I always thought was that it was the administrator's job

to convince us that their way was the best way to go.. If they

could dp that, then we'd vote whatever they wanted. (the

superintendent) led the discussions more than anybody else. The

chairman/would bring up the subje4t, and' then 'would talk

about it

This superintendent's staffer remarked that his boSs "has devhloped a

rapport with his board so that they give, let's say, 75-802 of the

responsibility."

4
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A second superintendent, with a strongly held belief in board
involvement, personally trained board members and encouraged their
activity. He,safd "the school board members keep running for their
positions.and.are re-elected. Part of my job is to promote the school
board.Y 'Commenting on this superintendent's style, one district
staffer remarked:

Awill sound out the boprd before he takes a stand.' He's a
real fence-sitter in some ways. If he comes on strong, he'll
.know they will support his action. He's most careful about
sensitive subjects, for example Thal hire... There are things

of
that have to be handled diplomatitally at every meeting... They

% (the-board) may say 'Don't-bring ft back to us until yo have a
recommendation.'

,

Two superintendents of districts with regionally controlled
schools attempted to formulate some deciiion.rules for, board'members,

4 as .one means of reducing conflict with the district office. The
strategies these superintendents used varied, although for the most
part 'their..tactics were low-keyed and non-aggressive. The results
were an impressive degree of harmony and the-absence, with one
exceptibn, of divided boards. ,

Divtri.ct.Office/Loal BoaId Relationships

In none of the regionally 611trolled schoohcchofnunities wa there

al center of influence thert competed with the district board or office.
And the statewide survey of principals -.indicated that in over
one-third of regionalized schools there was no local board of any
kind.

-Status of Local:Advisory.Coqmittees. In one district, there were
no local board's- or advisory. committees at all. In this district,
active Community School , Committees (CSts) functioned After

decentralizat*w occurred. However, there was weirequent conflict
between the district board and the CSCs. When the REAA legislation
changed in 1979, tljis district.board disbanded the :local boards and

has .none in any of its schools todaynotwithstanding parent and
community dissatliefaction over lack of input into local school

decisionmaking.

Two'di Aicts (inbluding the
had weak, essentially cosmetic,
Describing, the in one.

remarked:

one with four regionalpeed schools)
Pare t Advisory Committees (PACs).

of t ese committees, a principal

At the first meeting, we had a room full of people. h the
0 second meeting, there were two PAC' members. At the- third

meeting, one PAC' member, and at the fourth, nobody came.

The final two districts had CSCs that were involved in school,
processes in a limited way, but their participation was mainly

adviadry. Weimere most curious about the CSC in the district whose
:superintendent strongly supported locals control. A,Ifistrict school

, 4
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board member implied the CSC had significant influence, saying "We let

the CSC overstep their boundaries 'so that they. can choose their

'printipal teacher and teacbers."

The school's principal teacher, however, contested this

assessment. Iii her view:

. The board has never really exerted too much authority. This may

be due to the way they're indoctrinated. The district office

makes clears to the school board members that they are advisory.

'They knowiwhat they can do.- They know that there are certain

things I can't do. 1'

a

-A former CSC member attribdted a reason to the joistrict policy of

limiting local Influence. He said, ."we're not Native and Ite do speak

out, we're an embarrassment to -them.", In the mind of this board

Amber, the community's influence was abridged because there was a

large CauEasian population in town., Local control in this-district

meant Native control.

Comments' in seven of 'the eight fierd sites ,pointed to the

existence of substantial community apathy and inactivity concerning

the schools. Representative comments were:

N i . .

The PAC is totally dormant; and only a few board members come.

(PAc member)

There's et a" lot (of involvement) here.

interest In the schfool, except that dt's

recreation for the kids. (teacher)

People here don't caw whether. or
education. (vice-mayor of a village)

*here s not .o lot of
here and it , provides

not their kids get any

It's hard to get the people to paOticipate in anything, the

.......)chnol, land planning, ,the council. Ccdty council member)

Hardly anybody goes to meetings around here, any %kind bf

meetings. (VA member)

People feel- they are meetinged-out here. There are just too many

meetings for everybody. (RSB member) .

Most people hIpe just given up.... - We had:to work 'hard to get

someone to rup for the
dr

school. board the last time. .(CSC member)

Explanations' for lack_pf Local Involvement and Part
Qhile -there wag 'nearly, universal agreement .among thob interviewed

concerning apathy iv.regionaliied school communities, the explanations

for this Condition varied. Several respondents,a041tioned the general

lack of interest in meetings where' there was "sally nothing to

discuss...sO there's no point in going." An active PAC membei in

anothe; village said: "yeople have been away a lit, trapping and

fishing and it's rasa -herd to. get a quorum"--the implication, being,
As%
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that PAC meetings stand low in the calculus of interest of cohmunity
members. A teacher in western "Eke put a different construction on
this lack of interest:

school': doesn't mean anything to them (the parents) yet.
ete isn't any need for reading, fq( example. They can get

along without it. There's a lack of motivation. The kids are
affected if their parents don't. care.

A second reason advanced by some school actors concerned the lack
of preparation villagers had for effective activity concerning the
schools. A few teachers. remarked that "these.people are illiterate,"
and could not participate effectively. Shifting the responsibility to
the district, one PAC member. commented: "One of the big problems is
that PAC members go into the whole business blind."

A district superintendent' with tonsiderable experience in rural
Alaska educatiotaladministration suggested a third reason, conflict
avoidance:

Therets a tendency to avoid conflicts
makes people somewhat reluctant to
level. They would rather we solve
level.

0
And a teacher in a different district said that:

in local communities. This
solve things at the local
them here at the district

It's not their (Native parents) style to disagree in public. If

'they're going to disagree, they'lldo it outside of a public
meeting and work it out before they go to a meeting.

Related. to this,' and heard in many interviews, was the simple
fear of participation in a western institution. A graphic
illustration wa.this account by a Ocincipal teacher:

lie had a hard time
yanted to,be on it.
get (a) member, and
the covers.

getting a (PAC) together this fall. No one
It's really st4ahge. We had one46eeting to

when I went in, he was actuallyhid±ng under

A local notable explained his community's' lack of influence Sy
.saying,'"Mostli, they find the whole process-intimidating."

Several respondents pointed to.the.lack-of.social integration in
the villages, that .would spur residents into involvement in cammunity
affairs. Such views usually referred.to alCoholism problems in small'
villages, but there were broader concerns, as elcpreilied by a teacher
in western Alaska:

I ,don't think a.PAC would work real well in this village at the
moment. Becakse the village doesn't have its act together
generally:. Nobqdy here wants to accept

.8 5
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Finally, several board members and teachers pointed to the lack

of power of advisory committees. A regional board member, discussing

the elimination of CSCs throughout his region, said "they didn't have

a lot,of say because the board could override any of their decisions."

A teacher stated a similar concern:
N

I think the local community has absolutely no influence.... I

know that the village usually doesn't take the initiative, but if

they were to do so, I don't know if the system would allow them

to have more influence.

One frustrated PAC member who
A
had tried to exercise influence

complained:

We don't know .what our rights are. We went up to 'the school to

evaluate the teachers. The principal told us it was illegal,

that we could be sued by the NEAT. We have never been asked to

evaluate anyone....

They haven't given'us anything saying what our powers are. But

everything we try to do they sell us, "You can't, you're only

ILadvisory." The village has no control over the school

whatsoever.

Attitudes toward Increased Participation._ Although there was some

dissatirfacfion about the Tack of influential organizations in the
/ community that could affect school operations, there was no general

movement among Villagers in support of increased citizen

participation. PAC members felt that there should be greater activity

and involvement - - -and more powerin local school boards.' Teachers and

administrators, however, were divided on this issue. Some .thouiht

PACs had less power than they should have, that, in the words of tog

veteran teacher: "The PAC should. assume a role that gives them a fair

amount of autonomy for their own schools.

Othe'r teachers and administratAs were sharplx. opposed to any

increase in -the level of local participation mason was a fear

of oligars)lie.control of the board:
4

They don't want ft (loeN1 control). It would just be something

for them to worry about and they don't want it. The-fight to get

more 'parents involved through the PAC is igoir44, on. The,mbre

power they .get, it would be in the hands of two or three 'people

only, so it would be like school boards, everywhere, just one or

two people-running the whole show.

A second opiniod', by a principal teacher, reflected deeper political

cultural differences:

fly probWm with the PAC is that you just don't know, where you

stand with them. 'They're very te4eramental,people, They get

mad at a teacher and, you don't know why.... When they're mad,

they pout. Eventually they get over it, 'but in the Meantime you

have to suffer it.,.. I can't reallya that the local 'school

1st-
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1
board steps beyond its powers. But they're very temperamental
and that can .be a big problem.... People -up here don't

understand the educational process.

Forms of Community Involvement. Comments about the "apathy" and
"lack of interest;' of pi(iiiits and community adults implied that there

was no community reaction at all to the schooling process in

regionalized. schools. This was not the case. In our statewide
surveys of teachers and principals, we found a relatively high degree
of involvement of parents in the form of attending conferences with
their childrens' teachers. Given that almost all rural Alaska
communities are quite sparsely populated, and teachers are highly
visible members of these communities, teachers find zany opportunities
to discuss school matters with parents. .In small, isolated

communities, talking about school matters is a form of community
influence over the schooling process.

In regionalized school communities, it appeared that influence
was also applied through two interrelated means: activity of local
notables who were sometimes'aocal board members, and the "climate of
opinion" within the village. Otte district board member in interior
Alaska (whose wife was the most, active member of the village PAC)
expressed his influence in these terms:.

I have daily contact (with the principal). I try to talk to him

quite a bit if we have a probleriA in the school. Instead of
letting it explode we'll try to find a better way to settle it.

In a different district, a Native district board member explained lack

of community involvement in terms of his own role: "Their attitude is

they see Natives like myself on the board and they say, 'bh well, he

will take careof it.' I feel like I'm an overall representative for

the district." In a third district, a regional board nImber stressed

his role as .a mouthpiece: "People aren't afraid to come to me to
express their feelings. They will come to sae when they are afraid to

war'
talk to (the superintendent)."

In most of the eight regionalized school communities-we visited,

there was such an tndividual -who spoke for the community. In two
communities, howrer, this was an established, traditional leader who

did not sit.on a PAC, and the fact ;hat this individual lacked a

formal. position presehted--diffictiltiAs of adjustpent for .schpol

teachers, ladministrators, Ind sometimes PAC plebers. ' The most

interesting .case was of the' southWest Alaska community where, in the

view of the school staff': the Pk "did not represent the community. A

local notable had more infltence,than PAC members, and he used it.

The principal teacher described how:
F

(local notable) has come to one meeting in two years..:.
He came up and stated specifically what he wanted to see. The

(PAC) didn't say a word aalnst what he said even though you
could see they were cringing.%

4t,
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Community opinion may be a powerful vehicle feh, the establishment

of control over school personnel and their activities in Native

villages, as we saw in one of the regions we visited. The first case

concerned a teacher and her spbuse who had inadvertently insulted a

community resident, who then began a campaign to oust them from the

village. He' spread falsehoods, and 'mobilized community opinion

against the outsiders. By the time the superintendent arrived, the

village -was unified against the couple, and the superint*ndent had no

alternative but to transfer them out of the village. (There was a

similar case in another village with a regionalized school.)

In a second village ofiethis district, the priliaipal teacher

sought and wort .election as city mayor. The defeated candidate's %Ile

saton .the local PAC; and the family was perhaps the most prominent in

the community. They were able to mobilize village opinion against the

principal teacher and his wife, who had previously been very popular

in the community. Within a year, the teaching couple transferred out

of the village.

In- both communities, school advisory committees were inactive,

and bodies for conilict resolution were poorly institutionalized, in

the western sense. One issue concerned an insult to a community

leader, the second a struggle for power and status in the community.

What :botli cases establish is that the poWer of the communities to

influence who holds important positions was great, even,-though this

was not reflected in the existence of a stable, virile local school

board or local government. (One respondent spoke of the "unspoken

gov,ernment of the community.") A resident of a southwestern Alaska

cot muOity. stated confidently:

You don't have to worry out here about the teachers,not being any

good, If they're not any .good ll run them ciut. If we don't

.like what's going on at the school.

We.cotsider the role of informal processes-and opinion climates

again, when we discuss local and mixed types of control. The value of

the examples for the present discussion is to introduce caution into

the analysis. There is the possibility that regionalized systems may

prbtect some local values, as effectively as localized systems,

especially those which impose an alien type of organization on a local

community,

School Governance Proc'esses,
. .

The relations of actoiS'in regionalized sc s ar`e those of both
,

conflict and ;avoidance. A,revise.of major areas 'school operations

and decisions will give a,different perspectiv the influence of

the district office colltraex.

Staffing

Selection of school personnel, particularly new tea chers, was

limnst influenced by personalistic criteria...in the regionalized schools.

88
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Superintendents and district staff paid relatively little attentign toi

whether the applicint would fit into the social and cultural milieu of

the district and community. In only one of the five districts, was

there a hiring process that involved the community. In this district,

the superintendent had followed a deliberate policy of community

involvement,-but his perception was that commuliaties would sometimes

prefer that he or others in the district office make the Aecision (and.

assume the responSibility).

Even the recruitment of classified staff (secretaries and

custodial personnel) and teachers' aides appeared to be less subject

to the influence of community leaders and values than was the -case

elsewhere. An area principal said'. of a hiring case in his school:

We had three people apply for the cook's position, two Natives

and one white guy. Now the village Natives felt it should be the

Natives.' They wanted to hire the Natives, for no other reason

than he' was Native. But the white_had been to cooking school and

hag .Come experience. So I hired him. I took a little heat for

that butt it's more or less blown {over.

Ih many of the diiiricts there was the appearance of using

professional criteria to hire staff. Only in a minority sf sites,

however, were they fact used.* For example, one, superinterinenetold

us that he hired individuals wpo had experience rural Alaska

oducatidn. But, the-person'ke,Nhered 'to srve as principal teacher of

a- school said be hadino.previous in rural Alaska, and .went

on to remark: e

In their hiring policies they dorkt seem to try and meet the

needs of the school. For example, I'm the only returning teacher

and when they hired new teachers they 'didn't seem to hire

teachers to complement wilat I can teach., a social at dies
pergon and what we reall needed was a science and math pellbon.

But instead they hired # who is also a social studies
.

person.
f

. .

di
.

The selection 'process was far less. pluralistic In regionalized

qhan in other types of schools. Decisionmaking usually rested with

the superintendent or assistant sztpbrintendeur (in two cases, the area

principalt had strong poweip of recommendation). Local boards were

cut out, which in some districts represented a loss of influence. A

PAC member complained, "When they hired . t (teacher)_, it was-CSC

tit n. Now the PAC doesn't have anything to do with hiring teachers at
i,

all.m 4
t . . I.'" N

. ,1 .

it' Curriculum

Three of the five districts had .implementtd district wide

curricula, and. the fourtIA was in the process of developing one. Only

the fifth was "tribilf to get the *CSC to meet and determine' if they

want 'A .curriculum specifically designed for their village." Foi the

most part, these curricula reflected an orientaton to. instruction in

.

A
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basic subjects as found in and. urban .schools of the contiguous

48 states.

However, in some of the schools, the district wide curriculum was

not taught. An itinerant music teacher in one of the districts said

tie was in charge of his own curriculum. He. had expected thai someone

would give him an outline of what he was supposed to teach upon his

arrival in the district, but this did not occur. He received little

direction at all and as a result had developed his own curriculum. A

teacher in a different school agreed:

There's really no di trict wide system of education here. We

just have individual ntities in.each community.. We don't have a

district wide curr cUlum. There's -,no district vide policy on

tardiness, absenteeism, or discipline. Textbooks are supposed to

be district wide,'but they're not.

Textbook selection,-.however,. was likely to be relatively uniform in

the regionally -controlled: schools. In addition Ito the constraints

imposed7-bypUbliahers, we. found little deviation from the texts that

present or Trevious.curriculum coordinators had ordered for schools.

Ne teacher remarked:
.

The district has .approved texts. I deviate. from these when.I

feel thntthe approved texts are not gonna work. But I've never

ordered texts that were not approved by the district. I've just

used ones the't were Slready here and available.

The districts were unique 'with respect to their Native

populations and distinctive life styles of residents, but .this

uniqueness was not reflected in ,the curricula of most-regionalized

schools. For example, one of the, distiicts contained a numfier of

students who were either monolingual in the Native language or spoke

it primarily: Yet schools 'in this district did not havo an

established. bilingual education progran4'and where there were courses,

they were not necessarily taught or supported. The principal teacher

of a school in one district remarked: "We're supposed to have .a
tbilingual aide for one hour a day, but I think it's ridiculous' to.

disrupt the classrooms for one hour." An area,principal in the same

distilct supporteI this view by saying "I personally think that all

the culture should be taugh} by the fatally or by the community, that

it's not the role, of the school."

There waS strong community support for bilingual programs *n the

regionally .controlled schools. Cominunity,memberp and particularly
. those who serve ou advisory boards commentefikthat "there is not enough

'-bilingual now." aid one PAC, member:

We would like to see more language instruction, more cultural

courses, courses in art. As yet we don't have any.Yupik taught

in the high school (it was taught in that village's Bloi day

school) and a lot of people would like to see thae..

to
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However, in the only regionalized school whose district had a
bilingual language policy community members did not, want district
curriculum policy implemented in the school. Complained on advisory.
board member:

The district pushes bilingual. Every year we fill out forms
about the language here in the village. Nobody knows Athabascan
here, and none of the parents are interested in the kids learning
it. There's no real Native heritage left here in the village, so
there's no desire for it.

In short, most districts had a district wide curriculum (that was
implemented in only half the schools) but no bilingual education
policy. Communities of regionalized schools in these districts wanted
Native language taught in the schools. In one distfict, there was a
bilingual education policy, but the community we visited. was opposed
to this. In thepe areas, the schools were not representative' of
community desires.

Native culture courses in the regional schools were offered
infrequently, and were not well integrated into die school program.
One school with a mixed Athabascan-Caucasian student population had an
.half-hour weekly session in beadwork, as a concession to the
traditional culture of the region. A schbol,with a majority Yupik
student population offered some training in Yupik Eskimo, given by a

. teachers' aide, and a topic sequence on sled making. There was

40
interest on the part of local.people, but nd ability to develop
programs. Said a western Alaska principal teacher, "We have Indian
Education And .10M funds but we don't have the people interested in
teaching courses." An interior Alaskan board president said:

We've talked about it (local courses). We have local teachers

40 who teach sewing and knitting 'and piano. But there is no one in
town ho could teach Athabascan things.

Co ercial and subsistence fiabirz were major means of livelihood
in co itieS of all the regionalized schools; however, the schools
offered few courses 1141,1ated to these economic endeavors. One board

40 member remarked "This. is a fishing place. Why do they have a

computer ?' We need some emphasis on the economic base of this
village." Some attributed this to the lack of community interest,
such as thd teacher who said "a Majoriv of them are only interested
in how many nights they can/get into the gym." Even if there were
strong community support of Much course, it seems unlikely it would be
offered. Qistrict office staffs were not sanguine about the interest
or ability of, the districts to reach out to the community in this
area. The 'tiirric4la of regionalized schools reflected standard
Achievement norms--education in the. basics, academic training leading
in senior ,grades of the larger seccndery schools to somei college
preparatory work.

10 .

. The process used in determining district curricula was like that
ssedan.staffing. A regional. board member de4peribed it in this fay:

4.
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For proposed curMulum, we (RSB members} get involved heavily

Ar
along with the super and,the principal. Now they tell us that

the teachers have had input into this but as a board member, I

don't know of any input from the local people or from the

teachers, for that matter.

In three of the five districts with regionalized schools, region-

al nonprofit associations have taken over the role of providing a

locally -- relevant curriculum. Indian. Education and JOM programs) for

example, werfi operated by the regional nonprofit Native associations,

teaching cousses in sled building, skin sewing, and the like. They

may use school facilities, but the programs were completely separate

from the school's academic program. (In two districts, this was done

at the request of the district office staff because they did not know

how to operate such programs.)

A final curriculum area that has figured prominently in recent

Alaska rural school politics is program evaluation and review. Under

terms of the Tobeluk v. Lind consent decree that led to, the

construction of new rural high schools, elected village school

communities were to participate in planning and evaluating the hips

school program. Every community with a "Hootch" school was to engage

in such a review process, involving a systematic examination of every

subject taught in the school, teaching staff and materials. Native

respondents it regionalized schools were not satisfied with the

extensiveness of this review, or with the amount of community

involvement in it. In one village, there was pressure from the

superintendent to sign forms, despite the chairman's wish to read

first what she saw for the first time at the meeting. In a second

village, PAC members who went to the O"\ragUlations .meeting. at. the

high school were told that At was not necessary for then to be there.

At least some PAC members felt that they were not wanted there:'

Thus, in the important area of what is Alctually taught in the

scheolgA regionalized schools provided little opportunity for

commnitv involvement. This is not to say that all other local actors

lacked,influence, however. Teacheis, particularly, had an impact on

what students were exposed to, but-thia was'primarily as a reaction to

policy initiatives of the board hand superintendent. One teacher

remarked in characteristic terms:

.

We have to be constantly restructuring our program because of the

school board. The school board changed the graduation

requirements three times in one year. So, in other words, we've

.set up the instructional program ourselves.

Naturally, there are questions 'about the amount of professional

influence under these terms of change.

Finance .

In all of the five districts, the central office staff prepared a

budget with participation in the development by.the regional school

; . 1
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board. Comments we heard in field. interviews indicated that local

community residents had little to say. A district superintendent
stated "The budget is not an area in which I 'feel the CSCs want to be

involved."

A teacher commented:

The teachers Lon't see the budget at all. .1,1e didn't know what we
were working with for supplies. We had no way of knowing when
the money went and out of what funds. We hi to plan activities
without knowing how much money we had.

None of the schools of the regionalized category.had discretionary

funds available for local school use. A dissident district school

board member said:

I think we should give the villages a certain amount of money to
do with whatever they want. But the board has fought this. I

don't see how the villages can learn to manage their own funds if

they're never given the opportunity to so.

School Calendar
'4.

One of the areas in which local advisory school boards appear to

have influerice throughout the state is in determining the annual
calendar of the gchool and the daily school schedule. In regionalized

schools, however, this tended not to.be 'an important activity of local

community actors. In all cases but one, calendars were determined by

the district office. One superintendent explained wily:

The opening date of school has been standardized the last two

years, so we can conduct a district wide in-service at the

beginning of the year. Before; the way it used to work was the

CSC set it up. But what happened was that the CSC just rubber
stamped whatever the teacher's suggestion was.

S

Reactions of teachers and local board members to district wide

calendars tended to be unfavorable:

Supposedly the PAC can make their recommendations and set the

calendar. I found out that (the area principal) had filled

out his calendar to reflect his wishes,-to have a long Christmas.

That's the one that was pulled out of the hat, that was finally

approved; ....This year, we're 'trying to get the calendar we
favor approved by the PAC. (teacher)

Last spring all the teachers were given a calendar to fill out.

We did that, but the final calendar did not reflect out desire.

(teacher)

We heard
submitted
done just

that the calendar was already set even before we

our calendar. So that filling out this[calendar was

to make us feel that we were a part of iti' (teacher)
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The principal teacher here used to ask *hen I was on CSC about

the calendar. But lately they'donq do this. (PAC member)

Clearly, the perception in regionally- controlled schools was'that

artificial participation was encouraged, and it would' have little

effect on outcomes. Also, an area of activity subject to teacher's

-control in many districts was not uniformly subject to this.influence

in regionalized schools.

Facilities Design and Construction

Facilities use and the' construction of new school buildings are

important matters in small communities. As in most of the other areas

of school operations, this area was limited to participation by the

district office complex. The typical scenario is that village

residents and teachers learn about the absign and construction of new

facilities...when it is too late. As one teacher remarked:

We just.found out that the blueprints have already been drawn up.

for the new'addition here. The materials are ordered and have

already begun to arrive. No one on the staff had any input into

this process, though the district says that we actually did.

And when villagers asked for particular facilities, they often did not

get them. One CSC member commented:

What we asked for we didn't get. We drew up plans for a

_multi-purpose facility for the school, something we could

use for community things.... We got a:rOal piece of junk, and

they paid $200,000 for it.

The issue in this case concerned proprietorship over buildings in

the view of the district office. The district school board, by law,

controls the facilities (which are owned by the state'in;the case of

.PUAAa), and in an extension of this conce0, it'contro14.the programs

of and the personnel who teach them. The local

communities may advise, at the discretion- of the district office

complex. A dissident regional board member' complained;

What we're fighting at the district level' is that the

administration's attitude is that the' bdildings belong to the

district. This is not in fact ftrue. They belong to the

community, but the administration doein't seem to grasp this.

For its own reasons, the district was disinclined to accept the

pr emise that ownerthip of schools lay in.local communities. This

attitude leds to the feeling in most regionalized communities that the

school was disconnected from the community. One view heard frequently

was that the school was "foreign turf." Another, perhaps more

representative view was this statement of. a western ALuka PAC member:

"Peopl don't have a sense that the school is theirs. It's not a

94

foreign thing but it's not thetrs.7.

I.
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Limited involvement in school governance processes seemed to

describe the situation of all local actors in rektonalized schools.
Yet. in the opinion of teacher, they had control over: the classroom;

and along with principals, controlled the learning situation in

schools.

The Climate of Expectations in Regionally Controlled Schools

A number of studies have eatamined the impact of the orientations,
expectations, and attitudes of school actors on student outcomes.
Although we found no'statewide patterning of principals' perceptions
on a series of climate variables, we thought it possible that

environmental and system control factors might. be mediated by

perceptions of educaVional professionals. We report a few measures on
which principals in regionalized schools have distinctive attitudes.

Attendance at college may not be .a realistic expectation for all
rural youth, but the holding of such an attitude is a good indication
of the academic orientation of school personnel. Among the questions

we asked- local administrators in our 1981 survey was what percentage
of students in their school they expected to attend college. There

were no significabt differences between perceptions of administrators

in regionalized schools and all other rural schools: a majority
expected that less than 50 percent of the school's students would

attend. -

Asking principals to evaluate the quality of their schools'

learning environment is one way of engaging attitudes of pride toward

institution. This is what principals had to say:
r

Table 2. Principals' Perceptions of School Achievement (Regionalized)

Bettev,thsn average/
among the best

About average
Below average/inferior

Other
Regionalized Rural Schools

44.0 .

35.0
21.0

P < 0.0081

31.0
26.0
43.0

The differences between regionalized schools and all other rural

schools virtually jump off the page. There are significantly stronger

indications of pride in academic achievement and learning on the part

of -principals in regionalized .schools than in any other type.

(Teachers of regionalized schoplwwere only slightly less enthusiastic

about the climate of achievement and learning in their schools. Some

438 percent--compared to 25 percent of teachers in all other

schoolsthought their school's climate was &better than average dr
among the best:) We controlled for ethliFity and school .size and
found several interesting patterns. .The relationship between schogl

type and attitude toward students' chievement was significantly

weakened in schools with Caucasian or Native majorities. It was
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strengthened in schools of mixed ethnicity. And the relationship was

weakened in. larger schools, but strengthened in small schools (with

fewer than 30 students).'

Two other-. questions from the principal and teacher surveys

provide.information on the environment.of learning for students in

regionaliz d sohbbls. We asked both principals and teachers what

achievement level they/ expected of student's in their schools.

Respondents in regionalized schools were more positive than those from

localized and mixed schOols.

Table 3. Principals' and Teachers' ExpeCxation of Student Achievement

(Regionalized)

Regionalized
Principal' Teacher

Other Regionalized Other

Above/much above
national norms 45.3 . 29.9 38.3 23.W

At national norm 24.5 . 29.4 33.7' 28.8

Below/much below 30.2 40.7 -:'
28.0 / 47.5

Principals I1251 P < 0.0538 Teachers 111290 Pq( 0.0618

These relntioyships were gtrengthened for smelk and medium-size rural

schools (witHb fewer than .111 'students); but were weakened when

ethnicity was controlled.

A firinl questio'n from the principal survey provides a summary

judgment on the reputation of the school.

Table 4. Principals' perceptions of School Reputation (Regionalized)

I

OV,

Letter than average/

Regicinalized

Other
RuraI-Schools

among the best
About average
Below average/inferior

63.4
35:5
1.1

56.G
32.8
11.2

'< '0.0492

Regionalized school''principals, thought their schools were

somewhat better than other 'rural and small schools in Alaska., Tests

of school she and ethnicity indicated that this finding was not

spuriousfor small schools and. those with a. Native mjority. Clearly

principals of:these schools were not'influenced.negatively by lack of

AO
control at the ,local level (perhaps because they were'. connected,

favorably toi the district office). The teacher survey,. howeyer,

indicated that teachers of regionalized schools were note significantly

different from teachers of other schools with iespect WPerceptions

of school reputation.

t
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Regionalized' School Outcomes-

The obvious Auestiod returns: what difference ,does

region4lization of educational control make so far as students,

parents and communities are concerned? Our Survey of rural schools

-. has been largely cross-settional, and we lack the time series data

that would enable us to explain results definitively. But visits to

rtra?. school sitesigave'us the opportunity to colledt a variety of

outcome measures, and determine their,degrmof association.with the

control t we established. In ascending oider aimportance, these

measures standardized test scores, student adaptation to and

retention school,. and parent/community.satisfaction with school

programs an overnance.

Test Scores'.

The.fiviistricts did not use the same test series or follaw a

similar testing protocol. Moreover,, in Alaska the statewide

assessment data are not available for cross -- school and cross -district

comparisons, making it .difficult to develOp a comparative profile of

student performance. f
. 0

'Nevertheless, we collected' test data from six 'of the eight

schools,, and attempted to draw general inferences from 'them.

Discussions cm academic achievement with teachers and administrators

indicated dissatisfaction. Said one area principal,: "We're three or

four grade levels below the norm. Now I don't think that's the

teacher's fault. ji lot of it comes from the ,culture." This

assessment was widely shared.

Student Adaptation and Reientiln

Absenteeism rates fOr the Rine regionalized schools were 'an

Average of 5 percent in the .year when we measured this (by use of

state *DOE records checked 'against principals' responses' on cur

survey). Thert; were no significant differepces betwe0 the rate in

regionalized schools and that Of all-other rural schools. A principal

teacher `in southwest Alas 'a said,

We hardly ever have any (abienteeism)...the reason may be

that...some of the 'kids say, "I may not like School but it's.
better than being at homewith a bunch. of drunks." So unlesi

they're sick they're always here..

In other communities where alcoholprbklems were greatp teachers

and admivistratori made similir comments. Thi only school with a high

rage of absenteeism seemed to have rather Unusual conditions, A

district staffer said of its high school:

We have a hard time keeping the high school bbys in school.. They

come in late .from fishing. They' feel they need a vacation so

they take off for d time. 'If they had to go out (of the

community)-to high school they wouldn't gb at all.`

-93- - 9:7
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State 1W1g ricoills on .studeit dropouts indicated that 74.2 percent

of'the regionalized schools 61 none during the 19111-82 academic year,

as compared to 69.3,percent, for all other rurardeloold. Only 10

percent' of, the scbbols had diop out rates in excess/ of 3 percent.

School olficialss 'were generally' pleasied with their ability to retain

high segool age youth in the school, and deveral pointed to sharply

^declining, drop out .rates ,in their schools. Regionalized schools

: reported ;the" lowest rate of vandalism': only 18 perdent of the

,administrators of regionalized schools, reported, occurrences of

ddstruction to school property, as compared to 28 percent' of. the

pdminiseratofs of all other rural.schopls. Moreover, in the'vast

majority of these schoold, there was less vandalism,-directed toward

6 the.sthool building than toward other, public bUildings (if any) in the

community. 'Finally, student ,suspensions were. few, and there was. only

one-expulsion in die eight regionalized schools we visited in 198142.

These may seem to be signirkficant signs of student adappition and

.'retention,' but in the very small, sparsely populate Communities of

rural Alaska, they appear to-be close to the norm.

Teathers' .and: administrators' comments on student behavior/

indicated a few problems. Alcoholism in some of the communities

influenced student behavior in school. Said several teachers "the

kids come to school and want to sleep." There were a ntenber of

problems 'with students' use of abusive language; and in one 'of. the

schools we visited, there had beeri a:"Tsical attack on a teacher.

Community Members' Comments on student behavior were generally

uncritieal..

./
PF.rent and Co7munity Sitisfaction

a

IP

In each of the communities in whisk We did field vork, we

adrinistered'a short "commun;ty survey" to a sample cf adultd'xito were

not employees of the school or board meFhers. We'selected,re4pondents

cn the zaslia of convenience, and the results do not necessevily

represent the views of all. community. odults.. But they. are very

suasestive4of the extent to 'which the Sam& ale supported '1n their.

communities.
.

Community Attitudes toward School Actors. The survey included a

number of items soliciting' opinions on, each of the school actors

have identified above.

I

S
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Table 5. Community Attitudes Toward School Actors (Regionalized)* .

- School .Actor.
4

Local School Board or PAC Lagrte 2 disagree

...isodoing a 'good job

...does what most parents want
.1 ..,tries to do something about problems in school

Talk to local board-members often (once a month)

4

36.0
40.4
67.4
40.0

Principal`

.
...is doing a good job .

6a.9

...keeps people'informed'about the school 71.9

...does what most parents want
.

47.6

".-..tries to do something about problems in school 71.9

Talk to principal often (once a month).* 51.6

.1
'Teachers -

---7i-----

...are doing a good job 64.6

...are very concerned about children in the school. 57.1

.Ai.try to do something about problems in.school 65.6

Tal, to teacher often (once g month) 39.1

...take part in community activities,in.cOmmunitv 65.6

VisIt teachers in their homes often Yonce a month) 40.6

...visit in my home often (once a rtohth) :31.3

. - 4

'District Board

lotal board . 49.2

..-.does what most parentS want .4 ye 23.4

...tries to do something stout problems in the school 38.5

7 Talk to regibnalboard members often. (once,a month) 10.9

14 4

0

V

Superintendent

.:.helps locftl board

...keeps region infoimed about problemi

...does what post parents want
4

...tries to ao something abotit problems in thel4ithal

Talk to superintendent often (onceda month)

d em

*Most questions on the co
'know response ,category.
comparisons.

1,1unity 'survey had.lan
These have .been,

'

11,02
15.4

1.8
20.0

11.1
15.5
15.9

3.4

18.8

7.7
7.9
1.7.

15,6

21.9
025.0
25.0

23.8
39.1

/
12 3

35.9

1,

48..4 )22.6,

36.5 *34.9

17.7 30.6
46.8 9.7

7.8 45.3
i

40465
."u .

Idecided and .cont
almeved for thete

i

_1;4.
These opinions are illustrative of what Id0pn in regionalitg

communities think regarding relationships in tilteYr, schpo1s. mAt

glance they show strongly. positive ,attitudes e.ow. tiers. -,40.fk

principals! Uhon we ,compared nesponaents hop' Vioio d school

communities to thosb of other rural schools. Ore were the

-95-
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significant 'differences of opinion: they were more positive in their

evaluation of teacher's work and opportunities for interaction with

them. They were much more negative in evaluations bf regibnal boards

superintendents then were respondents of all other sample sites.

As we shall see intour.discussion of localized schools, perceptions

vary depending on Illestrength.of institutions .in the community and

the district-local policy configuration.
4

%
Several items on tOV communfty. survey asked for evaluations.of

("School programs:'
,

'Table 6. Community Perceptions of School Programs (RegionaLized)

A
. I

#.
Good Not Very Good

Teaching of math . 56.3 2 4:7 2'

Teaching of reading 53.1 . 6.3

Teaching of Native culture and languages 28.1 33.3

Training children for lives in community 33.9 11.3

Training children for lives outside communit 24.2 .12.9

Parents and community members appeared geherally satisfied with

teaching in. academic prorgyams, 'The teaching of Native culture, lan-

guageswas not well regarded, which was less a comment on the quality

of the program than on the fact that regipnalized schools were less

riNly to have them. These opinions were the most negative of all

.
residents we surveyed in the 28 field sites. Resposiknts appeared td

be non-committal regarding training for adulthood.

A final set of questions on the commuiity.survey gay% residents

the dpporsunity to express. more . general_ satisfaction And

dissatisf,action with school and aschool /community conclitioas.

Table 7. CommunityLPerceptions of School and-Community Conditions

(Regibnalized)

% agree % disagree
Community PerceRtion of...

.
.

. .

School' calendar and schedule fit local needs 61.5 2 13.8 2

School is'used for local activities 60,0 4.2

School has a good pfogram in Native 24.6 . 33.8

Academic program is Ow(' . 27.7 12.3

Teachers try to help the school and community 63.1 9.2

Parents support the school and take part 411.

4 school activities ) 0 - 33.8 . 1(1.9

Principal/superintendent help meet local goals 32.3 16.9

School board helps. to meet local goals 35.4 15.4

Students try hard to do theif best"in school. .56.9 16.9

This table is a useful summary of community views regarding

regionaliKed schools,.1f we keep.in mind that it represents a very

,small sample of convenience and the'obviop poiht that the questions

ard statements are get(eral and ambiguous.. Teachers. fared well in this

evaluation, better that administiatpis or boards-attitudes were more

a
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critical of Iheth in regionalized tools of the simple than in any

other type. School programa, hoWeeerf were not rated very high, and

as ye have pointed out thrOughoqk this chaptgr, there was a general

perception of a.prOblem reAardAfig Native languages and culture. To

repeat, residents of regionalized sdhoo4-were more critical of this

'aspect of. schooling than_, respondents in airy other typedf school.. /

Patterns of Career Socialization in Regionalized Schools

Alaska's rural schools have operated a relatfvely short period of

time within any given. organizational structure. Borough school

systems, which are-the,model for the REAA districts, have, a history of,

less than 20 years, bUt even this is a short period in which to detect

d mode of school operations. (The city districts, used as models too,

have a longer history:) REAA districts have operated for only seven

years as of this writing, and some have not yet emerged from the

transition. Their 'board /administration relationships are unstable,

turnover ofiTerSonnel'i's very high, and their critical routines--of

staffing, program ;development and evaluation--have not become imbedded

in the practices' of administratfVe and )instructional Orsonnel. In

many ways they operate,like ;he predecessor, SOS.

Nevertheless, on the basis of extensive surveys of rural school,

actors and our brief site yisits,t6 eight'schools representing the

regiohdlited,type,'we can make some idferences about the development"

of district and local 'school operations., The major factor was

menti,oned above - -there is a loyalty syndrome and clfentage network

surrounding the district superintendent. It is disconnected from

regional pplitical and, social force for the most part, bet it links

superintendent, district office st f, std some board members into a

pattern of authority. Whether a ocal school principal or teacher

sits'well with the district off a complex 'is thus as'important a

factor in 'the treatment accorded the local school and staff as are

O

professional criteria. In short,

socialization is the development of
"district office apd,v to the limited
region served by the district.

one clear track-, in career
orientations of% loyalty to the
extent it .represents this, the

This is not to suggest that theri is a lack of professionalism

within rural schools that are. regionally controlled. Teachers

complain about the slack of support for professional growth and

de*elopment, 'it is true, and they direct'their harshest critAciam

toward the sahocl district. *That office, they say, is the gredtest
a

source .of their problems. They say this, we surmise, because

Professional norms and values, Which appear very important to teachers

in regionalized schools, tare 'riot controlling factors of the school

district environment. Teachers we. interviewed .were insistent' that

they controlled their classrooms, but prbfessional 'control by teachers

tas conventionally pictured--through teachexs' unions, administrative

) linkages with superiptendent, district staff and principals, or

linkage with an aitthoritacive local lioard--wassabsent.

.The situation this presents, has important ramifications for the

local community. It lacks significant influence over the 'selection

-97101
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and retention of teachers for its school, and there is no formal

procedure it can follow to register dissatisfaction with a teacher who,

has violated local norms. In.two instancescommunity disapproval of

. teachers over whom the coMmunity lacked institutional means of

influeqce resulted in informal mobilizatioNof opinioh that disrupted

the community7and led to the (stater of the teachers.

Thus, to the extent there control in regionalized

schools, it is limited by, the strict office at the-.top and by

community opinion at. the bottom. The operation of this professional

influence would appear to be. uncertain indeed, and may explain the

frustration/we 'noted among teachers. We will return, to the theme of

profesgional influence again in our discussion of localized, unified

any. mixed types of control.

1'

I

,

f.
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'CHAPTER 6. LOCALLrCONTROLLED SCHOOLS IN RURAL ALASKA

.

Local advisory school committees operated in rural communities
well before the hate legislature decentralized control of education

in 1975%, Some mere advisory committees' mandated, by various federal
programs: such as Title I and.Johnson O'Malley. Most, however, were

school activity committees and lacked influensp ,over staffing or
-curriculum in the schools. Yet, they were a foundation for development

`of authoritative local boards, especially in communities distant from

regional superintendents of elle SOS system:

From decentralization of schools in 1976"until 1979, Community
School Committees-(CSCs) became quasi-autonomous school.beards-in many
REAA districts, and were involved in each area of school operations..

However, in several districts, CSCs were"ccontroversial organizations

from the start. They 'teiged to compete for influence with district
school boards, which by raw were responsible for pblicymaking. They

muddied administrative waters, and were potentially bothersome to

district office personnel. They also competed for -tnfltience with
teachers' unions and were potential threats to teachers, to the extent

that they influenCed.recruitment and retention actions. For these and

other reasons, about 'one-half of the regional boards and disqict
offices moved4to weaken significantly the powers of the CSCs by making

their position, solely advisory (accomplished through amendment, to the

dAA enabling legislation. in 1979). 'One fourth of the REAA districts

olished CSCs at this time.

Whilt CSCs in REAA districts lost +influence, the advisory boards

of,BIA schools gained authority, 'as both the change in supervisory

relationships (e.g., Veakening of agency office influence under PL

95-561) and .
ineni closure of BIA schools left a vacutisi of influenee-

that could brfilled by local boards and ,leaders. Ironically, of the

local level educational boards in Alaska-in the early 1980s, the BIA

school boards were the strongest.

Nine of our 28 sample sites were localized schools (representing

one-fourth of Alaska's rural schoolb), and four of them were at.the

time BIA day schools (K -8). The 43 BIA schools rem ining in Alaska-in

481 were mostly in .western Alaska, Yupik Eskimo gions, with far

mo traditional community settings than found a ng other Native

cul e regions in Alaska. Three of the 'BIA schools we visited were-

on r near Norton Sound, and administered. through the Bethel BIA

age cy office. The fourth in the, Bering Straits area, was

adm nistered throta h the siame agency office. In each of these

communitiesi there was also a "Bootch" high school, included within

one of three large REAA districts.
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. The fifih .tield site was a "Hootch". A;chool community within

anotheruristern Alaska REAA district. The sixth and seventh field

sites,were from the Inupiat Eskimo culture area, and were part of that

areala school district. The eighth field site was in an Alaska

- interior REAA district, where nearly half of the _populatftn was i

Athabiscan (and the other half Caucasian), Thtk, there was

'considerable cultural variation acrossthe schools and field sites,

which were somewhat more isolated from urban Alaska than' is the norm

11.

for rural Alaska villages.

Local School AniVnvironmept

VI describing regionally controlled hools, we noted that

environmental forces--Native corpbrations and p it associations,

'regional political 'notables, and state educational actors--were

imperfectly integrated with the school system. The district office

complex vas almost a closed system regarding some school operations

such as staffing, devekopment of eourses, and' expenditure of funds.

In "localized" school. communities, however, the environment was

represented on the:board, and it influenced sharply the direction .of

schooling. Regional and statewide .environmental factors, however,

were less likely to penetrate schooling In these communities, with'fhe

exception of one school district.

"Enactment*" of th`tocal Environment on the Board

/ In all of the localized school Communities, -major fc,4es in

illage life were present on the local board, including different

factionshich had an effect on board unity=in three of the cases.

Boards of the four BIA schools were controlled by the'.traditional

or IRA council of the village. One example was a school in

northwestern Alaska with a powerful board that was the de facto

villagegovel-nment. (In this community, there was no state recoRnized

aocel government, and state Ai federal agency peraonne1,4..err. few and

trpnsfenr.) Thea'board ,chairman presided over the IRA council. A

middle-aged Vupik Eskimo, he was regarded as the most' influential

person in the, village: He and other members of the board continued to

follows subsistence pursuits, such as sealing, that. have 'defined this*

community's system of life for centuries.

In the three other .BIA, school communities, bolird members were

also influential fn the communities. One of these sites had a

factionated village power structure, and both factOps were

represented on the local school board,.

Localized schools within. the REAA system were no Iess rongly

cennected to their communities thioug4 the local advis y school

boards (ASBs). The principal teacher if a high school -on the coast

said about his ASB:
4.

The ASB is the power base of the village. It means you bae the

support of -the .power,, and the elders, but it can be very

incestuous. It doesn't allow for 'a wide variety of views. But I

404..
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do feel that the 'ASB members bIrve "thrir finger on the, pulse of

the village.
k

The ASB of a village on the Yukon River %/as headed'by a long-term

community leader who. was, at the time of the site visit, developing

support' in the community for incorporation of a second-class city.

,.This board too was unified, and composed largely of leaders of the

traditionak council.

Two villages ln northern Alaska had somewhat weaker ASBs, largely

bechse there was conflict between older.and younger boird members.

That this community generational conflict was represented oo the local'

board insured a strong connection between the village and the school.
. .

Finally, the advisory board of an interior -Alaska school was

directed by the vice president of the village Native corporation,

two othefothef board members were corporation officers. All board members

were active in the village IRA council, and two were officers of it'.

This 'board ,doubled as a' JOM committee and handled Indian- education

monied too. The ASB monopolized on village educational functions, and

was coupled to other social and political organizations"' in the

community.

4 In Summary, kllost'of the ASBs of the locally controlled schools

were strongrk:linked to local sources of influence. Where:ASBs had

influence, community0influentials sought seats on them. Given such a

IP pattern of oaf- community i tegration, there was little qtiesflon that

t schools wer part of the c 'mmunity, and that social and political

leaders felt the community b d a proprietary interest in the school.

District-Level Pressures on Localized Schools

The four 'BIA 44. schools were supervised throogh agency

superintendents in Nome and Bethel, and during the year in which our

field work vas done, these federal agencies had extensive/ contacts

with REAA district hepolosarters. The issue -vas the transfer'-of their

schools to the state, the leading, issue in all of the.state's BIA

schools in the early.. 19848. -However, 7agency -offices were hot

penetrated :by .regional, forces" such as 'Waive corporations or

nonprofit associations. (Tlig nonprbfit In one region worked around

the bureau.)

A different situation" obtained in the four REAA distrs that
contained the five state localIZed%*hools, and the'penetration of

.regional forces had. an. impatOm local communities 'and sch4oling in

some cases. In one REAA district, (with two schools it,- the sample),

. the superintendent and district .stlif. had had extremely close ties
a: with the leadership of the Native iegional corporation and with the

region's nonprofit association. These Native organization; in turn,

were represented strongly on the regional school. board. The

incorporation of regional pressures was in fact institutionalized in

the,form of district educations and eurriculut committees which bad

representation from the Native for-profit and nonprofit organizations,

among- other regional groups. We note below the 'effect this

-101- 105
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incorporation had upon 'school programming in Native language and

..culture. .4

'A second
#

REAA district was closely connected to that

center' of power and influencethe large regional ANCSA'corporation

and non-profit corollary. The Native regional corporation, nonprofit

association, and also commercial business s of the area were

represented on the district school boardz p strict staff pointed- to

their strong interest in schdbl programs./

The third and foutth 'REAA_ diyEricts represented a different

situation, in that the regional Nalftve corporations did not have a
.

strong presence in the region'', and (the )Native nonprofit associations

were troubled bodies lacking credibility. Consequently, there was

much less interlocking of institutions than in the previous two

districts.

State-Level Pressures on Localized Schools

BIA sample sites ., ware influenced\ indirectly by the state .

education agency, because -of the trans4r negotiations. Localized

state schools within REAA districts were more connected to the state's

education and broader political system. Ore district was engaged dn.

controv .sy vith the state Department of Education over, stare

regula ons that, in the opinion of the district, applied poorly to

th eeds and conditions of schools and comMunities in the district.

In the words of a district staffer:

area's

There is basic .conflict between state; regulation ;nd local.

control": Same areas oi.fegulations recluired,by p(IE have a direct

impact on each school site.... It is a major responsibility of

the district to see ,that not too.greatof an infringement occurs.

The distImict perception. was that its actibity lojfited corn uniti
' A

and theilrahility to;be in charge of schooling.

All of the REAA districts were .subject to the legislature's

actions on school funding--the process., 4pount, and the timing. One

superintendent remarked:

The state doesn't issue the diitrict office complete funding

until the and of the year...the legislature whips itself. Why?

Some board 'bought a.snowgp and put it in the garage. This

brought on 'the huge bureaucracy.' This means: 1) no budget, 2).

you haw", td develop flexible staffing plans. A godd manager

would build up a cash rerve of $1 miLlion,'-managing the reserve

for educational purposes. But the teach!rs' associations and the

legislature hear, about this and object. We have never had a

carryover of More than $100,000 and this means that at the end of

the Year, we' go on a frantic spending spree.
a

The condition was general to all REAA districts, bUt perhaps it had a

greater' impact -on those in which there were localized schools..

Legislative action OQ Ichool funding forced centralization of school.

-02-106.
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district financial affairs in the district offices and t4is affected

-She discretionary binding of localized schools.

Legislative -contacts of locaifig schools .wer'e few' but

significant. One of the sample sites) won a speciak legislative
appropriation' to chstruct a new school, through the lAtercessioll of

its legislator (against the wishes of the district office'and board)..

All the, REAA districts had close connections to their . regions'

legislators and used these ties to secure capital prOjeCtsfunding.

For the most part, state-level pressures were mediated by the

district offices of localized Schools, and did' not .have direct impact

on local schools-.

,
Administrative Relationships oT Locally Controlled Schools

The organization of.the district office and relations between it

and principals and teachers of locallzed schools was different from

what we found voncerning regionalized schools.

District-Le#el Administrative Processes
r

,

. most of the BIA schools in.-' 1981 -82 were localized ones, -and they

followed different rules than did the REAAs. The enabling law under

which the BIA schools operated, PL 95 --561, placed a floor of authority

under the community's local board, and empowered it to hire and fire

pripcipals and school staff '(following applicable federal recruitment

regulations). The local board coild delegate this power to the agency

superintendent, who was the supervisor of local school operations in a

nominal sense, and who connectedthe board to the BIA headquarters in

Washingto . There were then direct line's of influence between the

agency isu erinteAdent and the local, school. As we will point out

below the degrew of superintendents' influence varied across the fain-

BIA'sAlple sites.

The four REAA districts (including the other five localized

schools)/were different from the REAA,districts discussed in Chapter 5

for two reasons. None of the districts had only'localized schools.

In fact, two had schools of the. "'mixed" type of control, (to be

discussed in Chapter-8). Butall four districts had relatively strong

policies in support' of localized schooling, and two of the four

superintendeAs were strong proponents of local control ideology. One

'ehead of.a large REAA district said:
4 .

We look at the district s a confederation rather than a.

centralized school district'. The strength of the-district owes
s

up, from -the ASB" rather than down from the top.
-.

nd another superintendent' reiterated thiq .bottom-up view of

ucational control: "The safeguard of American education is'local v.

oards in control of schools."
f

A second difference was administrative. Principals and principal

teachers of the' localized REAA schools had direct links with the

4
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district office, instead of indirect ties through an area

principal:64p . or _other specialized. efice of local school

administration. Some teachers and local administrators questioned the

sincerity of distrietoffice' beliefs in local control, and believed

their schools were lost in a bureaucratic maze set up by the district

office; but. most school, staff -thought that the districts were not

opp9xents of local school autonomy.

District OfficeRelationshipswith Ptincipals

RegionAlized schools were headed by transient local,

administrators within :school districts, _having stability in the-

superintendency. In 16calized schools nearly the, opposite was .the

,case: BA superintendents changed jobs and three of the four REAA

superintendents left their posts within the period of one year, For

the'most 'part, local administrators did' not have long tenure in their

positions, but their careers at the sites were somewhat longer than

superintendents on the average.

Two of the nine administrators in localized Schools had personal

ties `with distVct superintendents, and were able to use them to the

advantage of local school interests. Said. one:

I was there working in the central office fpr two years. So

there are a lot of favors' to be cal?'ed in. I' know most of the

people. So I don't have to go through intermediate areas, if I

want to contact someone.- Also, I Understand ibe morass of paper

there. s

There wasalsoone:case of hostile, antagOnistit relations between a

principal teacher and the district staff. However, Most -local

attednistrators appeared tohave neither strongly positive nor'hegatiee

relatipnships wieh supeerintendents and district staffers,. What did

seem to characterize relationships was a substantial degree of

autonomy :' A principal teacher in interior Alaska remarked that his

senerintendent gave him a "wide berth." Re bodnever beer overruled,

.end the superintendent had not 'intervened. A DIA printipal sn'oved a

"lot of autonomy" in his relationship to the agency.

Commenications between the district office. and Schodl site

appeared to be somewhat more effective than those described In Chapter

5. There were a van ety of mo \es: by phone or CB, sometimes by

letter or memo, 'and o occasion in person. The administrator of a

spall.BIA school" in west Alaska described his contacts with the

agency:

A

most of my con6ct...is over'fhe radio. Soinetimes it's by memo.

There's a daily one hoUr in the morningniand one hour fn the

evening where I stand. by for any messages.... People from the

agency visit here only infrequently. Maybe one of them comes, up

every two months.' The super doesn't ever come out.. But....wei've

had.three supers during this year.

a
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. BIA-administratois were more likely to have difficulty ,communicating.

with the agency than state schobl administrators with the district

offiee. Maintenanoe concerns occupied Much, time, ia.agencY offices.

lAnd the isolatediAmall 'Villages, where there was'only one telephone, i

presented ;difficulties! in *the exchange of information between, 1,ocal

school and cettal' 'office: Usually, however, communications between

digtrict 'gfice or agency and. local -school -iiefeodequate, given

enVitonmental constraintn.:
. . ,

-**

. .

.
.

. .

.., . k . -
op

. .. Administrktors sf*Itegionalfzed schools. tended to be unclear as to

their adianistraive respodsibilities. .AdministratorS'of-localized
schools, however, had-few,cpipiaints about their jobs, and were clear

. about the pattern, of authority 'relationships. - ye .attribute this
partly to flux in the district or agency.environment. Spperintendents

did not' remain in power' long .enough: to. copfusp a ,principalis

perception of where authority lay....Partly, it was the. result of

superintendents' policy: Cme:yeter.an.chief*district officei stated:
qThere's a, lot of agreement (on the principal' role)." This

.superintendent-proceeded to summarize'the situation of authority for

principals, and principal teachers in localized schools:

But the principals serve two masters-,-the and also the
superintendent and regional.board. They get battered around and

feel' Much of my.rilationship depends on the confidence I

have in a principal's ability.

One generalization from interviews with principa p. of localized.

schools is 'Mb; they are. involved in a double process df

interpretation. They have developed gn understandiflg of community

goals and xpectationg, and they. take these to be their central

charge. They then Interpret the profesgional world of; instructional

norms and practices and the pedagogic content of school programs in

terms of 'community expectatials. Secondly, they interpret and defend

this result to district office personnel including the superintendent

and the regional school board, fah: the purpose ot, prOtecting the

autonomy of rkeir community schools.

Administration/Teaching StaffRelatidnqhfis

.Teachers.in regionalized schools complained of distrct off

Ineptitude. The obstacle to development of effective schboling,

theirview, was the district pffice complex. Teachers in localized

schools were less critical} of regional Conditions affecting. their

classroom performance. Tot.the extent they. were dissatisfied, the

object -was as likely 'to be the principal.i.as the distriCt office.

generically; -service. administrators tend to object most to the

t sUpervisor.)

-After ire, consider the orgadization of teachers, we will examine

'areas'of disccnient mentioned teachers. .

di
.

,

Teachers %dors. BIA teachers, as federal emplueei, were not

represented by teachers' associations. In three f of four
i

REAA'

- districts with localized schools, however,. teachers' associations were

r I.
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relatively strong forces in school polies, am introduced some

conflict in administrative relationships.owith teachers (from the

perspective of district office administrators). ,The head of oni 9f

these districts thought relations yith NEA were positive: "If our

teachers peed, anything, we will 'move heaved and earth to get it for

them." Lillie second district, relations with the NEA were "tenuous:"

/The PEA .repVtieiltative had-.the authority to visit 'a site on a

eslievanee-issue:, and make an investigation and determination, The

third district had experiended. in its development a period of

organized teachers' influence at the district level. The area*

teachers' .association had supported candidates in school board

electiorls, and board members representing the association's point of

view influenced district, policy in several areas, including

curriculum. .

Professional Training and Development. Few teachers complained

that 'they were. denied opportu9ities for professional growth and

development, notwithstanding the ,fact that such gpportunities were

, less available in rural Alaska than they would, be in urban schools.

REAR districts with localized .schools in the sample had.district-wide

in-services, usually at the start of the school year, which was a

majof occasion for-diAtrict contact with teachers. Other in-services

were conducti throughout the year. An REAA superintendent in one of

the districts explained his attitude tillprd training:

We 've sent teams of teachers to visit successful programs in

other schools. We've also held in-services just. to stimulate

thougbts, present ,ideas , get people thinking. about -wny's to

improve the acAdemice'prograul. We're -very liberal about sending

teachers to conferences,
9

\Communications with District Stiff. Although %teachers mentioned

several -opportunities for contacts.with the district office, they were

not unanimous concerning thg value of these opportunities for

rftfluence over policy development'. A *qua view was that of 'a

teacher in northern Alaska who commented that, she bad had no contact,

with the superintendent or his of.fice;. disirict decisions affecting

her were communicated through the principal. She had 'formal channels

to make. inputs into regional bolard decisions through NEA grievance

procedures.' This, she said, was "the only effective way for teachers

to have input."

When district- staff did come, said many teachers, they "keep

their pJanc, on. OW Wound--staying only long enough to make an

appearance and then exit: .

4/ communication pattern these examples suggested was one of

'. limited .direct contact: when : district staffers or BIA personnel

visited village sites, whey staybd briefly: for teachers, travel to

the district or agency office was costly and, time -consuming.. Most

compunications come through channelsmemorandums, letters, calls

routed through prigcipals and principal teachers.

110
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Access and Participation. Foi teachers, access,to district-level

decisionmaiiing was available primarily on a formal (and thus

restricted) basis) A teacher in .a coastal 4illage commented:

The district office makes you feel that you have input but you

don't real .ly. Part of it is that ey are in the district

headquarters) and can't'relite.to our prbblems out hem,.

,

However, ells teacher (and many others) gemiarke that the ASB and

principal made tht important decisions for the'school, and most .

Sicteache had.input. rn our interviegs with teachers, we asked, aboet

their p ticipation and influence over a range of school funCtions,

and this is what we tended to fidd: . .

(Question: Who has the most important 'Influence over:

(School calendar?) Teachers and the principal 'sit doyen

(Selecting textbooks?)

(New course proposals?)
. .

together and the principal presents it
o the ASB.

Teachers. Though we ask the principal.

Principal and teachers, and the printi-
.

pal relates it to the ASB.

(Evaluating school progrfms?) Overall for the school; the prftwipal.
'Fccr the classroom, the teachers.

(P).anning.school budget?)

(Student behavior?)

This is the principal's decision. Hi'll

isk the teac rs.responsible, like for

the shop. is real deMocratic.,

The principa but all the teachers

participate.
4 .1

Such comments are typical of interviews with teachers in localized '%11C

schoals, with the exception that some respondent mentioned the ASB a$

oftenjbewfeachers. In short, teachers in localized schools Appeired

to have greeter aceess to decisiomnaking processes than those in
4

regionalized schotls.

Yet there were complaints from teachers and dissatisfaction

because offlimited opportunities for participation. . These were from a

minority of teachers, and they,were.directed at solecitic

principals in two of our nine sample sites and a few ASB members.

The problems differed somewhat
1

in the two schools, but' they

essentially involved relations between principals, who saw their roles'

as staters of the school environment and brooked no opposition ta

their personal fiat, and members of the teachii staff who expected to

be consulted concerning school operations. The disagreements were

reflectedrin the evaluation system.
(4
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Principals',Evalnations. zed Teachers. In most of the localized-

. sample sttes, eialuations of teachers by principals appeared to pose

no problems. However, in two, schools this was the most controversial

issue of the soboel, producing conflict between the principal andrhis

staff. In the words of one teacher, "These 'antagonisms have a

"negative effect on the students." 'A second teacher discussed the

evaluatidk system as it had affected her;
11 R i . .

The principal's evaluation criteria are simple. If you are male,

you're doing a good job. If you area thin, blond, "easy"

.female,'xou div doing a good job. If you are a .heavy set,

aggressive female, you are not doinges good job:

Ili this school community, personnel issues, had suttaced in .ASB

meetings,, with some ASB members taking' the side, df teachers amid

challenging the "sexist" attitudes of. the principal.

The options available to teachers inthese,two school sites were

to submit to authority or to leave,
4and teacher turnover at the

schools appeared ta be more a result of poor principal-teacher

relations than of community pressures or other factors. 'She grieVance,

10 procedure, did not work, said one teacher:,,

"If you hake your objections known to a decision, even through the

grievance procedures, there will be repercussions- -loss of job at the

school."' To repeat, a minority of teacherg were in a school setting

like 1those described. The setting resembles on the localllevel the

personalistic, mildly authoritarian style of administration we found

in districts with regionalized,schools.

Community Evaluation of Teaches. In all of the localized

schools,.-teachers were aware of .the role community attitudes and

perceptiOns played In their ability to do their jobs. A teacher ftom

a western coastal village framed the requirements in these terms:

If new teachers are caning here from the Outside, the biggest

problem is the change in the 'culture that they have to live in.

They are suddenly a minority, and they must tit into the

lifestyle of the village here. Living conditions can also be

very hard at times. .

The advantages are that kids are really good. The family

structure is very strong. They really eivet been introduced to

Western culture. Thex've shown that they have the ability to

hang onto their cultuzlt a long time; -

Approxikately one half of the---ao-calized sample' sites were very

conservative Native 'commdimities4: where the traditional -culture had

never lost, its footing. In the .remainder of -the' villages with

localized schools, there was a process of transition from. subsistence

co a cash economy, and increasing acceptance of Western norms and

rituals. The climate of adaptation in such communities was different,

said a.teachlir: . A
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The community's attitude toward nJl teachers i= Sa

"wait-and-see" one. They cause no trouble, and are g
very helpful. The kids will test cine,out, but this is norms

any situation.
.

The advahtages of living and wo*king in are: Size, yoga Can

know everyone in the community, can/get to know the students

-well. The staff is very good, one of the best in the distrIci.

The freedom from superailsion is very good, and the environment` of

the village ii exceptional. The lifestyle is great, and you can

D , feel good about tie contribution* you make to the students' lives.

and education.

11.
`4. `se

(Disadvantages?) ,The lack
.communityCthe fact that you
particularly your home.

of amenities, the racism in the

are' never made to feel that thi is

Communities with localized schools used these aspects of their

lifestyle as evaluative standards to grade teachers. But the

standards were.ambiguous, which created a climate of.uncertainty so

far as many teachers in localized schools.were concerned. :OA teacher

in a traditional community observed:

I fecL..)the greatest uncertainty 4/about the subtle interactions

within the community and what constitutes appropriate behavior.

Something else that can be'a problem is how to teach and whdt to

teach. There's a lot of uncertainty in this area as well.

Others mentioned in different weys the "social evaluation" that was

done of them by Community memberp, with.behavior and personality.al

the criteria.

The administrative system of localized school, is different from

that of regibnalized schools. There appeared to be a fooser coupling

of school-level actors to the district office. complex. But thete

seemed be a far stronger coupling of actors at the ,local-school

TeachersTeachers were not left out. They had greater9pportunities 4**

for participation than in regionalized schqols. In the process,

however, the autonomy of the classroom.msy be affected by a subtle

process involving-the principal, and community values.. We will return

to this theme. ,

Political Relationships in Locally Controlled'Schools

The political context of Ipcalisted schools involved both regional'

and local factors, At the regional level, turnover in agency offices

and conflict on district boards createceoptimal conditions for local

autonomy. At the local level, board ,processes, board-principal

relations, and community participation mediated by board and principal

defined the conditions of, localized control.
4-
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Conflict on Didtrlet*School Boards

.The imqinent 'termlaation of BIA schools in the e rly 1980s

created unfavorable conditions for stability lAhagencysadministration,

and the result was a very .higfi dkgree of turnover. of superintendents.

' - The school boards of' REAA districts were unstable, leading to t'he

ouster of superintendents:la three of four districts with localized

schools in our sample. 1

A district staffer in the first district described xhe conflict

as an inevitable consequence of change in the region.as a whole:

The board is split between two points of view-end over political

allegiances. The region is in transition, and the conflicts

taking place' hurt everyone. Change is good in the long run,. but

the immediate problem is he short-term ihpact. The regional

corpolhtion- leadership has influence ow the.board, and that

leadership is6looking for change in the district. '

A superintendent in the second REAAllistrict thought here Baas little

basis for disagreement on his board:

We seldom have anything but a unanimous vote. If they don't feel

comfortable with soarthing, they won't approve it. Seven of the

nine members- of the RSB area Yupik. It's a very good board. I'

would say we have no areas, of disagreement on the board.

This superintendent too was a politician, and he had used care in

keeping board politics low-key, anctin covering all' bases. However, a

district 'staffer pointed out that "The board has backed - up

against the wall and demanded his involvement (in or

dev'elopment).. I -think they. have unfair expectations of the

superintendent." WPthin a year, the superintendent's apparently

unanimous suppoit on the board was erased; 041 he left the district.

District BoArli/Local Boarld Relations

Division- on the regional board was perhaps a facilitating

condition in the developmett of strong community boards. In all of

"the REAR districts with Itcalized schools, there was strong ,tension

between represakation of village schools and those of the regional

capitals, where. fhe,district headquarterh were located (and where the

population of studencs was often as great as that :of 4.1 village

schools). We examine is center /peripheral conflict in Chapter 8.

Local board members ded to resent the "intrusion" of regional

boards into local affaire. Said one local boa/id member:

Now we seem to, have we e Control over what is to be done. But,

with the RSB, they are/making more decisions than we are. I want

our own ASB to have the most control, and then we can tell the

RSB what we want....

" -110-
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This board member said she was discouraged from running for the ASB:

1 almost' didn't run for office because' the RSB said that ASB

members must haire 'a kid. in school. I told the super that

thought the RSB was dictating. The super said: "Just go ahead

.
and, run. You've been here a long time." So Iran and the RSB

didn't try5knd stop' me.

4
Conflicts were not between different types of individuals, as for

example between Natives and.non-NatIves. Instead, differences related

to the existefte of two political arenas. The competition concerned

allOiation of resourcesfor example, number orpersonnel assigned to

the'district office' as opposed to the schools. A board unified on the

basis of a' regional interest might potentially deny resources to

village 'schools.

Local Board Processes-and Institutional Develbpmettl

ASBs and BIA: local boards evolved from school advisory

committees. However, if we view them as local.political institutions,

we gain a better ,understanding of ,the function they play in small,

rural communities.

Board Elect -ions. Few candidates ran for- is on PACs and CSCs

in the regionalized- school communities, and electoral tualpout was low.

This was not the situation affecting boards in most locakimed schools.

In two communities, there was limited competition for seats, and

little electoral participation. The principal teacher explained it.

this way:
&It

Anybody can run but there's not much competition.' Most of the

parents here don't talk in English so it's hard to find 'people

who will serve on the board.

We don't have stipends 'tike they do at the high school (state).

So there's no incentive. other than service. -So at best we may

have eight candidates for five seats.

This "low" rate of interest in hoard elections, however, was.far

higher than in the communities that had regionalized schoolf. . The

average localized community had opposition for every contested seat,

and a relatively low rate of turnover. In the most active community

(with a BIA school), there were ten candidates for the list vacant

seat. (In'an election to be held soon after.the'site visit, two Seats

(were .vacant and 19 candidates' had alreadyjiled.). In -this community,

the local board was an extension of the IRA council, with the IRA

empowering the school board to tun the school. This integration of

Native countil with local board may have accounted for the high degree

of interest in the election.
A

Turnout forlocal echosl board ele:lions tended to vary by number

of contested seats, In. most of the loc ised communities, turnout was

no greater than for municipal elections elsewhere in Alaska. In a few

115
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of the communities, the election attracted most villairs, especially

when there was an incentive such as,a movie or Bingo.

Board Meeting Attendance and Activity. In a minority of the

localized communities, attendance at board meetings was low. A

principal teacheikin western Alaska)said "The villagers donit come and

I rarely have more than three at any meeting." pi moat of the

localized schools, however, attendance at meetings depended on the

issue. A principal teacher remarked "In order to get people tar come

to meetings, you have to have a very important reason." principal

in another village said "The board'i activity really depends on the

issue," with the issues drawing attendance and activity tending to be

"people issues...particularly classified staff and students."

Meetings that the BIA boards have held regarding transfer from

federal to state .jurisdiction have drawn nearly all members of the

villages. In other villages, meetings focusing on Community use fo;

events such as basketball have drawn students and younger adults who.:

use the gym.

Regular participants at board meetings were members of the board

and the local administrator, who tended to set the agenda for the

meeting /land played the most active role in discussion. Teachers, one

board member remarked, "were usually not at meetings, which is a

change from previous years." Stable participants in addition to these

actors are usually older adults, both men ,arld women, and those' from

other political organizations in the .village--the city council or

traditional/IRA council.

Board Member focialization. Several factors explained why

community residents sought seats on the board. Most related to some

perception of a problem at the school, or a personal interest in

expanding (or protecting) the service schools -could do for commuVty

cultytes. Representative comments from our interviews with board

members in localized schools included these points:

I wanted to be otf it because of ny basic concern. I don't want

the younger generation to be ignorant like me. I don't want them

to lose their cUlture. I wafit them to have the knowledge to do

whatever they want. I've tried to push the education. A lot of

the young people here think that if they finish high school

that's eiQugh. I'Ve tried to tell them that it isn't so, that

they need to go to college %too. (ASB member)

I don't like the system. The overall .education. We are

graduating some very confused students. The issue around the

education of our kids is to redo the whole system, not how to
46.1"06

speak F'skimo. Math, Aigliah; We need to redirect the methods of

teaching; this is a high priority. (ASB member)

My age group and those who will listen are the people that I talk

'to. My concern is that we are graduating people:who are ill

equipped to face either world, either the Eskimo world or the

white world. Am I equippedfor the world of competition if I

,s
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move to say, New Yowk? The answer is no. (We need to) try to.

put pride back into being Yupik. Have a program that would

direct our children to feel more comfortable in going to the

University of Alaska. I was about13 when I thought I was gang

.to.school to lealp English. (BIA board member)
. .

,There were alsq, board members who 'served without an articulable

reasonWho were pushed into the board by friends or relatives. And

there were those who appeared More interested in the power and status

that could Ite,derived from board membership than in the service.they-

could perform, as ore principal teacher stated about younger members

of his ASB:.
. .

People run for seats on the ASB on the baSis of prestige it the

community rather than to serve. I have to throw so ASB meMbers

out of the gym at times, when they use their position to take

over someone else's time. .
They use their position to defy my

authority. 6

In the process of board service local leaders developed skills in

dnterpreting the complex, world, of intergovernmental processes. They

gained some of this through board member training, but more often than

not they learned through apprenticeship on the board. One new member

remarked:.

Very gradually I'm '.learning. I'm learning the.school'situation,

its' rules, -fts bylaws. tvery meeting 'learn one thing and then

the.next meeting I learn something else. I'm .like the baby of

ghe ASB.

A.BIA board member' commented "I've learned some things in a hurry.

'Yes, I've learned. I'd like to be more involved again." And

sometimes this learning _was the opposite of that expected, as in the

case of the northern Alaska ASB member who said she had "learned much

about school operatns and curriculum, most of it negative."

We found that local board membeis were likely to be involved in

other organizations of the .community and, as' is the pattern

nationwide, they were likely to use their experience as a springboar4

to officd at higher levels.. This process represents the development

of political efficacy in transitional and traditional Native villages,

and it appears to have the effect of. changing influence over the

schools'. One BIA board member expressed- *the difference an active

board has made in his community:

Seven years ago everything eras dictated by the teachers. Nov the

board has grasped some of this poWer. That's why I'm pushing

peaple with more awareness to run for political seats' in the

community.

011/
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Local Bo /Principal Relation*ips

Local school boards had not' brougt abouf this change by

. themselves. To us, the localization- of control is the product of

community boards and principals. In the localized sample sites we

visited, we ebnsistentlysaw local administrators associated in the

enterptise of developing community cAficacy. Some did so 'poorly, as

for example the principal teacheywho`locked the community out of the

school after 3:00 p.m. in the afternoon Until the following mornings

and the prtncipal whose authoritarian and. sexist style alienated part

of the community (and the school staff). But most of the prillcipals

in localized schools had developed 'effective wOiking relationships

with boards, characterizetr.by openness, support for local' cultural

values in the schools, and q laid-back, non-aggressive and apolitical

style of.schoolownagement. This style led to their acceptance by the

community and its trust In them. .

.

Communication.. %Most principals Were in regular, daily contact

with board members and communety adults. They talked about general

school matters and about issues that had been left hangidg at

meetings. .This interest,in the community and school was reciprocated

by board members. As one ASB member put it:

There are no conflicts between theme. principal and the -school

board. Both have ears and they use their ears to listen,

It might seem difficult foi local administrators to avoid contact with

V14Iage residerts, given the small size and sparse population of the

average rural location.: But our interviews in regions throughout the

state indicated that some local adinistrators (and teachers) thought

their work was a 9 to 5 job, from which they could remove themselves

at the close of the school day.

Ropegt for Local Values. There was strong support on the part

of most 4rAncipals and principal teachers far the wishes of parents

and community cambers, and partiCularly for the culture of the village

and region. In the opinion of these principalti board influence

"should be total over the cultural heritage program" in the schools.

In one cast, the principal teacher was the prime agent in the

communOty and region for instruction in aspects of local Native

culture, saying "If I don't each them how to make snow shoes and

sleds, who will?"

Non-Aggressive Behavior. Principqls and prinCipal teachers in

localized communities spurned opportunities for inSolvement and

influence in major community decisions. The BIA schoolslpin our sample

were undergoing negotiation processes 'at tlfe time of.ftild research.

However, principals of BIA schools appeared to scrupulously avoid

influencing decisions in this area, notwithstanding many chances to

exert informal influence. One. principal stated his beliefs about

direction of community activity in these terms:

1 1 8
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I only go, to community, meetings when I'svinvited. I do that no
'because I'm not interested but )cause I think that my presente
is sometimes intimidating.

A teapher characterized the style 'of the principal in her school as
one where "things are always being .done with an eye to not offending
the dommunity.". Finally the principal of a BIA.school in which there
was a strong. IRA influence admittdd to a very limited degree of
contact with community leaders (Native corporation and church) fin a

specific reason. Re did not want the people to rely on hi* for
decisions that they-should be able to make. While hp was regularly
invited to attend meetings of the IRA council, he stayed 'at these
meeting only when ,school. business was at Itssue..4,.

An Apolitical Role. In regionalized'ischools, we noted one case
of a principal who had run for and obtained political office in the
village. ,In rural 41eska generally, school personnel have often
Played roles of political leadership in small villages. We found,'

hoWever, that none of the principals and principal teachers in the
localized schools had comtemplated'running for office in villages if
such opportunities were available (Where there were second-class

cities,, as was the case in five of the nine localized sites). The
local administrator of a BIA school on the coast advised newcomers:.

"Stay out of village politics. That's the quickest ticket out of
here."

A final attribute of effective principal-board relationships in
localized °Immunities was the ability to be accepted in the community
and inspire ',trust. The principal teacher of a road system school
discussed hit relationships with the board in terms of its trust fdr

him:

The board,is not apathetic.' Three board members are more Vocal
than average Natives. If bothered by something, they would say

it. They are not overwhelmed by theprincipal. They would go to
(district office) if they had any conflict with me. But

the board is very unite& and unanimous when it rakes

decisions....

But it is very 'likely that the board would support my' decision.

The ASB expects from the 'school good decisions. If I introduced
astronomy in the curriculum, they 1ould think I had A good reason

to do this. The community relies on my judgment--there is rib
conflict. My track record is very important, and because of. it I

have 100 percent community support. These is no reason at all
for them tb distrust me.

Indeed, interviews in the community demonstrated that this principal

teacher's high opinion' of his servite was not ingated: Some

community adults were not pleased with the paternalistic attitude of

the local administrator, but they supported him strongly.



'.Iocal Boards,and Community Participation. in Education
V

. Parents of children in localized schools appeared to be slightly

more involved in school ,events than those of regionalized schools.

Electoral' participation was higher, as noted. In a few communities,

resicfentb remarked that there was more activity at the school than

therebad been in years previously. One ASB member commented that

nearly everyone tn.the village had 'et:tended a school play and dinner,

and in other communities potlatches in the school, music and dance

shows,and the like had drawn a large measure of "parent involveient.

But these were events reflecting .poorly on thi development /of

political sophistication in hall villages.

4.01 t.a..
The chief. respect in which lay boards of localized' schools

'differed from those in other types. of schools was as mouppieces for

their communities: they translated parents' wishes and demands, and

presented them to principals and teachers. In the process, they may

have a marginal impact oni the development Of political skills of

community adults.

Many middle -aged and older Natives in western and northern' Alaska

do not speak English well, and board members played. an important

service in translating their wishes from Inupiat or Yupik into

English. 1In the process, some information was transmitted to

community adults, about the school system. A BIA board member

commented:.
4

People here have a hard time understanding how the board and the

school work.. We have to tUlk about it a lot.

A principal in a different community mentioned, "School is still an

awesome place to many of the people in the village," and it was easier

for villagers to bring their problems to the board (or to'a Native

aide working at the school) than to a teacher or principal.

Several board members spoke.of the.way in which they attempted to

represent community views. There was frequent and familiim use of

sloganS such as "doing this in a democratic way," and trying "to

represent their views on the board." But there were many comments

suggesting that board members, like principals in localized schools,

were facilitators more than enactors. An influential ASB member had

this to say about-her role.
_

k

They do. come to me, especially those who don't speak very good

English. They will'come to me and ask me. 'I usually ask them to

go see the administrator, and they say, "Come with me" and I say,

"I'll just stand there and not say anything." And sometimes they

ask me to bring things up at meetings without naming the names.

(Topics ?) A lot. of them have to do with children who have

problems with their teachers. / tell them tp go see the

teachers, that the ASB is not involved here. Or their kids don't

like a kiid of food, or someone hit the kid. I make. a and

call the teacher and say, "SO and so camb to me. Did

120
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teliet you?" *Then at .the meeting I'll bring it up, but not say-

who was involved....

This type of,representation and translation of community interests in

the school is perhaps not very typical of urbaif school bowl activity,

but it seems.to represent much of the activity or board members in.

localized actions. There were also the typical roles of actual and

virtual representatiotI. For example, a.member of a norther Alaska

ASB found herself acting as a delegate i ,she dIptermined that

ncommunity input was valid, but more, often thin ot.she was a trustee

for t'he community. The difficulty for her was knowi what the commu-

nity expected of her of understinding itNif they made i leap.

The locil school board or ASB is a tresterntzed institution of

local government, and its use in Alaska rural communities seems to

indicate some assimulation to an organizational type. It would.appear

to be effective on the basis of our observation from field research.

In only, one localized 'community did we fir0 evidence that attempts to

influence important school processes suck/as personnel selecti and

retention had circumvented the local board. A teacher in the village

school recounted the case for us:
.

My first year here there was a power struggle between the

printipal and the council members. They tried to farce the

principal to resign. The principal :misunderstood that the city

council wanted him to attend one of their meetings. He was

getting featly for bed. And when someone came to get him, he said

that he wanted to go to bed. The council misunderstood his

action. They thought he was refusing to see them. Then other

parents in the" village came forward, and said to the council

members, "bay off the principal. This is really silly." The

whole thing was also tied in with the use of the gym. Some

council members felt like he wasn't making the gym .available

enough to the community. This was later straightened out. The

principal was not asked to.resign.

Apparently, in this sttuation,/ the ASB had not been _effective in

addressing a school-related issue af concern to the community. But

the issue was Agot idsolved through the mobilization of opinion, rumor

campaigns,' or other indirect means of influence. Instead, community

residents used a parallel local government organization as an arena in

wtlich to discuss and resolve the issue. This suggests thA in this

community and perhaps in others (especially those withIRA councils)

there has developed an organizational capacity to respond.

School Governance oceeses in Localized Schools

When wesurveyed principals a;;iincipal teachers in 1981, we

did not find a strongly #ositpe as ciation between perceptions of

localization of influence and localisation of important school

operations (such as curriculum). Visits to the nine sample sites

showed why: there was no single definition of what local

responsiveness meant. Our description of the rural Alapia setting

pointed out more diVersity than unity With respect to natural
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resources:. Native cultutes, degrees of contact with western society,

strength of subsistence lifestyles. This diversity was reflected in

school government processes,

Responsiveness Locillized Schools

The answer', to the tiuestion "responsive to what?" varied from

community to community.' The dichotomy presdnted by many of our

reppondente--responstife to Native culture or to western academic

practice--is an undeistandable wpy.to phrase the issues and concepts, 40
.

if-me keep in mind that it is relatively superficial. Also to be

remembered is that there was npt unanimous and constant agreement on ,-

objectives fil each rural community. Some communities had reached a

state of-conidn§ue on'educational goals, a4 had agreed oh the way to

attain these mals through the staff and curriculum. the more typical

pattern, however, gyres for objectives to conflict witfi goals, for--- ---,- IF

minority .dissent from .a majo ty ,view, or pluralism regarding ..
..

community viewpoints, associateliwith factional power
struggles and

a

changes in th* community. Moreover, a %common pattern in Native

communities in Alaska is that views of individuals, particularly.

elders, are not articulated or explicit.

.

.

, a

With these cpveats in mind, we present information from our

respondents on, localization of staff, curriculum, finance, calendar,

. and other aspects'-of school operations.
.

In all nine localized sites, 'local actors- plftyed roles of

importance in staffing the school. However, there were varying

degrees of influence by district staff and superintendents over

recruitment, particularly of principal teachers and teachers.

Regional Office involvement. The local hiring system was

connected to the regional agency or district office in all cases, but

there were differences between BIA and REAA systems. The BIA system

permitted the gieatebt amount of local influence. Under PL 95-561,

, local boards obtained authority tohireand fire principals, teachers,

and support staff (but federal hiring guidelines had to be followed).

Prior to.this, the agency superintendent was tie authority 'of last

resort in all employment matters. .With the 1978 'changes in law, the

agency superintendenesAuthority became advisory, unless the, village

gave him the authority .to hirc. The superintendency acted as a

clearinahouse--coltlecting data and applications, screening them, and

sending them to the villages. Authority to act further had to be

transferred to the superintendent through a resolution of the BIA

school board. The formal process for hiring now involves advertising

from the agency office, and candidates' completion of standard federal

171 employment forms. BLA rules accord prefereice to Natives,

vaterans, and others, which presented few opportunities to the boards

in our sample sites because of the mall pool of Natives available for

rural Naching or administrative positions.

"#. 12?
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Two='lif, the four REAA districts, with localizelY schools bad

developed staff selection committees for principat.and teacher hiring.

These committee' customarily included a Central office representative
(usually thelassistInt superintendent), the local principal, teachers,

board--.,members,, .and ,othe'r community adults. Although the regional'
boatd4Was:thitfinal authority for all school district, hiring, it had
1delegat4poweVtO the committee, and the committee tended to defer to
'members ,f6dCvilisiges for which staff were hired.- In all cases,
:11bcalized hiring was supported by the superintendent and 'district
offibe, anal !s-mentioned in district policy.

-IrinOpetlirinstRetention. In about half
tit

of the sample sites,
jlistAct'otfiCes,vetatned most influence over selection of .the .school

principal. ,.11r .two BIA sites, this area of responsibility (was
delegated:io!thi.-agency, which made a selection and sent it to the

'1o6i1"..schnollboard for its approval. Superintendents and district ""

-steffs'intwo REAAs also wielded most influence over the selection of

principals. 'w

, However, in other sites, communities inade.the effective decision.

An,,ASB member of. an interior Alaska community described how the"

principal teacher was hired:

The 'thole village.deCided on the hiring..,. The superintendent

talked to parents. They had a 'chance to learn about the three or,.

-I" four applicants.... Most people knw (the new principal

, teacher) and he had been in the area awhile.

An,ASB member in western Alaska commented op how the current:principal

teathgr Vila selected:-

The ASB does set its choice. A woman vented to be principal tog,

but they clime (the male principel teacher). They wanted

him to be our principal, and the district hired him.

4.n one BIA site, the local board sought for the principalship an

individual,who head taught there'previously.

In uence of boards' over. mthe retention of local

was int 1, largely because-0 the due process rights" of school

personnel' and specifications-of negotiated contracts. :Nevertheless,

in most offikthe localized commudities we visited, there was+board and

community monitoring ofperformance. One board member described hou.4

his board became inyolved:

The-,only time it (evaluation of the principal) ,g,:eme to, our

attention was when we learned from other teacher' or the parents

that they .are not doing theirlob right. Then we internee. We

1have a meeting and try io come up with a 'solution. Recant make

recommendations qhatr the principal teacher be removmd. We're

demanding - now, we're .trying to- determine who will be

vice-principal.

124.
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In districts localized schooli\ district staff. were often

apprehensive about local board Over. Said an assistant

superintapdent:
Tv

'They have more freedom in deciding a:retention than I woul like

to see. You get into all .sorts of thingsillegal meetings,

executive sessions where indiv &duals are not confronted directly.

O This sort of thing should not be conddied.
st

Teacher Hirinj. Principals were as influential as boards inIthe

teacher fiiring process of localized schools. Principals of BIA

schools were primary hiring agents. One piincipal'described his

involvement as follows: Se

I do get. involved in it. When I know who the candidates are,

I'll call themup because I have to live with these people. I

spend my own dime on this. I explain to .them how itA.s,out here

in ,. What they-need to bring with them and that sort of

thiii= I'll call them up and talk .to, them and see which one

sounds the best. n

Other BIA princlpals reportedipimilar processestelephone.intervietes,

recommeildation oflpne candidate to the') boards and general agPeement by

the school board. (Federal budgitary constraints made it impossible

to bring candidates for teacher positions'o thesite.)

In the REAA districts, there tended to be greater local influence

Over teacher hiring. Two of the REAA districts _used a teacher

screening guide (the SRI teacher perceiver), because, said one

principal, "it adds the element of consistency whin you have many

different people interviewing potential candidates." In most *f the

REAA, local boards could blackball appointments of instructors to the

school staff.

.Over 90 percent of school adm4,nistrirtors and teachers in rural'

Alaska are Caucasians, ang the concerns expressed in local

interviewing related to the applicant's suitability for jifein the

community. In some cases, questions concerned the applicant's marital

sitpMFion, religious affiliation, interest, hobbies; and habits--such

as drinking. Said one local administrator about interviews' with

potential candidates for teaching jobs: , :

4 4

It 'a Moravian village and therefoie they have to be careful

about booze,; that booze is out for people who teach here.

In other cases, respondents noted.that tbey wanted to get\a sense

of the applicant's ability to li*** in an isolated ruiaLierea .and

interest in teaching Native Children. Several board members.reiarked

that they sought teachers who Would not try "to change our villag ."

(
.
Paraprofessionals and. Support Staffj The school is an importa t

source of income in rural Alaska communities, and there is an economi

interest in school jobs. All but a *tiny minority of rural Natives

Jack qualifications 'to *spume Potts as ,teachers or principals in

I

r
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sthools, and thus community' pressure focuses on hiring of'classroom

teachers' aides, school' secretaries, cooks, maintenance and custodial

.,personnel. The hiring and use. of paraprofessionals and support staff

tended to be different.in localized schools from what they were in

regionalized and other types of schools.

The stron gest board influence over hirifig was iii recruitment of

classroom Paraprofessionals. Applicants for these positions -were
residenfa of. the school community, and their yecruitmeht was a very

sensitive matter in small commugAies where all might be kin: Local

boards had to select among competing relatives in many Cases. Some of

the criteria board members mentioned were that paraprofessionals

should be fair to all children in the schools and not faV.br their own

children or close relatives, and that they should ,reliably report for

work. The same considerations applied to the siring of custodial

personnel ind secretaries of the - school. A coastal school

administrator 'commented on the: hiring process for paraprofessionals

and support staff:

4 t Table 8 drawn Irom principal survey data compares 'localized

schools to all other rural schools, with respect to the number of

long-term resident paraprofessionals:

Table 8. Classroom Paraprofessionals in Localized Schools

e. .

NWmber of Aides (long -term resident) Localized Other

The ASB has a tremendous amount of responsibility and power..

They won't interview the candidates. Even the paper review

doesn't mean much. What is important is who needs a job, who's

reliable, who stays away from the bottle, although alcohol is not

a prOblem in this village.

0
1-3

4-6

7-9
over 9

4 14.0
40.0

41.0

0.0 3C:0

34.0
s 15.0

7.0 . 5.0

5.0 3.0
N=292 PoC 0.0016

This table showiba strong relationship between type of school and the

presence.of local'paraprofessionals.

In localized schools, paraprofessionals tended to play, a

proactive role in the classroom. They were translators and

interpreters, and teachers-Op took concepts and ideas- amd found local

parallels for them. Parent involvement in the classroom was also

somewhat greater in logglized schools than in other rural :schools.

Parents and community mii4ts were learning resources: as skillid

artisans they explained the construction of subsistence equipment and

local crafts; as local historians they explained the evolution and

development of the tommuntty, its names, and natural phenomena.
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Curriculum

Perhaps no issue in rural Alaska schools is more contamersial

than what should be taught thete. Under the centralized stile and

federal ,systems of the 1950s and 1960s, Native leaders and parents

complained about the irrelevance of the school, curricula to village

life and. Native cultural values. With the decentralization of

education in 1976, new REAA boards (and' BIA 'schools) had the

opportunity to dlsign curricular programsselevant to local needs.

In school districts having mostly regionalized schools, the issue

of cultural and social releitance to the curriculum was either ignored

or postponed. In other REAA districts, district office personnel and

school boards tackled the - issue," but after. siz yeais it remained a

problem. Said one district staffer aboutrhis board's actions:

pere is a lot of emotional commitment to the

bIlingualtbicultural program. But there's no agreement on the

school board on what should'be done. The board has not been able

to.come to grips with it. It's a terrible issue for them. They

can't come up with a'philosophy.

Reaching agreem4,ent on,objectiveswas only part of the difficulty.

There were few. university trained Native language and culture

instructor in the state's pool of teachers; and before 1976, there

were no tested packageg.of instructional materials to use in .schooli.-

Ih establishing the REAAs, regional resource centers were also set up.

Coordination of these deieloping centers with ..school district

curriculum developmentactivities was a problem from the start, as was

the staffing and financing of the centers. Thus, the development of

culturally relevant programs got off to abed start, and rural school

districts had to assume respresibilities, for which they were not

prepared.

. Agency /District Office Preframs. BIA schools in rural Alaska

'have available to them packages of curricular materials, prepared and

distributed to schools frol the Jur.eau agency office, and several REAR

school districts have developed district -wide curricula in Native

culture areas. The 'nbrthern Alaska school system developed a

district-vide language curriculum. This district 'required two

instructional uaits; of Inupiat, and alloied individual schools. to

choose between English and .inuiliat language : offerings for an

additional unit. A second .district contracted with a Yupik language

development center to develop materials for a PET (Primary Eskimo

Teaching) program. In both districts, however,, the questions of

whether to haVe- a district-wide Native- language curriculum,
and how to

complement it, were controversial: Said the superintendent of one

distriCt:

e

The regional board has been. reviewing its philosophical basis.

They have gone philosophically from being most concerned about

saving the culture to4.a position of "kou teach the Wish, and

we'll 'teach the Yupik."
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Time in Localized Courses. One might expect that localized
schools, particularly those with a wholly Native student body, would

emphasize only Native languages, traditions, arts, crafti, and

subsistence activities. Indeed, the localized schools were more

likely to offer t)ese topic sequences and courses than any other type

of school in rural Alaska. And educators in localized schools` thought

they were-important.

In our resurvey of educators in.1983, we asked what areas of the

school curriculum they though were important, given the nature of the

community in which they taught. We found significant differences
between educatord of localiied school communities and all other

schools.in rural Alaska.

Table 9. Educators' Perceptions of Important Curric9lar.Areas
(Localized)

Localized All OtherProgram Area

College preparation courses. 67.9

Technical training 79.0

Bilingual education 60.5

Local history/culture 75.3

Nativ9 arts/crafts 70.4

Basic academic courses 92.6
N..405

69.1
74.1
31.5
53.
42.

92.3

(P 0.79)
(P 0.79)
(P 0.0000)
(P 0.0031)

(P

(p

0.0000)

The standard academic curriculum was no less important to

educators in localized schools than to educators elsewhere in rural

Alaska. But locally relevant programs were considerably more

important. But students in localized schools were somewhat more

likely to spend time in standard academic courses than were students

of all other rural. schools (as reported by local administrators in

1981).

% of Time

Table 10. Student Time in Academic Courses*

. Localized Other

0 - 32 % o . 12.0

33 - 65 % 40.0

66 -100.% 48.0
P < 0. 11

23.0
42.0
35.0

*The question read: what percent of the school day es the average

student spend on academic courses (e.g.. English, math, science,

social studies).

Lbcalized ssbdols did not have a completely Native curriculum and they

did not .necemsarily haslet Native subjects AID the exclusion of

Tacademic courses. ' !y did devote more attention to curricular

Concerns. These were
c
requent topics of discussion at board meetings,

and nember1 had a load understanding of vhat.course work their

ichildren were taking at school.
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Native Languages. Most localized schools -had courses in the

area's Native language/ .

.(Sixty-five percent of the principals of

localized schools repdrted that their sch ls had Nativ language

programs - -as separate; courses or topics--as ared to Slpetcent of

principals An Aber schools.) In vests , aska, instruction was

conducted IS Yupik Eskimo through. the th grade in moat schools,

Ind classroom paraprofess nals were involved.in the translation of

.English concepts and us es into Yupik. in the higher 4rades. In

Inupiat Eskimo aretal, programs had been developed -in Inupiat, but the

clitalyst for development was the district 'school board and

administration. The sample sites we visited in this region were not

in agreement with this policy. The ASBs had requested that there be

an emphasis on English and math, to prepare students for college.

(There is a lower rate of retention of Inupiat than Yipik Eskimo, and

Inupiat children are far less likely to be monolingual:in their Native

language.) In road sycem, interior, and southeast regions, localized

schools taught "no Native lailguage at all. Parents of!students in one

of these schools had wanted an instituctor of Athabascah; but there was

no teacher available and, in (fie words of a district official,

"thete't no language use there on a daily basis."
.

Native Culture. All localized schools had courikes in areas of

Native culture, including beadwork, ivory carving, sled and snow shoe

making, and skin sewing' among other subjects. In s- eral schools

there" were vocational education courses that rela ed to the

subsistence activity of the vicinity or region. There were also

courses in arctic survival in the schOols of nortberna d wesiern.

Alaska.

With the exception of one district having localized schoo s, the

cultural heritage programs were not integrated into academic p ograms

of study. The exception refers to a rural district that hire staff

toAintegrate Native cultural materials into all course :real,

including, science.

Standar& Academic Programs. In none of the localized heals

were baeic academic skills deemphasized its rder to focus solely on

Native culture and language programs. As several board memb4rs

it, ,the ,dichotomy' was s false one, for whether students continued to

live in the village or migrated to other villages or cities, they

Would have to possess these abilities. One of the lochlized schools

was an 'extrogne case, in this respect. It was the only road system

community among toe loCalized schools, andlits population had largely

assimilated to western culture and society. The school, principal had

strident views on the contradiction between individual and community

goers for village youth:

We)uive no *lingual program other thail the Aurora project. This

fIrts the ''dbraunity and the kids.. One hundred percent (of

community adults). speak English all the time. Only a few

understand a few words of Athabascan. They are, notbilingual

oriented. I wished they had an interest.... We hia4e n6 time and

no facilities tcp do Native thingi.' the community has only a

superficial desire for bilingual stA... It is more important
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to teach kids to survive in a mpite man's world. You can't do

both academic work -and Native lultnre. Few kids will' live in

the rest of their lives, sitting cross-legged. We need a

back-to-basics program here.

This is a bald statement of the need for assimilation of Native youth,

and few Native leaders in Alaska presently would agree with it. Yet

members of the school, board in this case, while remarking that a

program in Native language and culture would be a valuable addition to

ithe school program, clearly did not want it as a substitute for
instrbction. in the batic skills at which the principal' teacher

excelled. One board member commented:

We want-the'basic 3 Rs, the basics. They are more important

Athabascan. All must make a living in the world and they

English. I hate to admit that our language shouldn't be No.

tha9
need

1.

The way in which this case was different from those of regionalized

schools lay in the extent to which process of assimilation was

controlled or directed. Community adul s knew of the teacher's desire

that school children "mainstream" and agreed with it; furthermore,
they felt that they were in a position to affect the way in which

their children would enter the high technology iforId of the lite 20th

century.

We noted reversals in direction of curricular programs in three

of the nine field sites. In a REAA school on the coast, the principal

teacher dlocussed the new emphasis on reading in his school:

We have decided, along with the ASE, that reading is the number

one priority. will be teaching five period of language

laboratory next year. .
All the students will go through, the

program.

two BIA schools, there
attention being given to
one school:

4
was also a change in emphasis, with greater

reading and English. Said the principal of

The board decided a back-to-basics approach was necessary, and as

a.result we developed.a B.A.S.I.L. program.

The priUcipal teacher of a coastal BIA school explained why his school.

would emphasize English in the very traditional Yupik-speaking region:

We've' got 6th and 7th graders who aren't good in English, kit our

8th graders who didet go through the PET program are much better

English speakers. I' presented it to the board. They Said,

"Fine, let's try it." So we will not have YuOik a* the primary

language in 1-3next year.

In the absence of .information on the history of program development in

these schools or longitudinal study, it is difficult to evaluate the

impact of curricular change. However, it would appear.' from our field
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work that more change ( f not innovation) is associated with the

localization of control t with regionalization.

Finance
- 7

Agency of school district policy set broad financial

for the funding of localized schools; but we did note a

fiscal autonomy.

parameters
degree of

3IA schools had llmi ed decal discretion, said one principal:

I sit down with,$he
allocated so much
money should be spe
really a paper exer
have is what's left
that for travel, for
or on food, whatever

In the REAA distri
the budgetary process va
district Ataff. principa
district worked this way:

chool board and go through the budget. I'm

ey and it's based on a formula of how the

t. So when we go.through the budget it's

ise. The only discretionary money that we

over after salaries. We may decide to use

wrestling, or testing an evaluation service,

the board decides.

with a large number of localized schools,

e complex, involving superintendent and

nd lobal boards. The process in one

Principalt put togeth
teachers and the ASEs

request. The district'
made to..this.request, t
entire district. This i

into teams and travels
hearings at each village

into: this rough budget by

appropriations.

These processes left both BIA.and AAA localized schools a 'small

amount of money for unrestricted local uses. Depending on the

district's policy and the aggressivenehs of the local beard, special

state and federal program funds were sought to, supplement These

amounts. 1In the localized schools, JOM and, Indian Education monies

were diretted to.the'local school. Educational program committees,

which usually overlapped with the local bOard or ASB, were responsible

for the distribution of these funds. In one school, for example, JOM

monies were used to buy'supplies for Naive crafti courses and to fund

travel of Native dance troupes. Indian-education monies paid for the

salaries of classroom paraprofessionals who assisted students with

language difficulties.

r a rough budget in consultation with

and submit this to the district' as a

figures the necessary,adjmatments to be

n puts together a rough budget for the

reported to the RSB. The board breaks

roisghout.the district holding budget

ite. Community input is incorporated
he RM..- Sites are given lump sum

School Calendar. 4

All localized schools followed legal requirevents related to the

length of the school year (180 days), and most had starting days in

common with other schools in the district, based On district policy.

Influence of BIA school boards and administrator on the calendar was

limited by the federal requirement that the stool tile 17 vacation

(
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days during the school year. A principal teacher complained about the

effects of this rule on his community:

This year we won't get out of school until JuAe 3rd. Washington,

D.C. doesn't know that the river breakA up and everybody. leaves.

There probably won't be but three.or four kids left in school on

June 3rd. OtXt.

In the REAR districts, there wrip more flexibility. One REAA
localized school began in late Auguseand finished by mid-May. The

rationale of this calendar, which left no Christmas vacation, was the

climate:

Weather is so cold in the winter, and there is nothing else to

do...in the village.... Subsistence is not important; therer is

very little subsistence hunting and fishing involving children.

Community adults and ASB Members agreed with the schedule, and also

moved to have the school day begin later in the winter mornings when

there. was little light.

Religious holidays were an equally important framework on which

localized school calendars.were constructed. Said one principal:

I'll do up a suggested calendar and submit it to them (the ASB).

Then they approve it or change it, whatever is necessary....

Church holidays are very important in making out the calendar`.

The village is Catholic.

In traditional, coastal areas of northwest and westetn Alaska,

the school b6ard set the calendar paying attention to the end'of
fishing season in the fall, when school should -begin, and the start of

fish and whaling'camp in Mayi'when school should end. Board members

felt these subsistence.- activities were as educational as school

activities and. developed the academic schedule acc'ordingly...

In.two cases, the most important determination in setting the

calendar' was staff input, including that of . classroom

pataprofessionals. In these sites, the school tried to take economic

and subsistenCe aspects into consideration, but the focus was usually

on spring (and"student "antsyness") rather than on th$ -fall and

,subsistence concerns.

School Facilities Construction

Construcelon of school facilities is a multi- million dollar

business in rural Alaska. (Construction of 92 "Hootch" schools had

cost $133 million by 1983). Thiough the creation of construction

jobs, money may be brought into local economies that have few

IM11-time jobs. All school communities and districts in rural Alaska

have been concerned with this aspect of school' construction, and in

the districts with localized schools there was a strong attempt to

insure local biro. One district, required that 20 percent of cow
struction jobs be hired from the community; a _second insisted that
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contractors.employ Native construction firms of the region in school

remodeling and building. But in none qf the localized school

communities was:there satisfaction with the degree of local

involvement in this aspect of school planning. (The fact that few

Natives were members.of labor unions was mentioned most frequently by

district personnel when questioned about local hire.)

Local communities were also'concerned with the design of school

facilities--Whether they would be 'appropriate. for use by school

children and communities. Interviews with school ;naffs and comiunity

residents showed satisfaction with local influence.over this area. In

an interior, community, the ASB designed a new addition to the school.

Said one member:

(We) decided ona mini-gym.... The ASB.got together and...we got

ideas from people and drew up Volley and presented it to, the

people. We.planneAsmall classrooms in the multi-purpose room.

Design of a new school building in northern Alaska had substantial

local ASB. involvement. One. of our respondents in that village

described at length the trips he made to Anchorage and the regional

center t6 approve designs and use of space within the building: A BIA

school board 'member in western Alaska, complained about the lack of

local influence over facilities design, and then'said:

Last, year after a fire destroyed one building, and the agency

attempted to relocate it (because the school building vas on

state, not federal land), the local board disputed the move ,and

won. The building was rebuilt at its old location.

In a second northern Alaska village, the design for a new building was

chosen by the AS), and it. incorporated a novel heating system, with a

wood-fired boiler. However, in this case the local "choice" might

have negative long-term effects, in that' the supply of firewood close

to the village was small, and seemed likely to be dep ted once the

new heating system was operational.

In.short, construction of new schools and r eling of old was

influenced by local boards to a far greater exte7din-localized than

in regionalized scHbols.

Sommunity'Use of School Facilities

In our survey of principal teadhers, we found a high rate of use

of 'school facilities by the communities throughout the state.

Classrooms were used.for meeting rooms after the school day ended, and

for adult education. classes. Schpol piped water and, showers were

often the only such facilitievin the village, and-a smell number of

schools sold power to villages. These wee relatively

non-controversial aspects of school-iommUnity relations.

Community use of multi-purpre rooms and gyms, however, appeared

to be a controversial topic. in most communities. In a minority of

cases, local boards determined priorities for use. In most cases,
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however, the local administrator decided which groups, if any, could

use the facilities, and for how long. Three of our sample sites had

been unable to resolve this issue to the satisfaction of user groups,

embroiling school administration and board in the local politics of

basketball.'

This review of several process areas of governance /shows strong

local board or .ASB involvement, particularly over Maffing and

curriculua programming. It indicates, too, the continuing impact of

district policy on operations in localized schools. .Especially in the

areas of personnel selection,-curriculum, and finance, the ability of

a local community to exercise influence is dependent-on favorable
policy decisions made by the district office and board. As our cases

illustrate, however, the existence of a district policy promoting
localization of control does not immediately bring it into effect.

iocal factors may intrude on the implementation or district policy,

such-as conflicts Surrounding the style of the local administrator, or

opposition of the teaching.staff to communityegoals. External. fattors

are even more likely to .constrain localization--for example, state,

graduation and certification requirements, and state and federal

budgetary rules.

Climate of Expectations in Localized-Schools

The discussion of regionalized schools pointed out the broad

differences across types in the perceptions of school principals,

regarding college attend ce; school. achievement, and reading

proficiency of students. ere we report on these factors as'far as

localized schools are concersed..

.College Attendance

11
There were significant differentes between principals . of

localized schools and those of other; ural schools, with respect to

expectations' regarding high school graduation.. Some 45 percent of

administrators in localized schools expected most (90 percent or more)

of their students, to graduate from high school, compared to 57 percent

of administrators at other rural schools. (P.( 0.0535). There were

also strong differences regarding -students! likelihood of

10 matriculation at college.
I

Table 11. Principals' Expectations of College Attendance (Localized)

% of Principals Who Expect Lorlized Other

70% or more 16.0 . 21.0

30-69% 21.0 32.0

legs than 302 63.0 46.0.

10292 . P<.0.0058

Administrators of localized schools were not likely to expect

students to attend college. WI controlled for Native ethnicity, and

school size, which tended to reduce, or erase the statistical

significanie of the relationship. For eximple,'among Native majority
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schools, the control type was not significantly associated with

attitudes toward college attendance. Among small schools, however,

the relationship remained. Teachers and parents we visited in

localized school systems were also inclined to feel that college
education, particularly completion of a four-year academic program,

might not be in appropriate goal for most village youth.

A small number of board members (and probably a larger number of

school staff) disagreed with this attitude set. For example:

I have talked about graduation this year. That I want graduating

seniors...to go on for higher education. The principal is

pushing for this. The ASH agrees with the principal. They want

the students very muct, to attend higher education or vocational

education.

He went on to explain the difficulty in interesting students in

college:

Vative families are different from white families.

families, the children must go to their families.
family doesn't approve, then the chigrer, can't go to

In' Native
If .their

college.

Academic Achievement

There were significant differences between the perceptions of

ad strators and teachers in localized ,schcols and those in other

ru al schools with respect to dtbe, climate of :instruction and

co ditions of academic achievement. Illustrative are responses to our

question an the achievement level that could be expected of students

in the Acbool..

Table 12.. Principals' and Teachers' Expectations of Student
Achievement (Localized)

Localized Other
Principals Teachers

Much sbove/above
national norms

At national norms
Below/much beloi
national norms

Principals

Principals Teachers

14,4 20.6 39.7 29.9

37.3 23.8 25.0 33.1

43.3 . 55.6 35.3 37.0

Ne=257 P < 0.0184 Teachers N -290 P < 0.0223

Nearly half of the educators thought students in their schools

were below the national norm; and only one-fifth felt that students"

were above the norm. This contrasts sharply with the pattern of

responses,from educators in other rural schools, and particularly With

.those in regionalized schools (ea noted in Chapter 5). However, this

apparently strong relationship between loca1izaticn of control and

school climate of expectations was spurious. When we controlled for

ethnicity we found no significant relationships. This was the case

for all our perceptual indicators of academicachievement except the
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* variable on school reputation. In this case, the relationship between
localization and perception of school reputation held for educators

from schools that were ethnically mixed. They were far less likely to

evaluate the school's reputation positively than were educators of

other schools.

In our field visits to localized sites, we gained information on

achievement levels of school youth. Said an assistant superintendent:

There is a concern at the local level among. teacher's, parents,

ASBs about the level.of achievement.... One of the board members

said to me after.he saw our CTBS scores that he couldn't sleep

the night after he saw them. I'd say that we are all very
concerned.

The CTBS and other stands)d testing series are criticized because

the questions to Native students are "completely outside their

experience." 4A principal. teacher 1PO western Alaska indicated what

these test scores had done to his expectations:

Yoll, have to be realistic. To expect our students ,to. score as

well as Outsiders is ludicrous. Kids. speak English only to us.

We'te not going to mess with this(dominance of-Yupik speaking).

I came in with an open mind, and I've learned a lot.

Localized School Outcomes

We collected the same set of outcome measures for local ed

schools that we considered in the description of regionalized school's.

Test Scores

We were ablt to collect test scores for six ofthe nine localized

schools, 1hd attempted to draw general inferences from them.

Discussions on student achievement indicated satisfaction in only one

of the schools (where ytudints scored at the top of the district). In

the other schools, students tended to .score from two to four grade

levels below the norm.

Student Adaptation and Retention

- The discussion of regionalized schools reported that their

dropout and vandalism rates were lover than localized and other types

of schools. Twenty-three percent of localized schools reported

dropouts during the 1981-82 academic year compared to 20.9 percent of

the regionalized schools.. And 23 percent of localized schools

reported some 4andalism to school property ea compared to 16 percent

of the regionalized schools. However, in both cases, .localized

schools fared better than unified and mixed schools.

Analysis of dropout measures and vanda140 data from the

principal survey and state DOE records'indicated,such a low degree of

variance in instances that further statistical comparisons would not
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have been very meaningful. However, there was variance in absenteeism

rates, as indicated below:

Table 13.. Absenteeism in Localized Schools

Percentage
c Lpdalizud Other

0 37.0 13.0

1-3 11.0 5:0

4-6 19.0 30.0

7-9 - 18.0 k 29.b

10-13 15.0 24.0

N "292 P4C 0,0066

These lower rates of absenteeism may reflect on the positi

atmosphere of localized schools.' We noted this through briif"

observations of classrpoms'in field site visits, and teachers in 'six

of the nineschools commented at length on the favorable atipudes

students had toward the school. Several pointed to the face that

.students were reluctant to leave at the end of the school day. In

over 100 interviews with teachers, administrators, and parents of

localized schobl communitied,'we counted only three references to

behavior problems.

We

Parent and Community, Satisfaction

The final outcome measure we. will use is perceptions of community

adults regarding ,school actors and programs. sable 14 shows

evaluations of our .sample of convenience in localized schools

regarding the five school actors..

9.
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Table 14.. Community Attitudes, Toward School Actors,(Localized)

School Actor

t. Local Board or ASB
" .is doing -i- good job

...does what most parentsmant

...tries to do somethizmabout profile= in the school

Talk_ to local board members often (once a month)
e

,. .
Principal
...is do a good jb'
...keepspeopleople informed d about the school

..-

...does what most parents want

...tries to do something about problems'in.the school

Talk to principal oftenlance a month or more)
.

Teachers
...art doing a good job :

...are very Sbncerried about children

...try to.do something about problems in the schoOl .

Talk to teachers often,(once a month or more)

Teachers-take a dart in community activities

,..Visit teachers in their hotels-often

(once-a month/more) ,

Teacher's visit my home often (once a month/More)

District Board
...tries to help local board .

...does what most parents van" T

Talk to regional board member often

(once Z month or more) .

,

4 ,

...tries to do something about proble m's.

Superintendent
4...helps local board
...keeps region informed about local school problems

...does What most parents want

...tries to do.something aboUt problems in the school

Talk to superintendent iften (once a month /more)
N=63

Comparing these data with responses of residents in resic;nalized

communities .(Table 5), we note three large areas of difference in

devaluation. Residents of localized school.communities.are far more

likely, to feel the principal keeps .them informed than in the case-of,

-reeidette -of-regitsgallsed-achools-.---Secoud,-- reaideuts-of ,locaLLzeol

school communities have higher opinions of teachers, than is t'he norm

for rural: schools. They' feel teachers "try to do something to help"

When there ma problems, 'mod they are more likely to take part in

community activities. Third, localized comiunit#,residents have low i`

opin*ens of the .activity of district boards. They 5hink district

boards are less'concerned with their schools, lesi helpful, and less.

_Ut&rm ; disagree

34.9 11.1

43.8 20.3

73.4 3.1

-39.1 17.2

65.6 1.6

'85.9. 4.7

.43.3 104;9

87.5 0.0'

61.9
.

12.7

.

53.y 6.3

59. 3.1'

84.0
t4.7 12.5

58.7 19.0
.

18.8 28.1

17.4 30.2

33.3 12.1

" 25.0 21.9
.

25.8 48.4

31.3 12 5

42.1 12.3

50.9 19.3

19.3 14.0

35.1 3.5

7.3 12.7
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inclined to follow parents' wishes. There are no significant

differences between types in perceptions 'of local boards.

We also have information on community perceptions with respect to

subject. areas taught in the school system, data that compare

respondents/ from localized school communities to all other

respondents.

Table I Community Perceptions of School Programs (Localized)
r

Subject Area Good Not Very Good

Teaching of math 53.1 7.11

Teaching of. reading 54.7 4.7

Teaching ofNative culture and language' ,o.d 14.0

Training children for lives in community 54.0 9.5

Training children for lives outside community, 32.8. 4.7

Although evaluations of math teaching do not differ from rates in

other school' types, evaluations of reading are more positive. -SeconA

and obviously, parents with children in localized schools --where

Native language and .culture:aie far more likelY'to be.taught --are

happy with these programs.. Third, there were also more poiltive

attitudes toward preparation school children got for adulthood inside

and outside the community.

-
. .

The final measure reviewed general satisfaction and

dissatisfactions of residents with sc 'hool and ..school/community

conditions.

Table 16. Cokmunity Perceptions of School and Community Conditions

(Localized)

a.

Community Perception /agree 1211eiges_

School calendar and schedule fit local needs 65.6 -7.8

School is used for local:activities 51.6 12.5

School has a good program in Native language

and culture 57.8 28.1

Ac'ademic:program is good 52.0 '4.7

Teachers try to help the school and community 71.9 7.8

Parents support school and take part. in school

activities 37.5 18.8

Principal/superintendent help meet local goal 50.0.. 6.3

School board helps to meet local goals

.p

'60.9 : 10.9

Students try bard to do their best in- school..j 54.7 18.8

Comparing these opintons aiith responses of residents in all other

rural schools, we note se4eral differences. As.expected, residents of

localized -school -communities ''Evaluated Native language and' culture

programs more poptively.. What surprised us.waa.that they were also

much more likely': to think the "academic program is _good" than were

residents of _other irural schools.
perhaps

more rigorous studi,this

-opinion is only a suggestion: perhaps the existence of programs
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related to community language and cultute has-inculcatedsupport.for
the standard acpclemic program. Attitudes toward teachers, parental

support. and 8612.0°1 board, assistance were also significantly more
favorable. They suggest a perception of integration in

ichool/commonity relations.

Principals, Teachera, and Community Values in Localized Schools

The type of school system we have called localized appears to be
more than a board, working with principal and teachers. It may be a

developing value system that supports and reinforces community

traditions instead of attacking or supplanting them. What may be
involved, too, is a'weakening of-professional orientations on the part
of the. school staff, which may lead to a different set of attitudes in
the direction of eduCational change.

JO

Diluting of Professional Orientations

Rural Alaska villages are distant from urban areas of Alaska and

the contiguous 48 states.? Two - thirds of them are not connected to

urban locales by roadsi, and 'transportation' by air or water is

dependent on the vagaries of weather. Some villages are cut off from
the rest of the state for weeks at a time in the winter. Caucasian

school proftssionals who live and work in rural communities are .an

ethnic minority in most places,, but the Native society they confront

contrasts with ethnic subcultures of. American cities. It is unusually

open and accepting of Caucasian residents who identify with community

values. And not withstanding rapid change in many areas where them

are localized schools, it' is the home of resilient traditional

cultures.

Living in remote cemmuntties among people who are culturally and

socially different--in:g small school environment that usually lacks a

"critical WES" of 4rpfessionals--school personnel are unusally

isolated from the professional mainstream. A frequent comment.of
teachers in schools is that they have few colleagues to talk with, to

discuss problems 9i the classroom or community, and to use as sounding

'boards for ideas and evaluitions. Isolation from one's colleague's

and lack of opportueities for professionil growth,and developmentsre

among the factors that prompttaachers'and principals, to leave rural

schools after a short period of time. Until job market conditions
worsened. precipitously in the contiguous 48 states and urban Alaska

locales, the rate of staff turnover in many rural schools. approached

65 percent a year. For those.who have remained more than a year in

rural schooli, boweVer,the alternative to conditions of anomie, and

isolation hat been involvement in community activity.

Opportunities for participation extend outward from the school.

)0 Approximately half of Alaska's rural school teachers are involved in

some community school activity, but,involvement appears.to intensify

in the localized schools. First, there is socializing with parents

and neighbats, and participation in community sports and games

activities that take place in school facilities. Then, there are

outdoar activities of the area, such as stowmobiling, skiing, dog
,
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sledding; and there are subsistence activities--fishing, hmpting for

birds and for large and small game: An option. is extensive

involvement in a 'church group and, where there are state recognized

local governments, perhaps participation in local politics.

Administrators and teachers in local zed schools appear to be

less actively involved in professionil associationssuch as the state

NEA--and less 'interested or attentive to the standard professional

publications such as Phi Delta 'Happen and Teacher. Preliminary

results of a statewide'survey of administrators and teachers suggest

that there is stronger interest in conferences and meetings at which

rural small school and Native education concerns are discusses--the

state small schools conference and the bilingual multicultural

conference, for example.

The largely hypothetical process we have dis Bed is not

entirely dissimilar from the practice of Westerners Third World

societies who "go Native' and adopt the Native 'comMunity as the

reference-point for personal values and goals. What makes the Alaska

'case unusual, however, is the relatively large number of /Caucasians

who have become adapted to village life and who prefer it to life in

urban United States locales. 'In the process, they may have adapted

teaching functions as well.

The Concept of "Deprofessionalization"

In the absence of longitudinal research, if is difficult to

determine whether the apparjently distinctive orientations and values

of some Caucasian professionals in localized schools are a reflection

of a momentary, transitional, or permanent condition. Analysis of

field interviews and observations leads us to 'suspect that the

behairior of some Caucasians in localised school communities is neither

"profesSional" nor "unprofeiiional," in the senses In which these

terms are used to describe the behavior of educators. The attitudes

mentioned fit neither Of these types, and forwent of abetter term we

use the eoncept "deprofessionalization" suggested by L. Harmon

Zeigler.

What this concept implies is the' existence of an alternate

reference group for behavior that is valued within communities, and

attracts interest and support from teachers and school administrators

in remote settings. it may be a new behavior mode for some Caucasians

living and working in Native majority communities of rural Alaska.

While the origin is obscure, the practice pf "going Native" began as a

significant process in the 1960s, when the Wai on Poverty moved to

Alaska, and when young Caucasians entered villages as VISTA volunteers

or assumed other colmumity development roles. The linkages, if any,

between this intercessor subculture and some Caucasian teachers. and,

'principals in localized schools remains to be established through

further field research.
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Impediments to Development of Localised Schools

There are greater 'opportunities for the formation of strongly
localized influences in community schools than there are schools we

can properly label localized. Review of extensive interviews in the
localized schools pointed out these common factors which tended to be

absent elsewhere.

First, the rate of professional staff turnover in localized
-schools appears to be somewhat lower than is the case statewide.

Clearly, a staff that is continually refreshed with graduates of
schools of education, or teachers transferring from urban districts,'

will be more responsive to the professional mainstream. Second, the

turnover on localized boirds is lower than is the case in the other

types of schools: Board stability ,v9vf perhaps reflect some apathy
,over school conditions, which is present in rural as well as urban

Alaska and the contiguous-48 states. But we found no greater evi-
dences of apathy is localized schools than those of any other type.

Board stability, however, would appear to be necessary for any

long-term control of local school operations.

Third, none of4 the localized schools had a disproportionate
number of Caucasians 'on the lentil or regional board. Tha.opposite is

the case for the regionalized schools: in each of the districts with

regionalized schools (with one exceptlion), Natives were

underrepresented on the regional boards, end they were poorly

represented on local advisory boards.

4

Finally, only one of the nine localized schools was in a

community connected to the state's road or ferry .system. Surely, the

isolated conditions of rural communities in kiosks facilitates the

development of local control.of education.

There are other impediments, too, as we learn when we investigate

the "mixed" type of school control. But first we will look at another

model of localization--the "unified" control type of the city school

district.
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.CHAPTER 7. UNIFIED CONTROL OF RURAL ALASKA SCHOOLS

In '15. perceitt of rural Alaska places, there are small school

districts having between one and three schools at one geographical

location. Operations are controlled by integrated building-level and

4istrict office for'ced. These schools seem to realize one goal of the

decentralization movement in Alaska and present the model of the

future. The unified type of system achieves the goal because

decentralization has occurred.(presumebly) to the ultimate extentto

the school building level. It is also a practical model: two city

schools of the REAA system have with4awn from that system- since

1976, and formed locally controlled city school districts. One topic

of community-discussion in several large, regional, centers currently

under the'REAA jurisdiction (such as Bethel, Kotzebue, and Ft. Yukon)

is the reclassification of the city from the ,second to the first

class, which would make it possible to form an idependent city school

district.'
4

/ Previous chapters on regionalized and localized schools have made

implicit comparisons to the unified model. This chapter focuses on

the kind of control actors and community members in unified systems

have and the associated outcomes. Too, we will be comparing

operations of schools where there is no second-level of influence, to

those where it is present (both regionalized and localifed). Because

the unified school ystems ppear to resemble urban more than rusel

patterns of school ganization; we will consider the response of thil

system 'to educati al problems of rural Alaskans who are in the

process of transition to urban life.

Three of the schools in our original sample of 28 field sites

represented the unified system of control. In second stage sampling,

we added a fourth site to this category; because it resembled urban.

more than rural school environments. Three of the four sites were

school districts in Southeast Alaska. They represent well the city

school districts of the state; most of which are in the southeast (the

oldest area of western settlement in the state and the area where

cities first' developed). Southeast Alaska as a.whole is culturally

different from the rest. of the state. The aboriginal population today

is composed largely of Tlingit and Heide Indians, who are acculturated

to western Society.

The first field .site *was a small Native fishing village. The

economy- of the second depended on a lumber mill and commercial

fishing. One -third of its residents were /Adieus, The third site was

a large city by. rural Alaska standards. Its economy was more

diversified than any other rural Alaska place, but pulpwood and

fishing were the major economic pursuits. Roughly 20 percent of its
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population was Indian. The fourth site,was in southwestern Alaska. A

large fishing village, this village was the region's center; 60

percent of its population was Alaska Native.

City School System and Environment

Localized schools, we found, were strongly penetrated by the

local political environment, which their_ hoards or ASBs tended to

represent. Regionalized schools, on the other hand, were relatively

insulated from their environments. The unified schools in our sample

stood midway between, and this. vas curious given the 'vastly greater

opportunities for."enacement" of environmental forces (but not at all

curious given the condition of insulation found in urban American

schools).

The sites h number of economic interests and pressure groups,

varying relativ to the size of the community. In one community,

however, the school board and administration did not represent other

community inptitutions, with the exception of one board member, who

also sat on the village corporation board and two who worked in local

businesses. (In this community, .teachers were involved in several

community institutions and some pursued the community's major means of

livelihood.)

The second. community's diatrict school board represented the

logging.mill, commercial businesses, and city government, and this had

some impact on the district's conservative. approach to budgetary.

policy. The third community's board was connected to-the professions,

businesses, and other government institutions in town, but board

members were relatively new to their board roles'.. The fourth and

smallest community was the site in which the board was most

inter -- connected with other community institutions,. having

representation from the city council, church, and Native corporation.

In this case, organizational interconnections and rivalries affected

school system stability.

an impediment to the incorporation of community forces on the

board and administration was the presence in three of the four

communities of a relatively large number Of school district employees,'

and their long tenure in the communities. This factor more than any

other.tended to facilitate the insulation of schools from community

politics.

The city school system, is different from other rural systems (the

BIA or REAM) in that a municipal governmens,,te responsible for

providing public education. 'First class cities must hew the
resources to make local contributions to public schools,,. 4hich are

usually raised through sales or property taxes. 'Under the Alaska

Constitution, school distritts were incorporated into municipalities

to reduce overlapping linei of Authority and to ensure fiscal

Accountability of schools. However, several statutes enacted by the

legislature after statehood have whittled away the sitiee' power over

schoois, leaving school districts *rid! considerable Sutonomy.
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In theory, the.city school board remains subordinate to thecAty

council with respect to finance. In fact, *ere is the possibility of

lb
either strong conflict between institutions with different purposes

(general government as opposed to education) or harmonious relations.

Our field sites reprellented both options. In one site, the schools

were autonamdips and the city cluncil rubber stamped the district

budget. In a second, there was dime overlapping of school interests

and concerns with the assembly, but little contention regarding the

district's .budget. The council in the third community, had a

"condescending attitude to the.schools," said a district staffer. yet

the superintendent of that district claimed to have close working

relationships kith the city manager, and they were only occasional

conflicts over the school budget. In the fourth community,

.

city/school district conflict was intense, said a local administrator

in the schools:

There are personality clashes between the superintendent (who sat

on the city council) and the former mayor. Also, there is

competition for control between the school board and the city

council. The city council would like to.exercise more control

over the school than the board is willing to allow.

This conflict ultimately had an impact .on administrative personnel in

the school system.

State-level relations of the city school systems were .less

troublesome than those of either regionalized or localized schools.

Administrators spoke of the.state's."support" for.the districts and

described relationships as generally "excellent."-*The.independence of

these districts from the state for some part of. their revenue made

their bargaining.poiitien with state agencies different from that of

schools in REAA `districts.: For example, several' administrators

410
mentioned that in contrast to their colleagues who to appear

before. the REAA legislative oversight committee, or justify

expenditures and procedures tc the state DOE. er legislative. budget and

audit committems, they had relatively free hand in the

administration of the'district.

All of the four sample sites were welf-connected to the state's

legislative process. Eath heed of schools was in frequent contact

with that area's legislative representatives, and all had been

relatively succeasful in obtaining capital projects funding for

construction of new schools and4crodeling of old ones. In ale of the

sample sites, however, the school district circumvented the city

council by approaching the legislature for a grant to build a new

gymnasium. Tbe_legislature.funded the project; but it directed that.

construction be managed jointly by the city and-the school. district.

Bad feelings and njured pride of council ,tubers. (because the board

preempted the city's CIF ptiorities) have influenced the progress of

; work.

Generalizing from the four cases to the class of city schools, it

appears that incorporation of environmental forces is more likely in

smaller .communities, and Is potentially sent disruptive of school
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operations there.. In the larger school systems, with stable school
staffs, the operation of school programs was relatively autonomous.

Administrative Relations of Unified Schools

.In regionalized schools, there were serious 'administrative
/problems in the relations between principzils and teachers and the

district office staff., The localized 'schools appeared to have fewei

problems, largely because of supportive attitudes apd policy of
district staff and instability of district office personnel. However,

unity of control per se tides not appear to be associated with
harmonious relationships of superintendents, principals, and teachers,
as the cases of unified school systems illustrate.. A more important
factor appears to be tenure in the system.

Superintendent/Principal Relations

Only one of the four sample sites had a superintendent who had
been in his position for, longer than a year at the time of our site
visits. Changeover of superintendents seemed to have loosened

administrative Systems- in the three sites ,considerably. However,

previous/superintendents had exercised strong influence throughout the
school system and created.personalistic styles of_operation, traces of

which were still evident.

At the time of our field studies, two of the four superintendents

exercised highly personalistic styles. In one case, the perception of

school staff was that the principal was undercut by the

superintendent,,despite close working relationships. In the second,

there were close ties between principals and the superintendent, and a

division of labor regarding administrative functions. The

superintendent's policy was that "principals are the captains of our

ship-.." The greater tenure of principals thin superintendents, in the

systei oleo promoted administrative harmony..

The third district had a new superintendent who described himself

as "a 4-month consultint." However, he believed in the operation of a

chain -of- -c nd throughout the . administration, and exercised

authority i a militaristic fashion. Said one teacher of the new

superintenden s style:

The super now is not very accessible. 'He's trying to show who's

boss. He's got to show the board who's boss. The super' is

orchestrating things...

In this city school district, the principal had been on the job a
number of years, but the perception was that his position was undercut

bythe superintendent.

The fourth, district superintendent was serving in an acting"-
capacity, and the hoard was in the process of recruiting a permanent

replacement. That system had strong principals with established

c who had been at their posts an aveyege of 10 years. A

boai er said "the principals are Shoguns belie, and run the show."
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Three of the superintendents had'officee in the same building at;

the 'principal, and contacts were frequent. Given the small size of

these city school districts, the role of superintendent appeared

somewhat redundant.

C

Administratioh/Teachers Relationships

The size of"the teaching staffs at unified schools was very large

by rural Alaska, standards, and this affected administrative

relationships. The smallest school system had ten teachers in one

building and the largest had.over 100, with the average about 50

teachers per district. This was a critical mass of teachers and it

contrasted sharply.' with conditions ww found in all other rural

schools. Of equal importance, in three of the four districts, teacher

turnover was very low (an average tenure of 11 years in the districts)

which is an equally sharp contrast to the rural school pattern.

Teachers associations o unions, all NEA affiliates, were visible

forces in each 0 the systeml. In three, relations were brittle. In

the year previous to the field study, NEA 'had sanctioned one district,

calling the district's schools "dangerous" (because of a physiical

attack on a teacher) and the, 'lousing situation for teachers

deplorable. This situation affected teacher turnover and morale, as

pointed out by a school staff member:

We have one of the highest turnover rates in the state. Out of

10 teachers last year, only two returned, so we have eight new

teach4rs this year. This is partially a result of our troubles

last spring, but-it's also an historical trend here. We've had

to focus on short-term staff development. If we can't do it In

one year, it's not worth doing.

Notwithstanding the differences in size and turnover rates

between unified and other rural school types, communication problems

in the two schools with personalistic administrations Were similalYto

those of regionalized schools. Teachers in both schools described the)

distortion. and static in their communications with administrators

(chiefly with superintendents). One new teacher castigated the

superintendent's lack of honesty iri describing local conditions before

he signed a. contract with the district:

The housing was supposed to be here this fall This,is what we

were told when we were hired.... We were also told that there

were nurses at the clinic, but they only have health aides. The

super told up too that the education was a very'high priority in

the community, and in fact, it's really at the bottom of the

priorities. We.were'told that prices were 10-15 percent above

Seattle, and they're 'actually a lot more. What's been most

aggravating is that the realit of the situation here didn't meet

any of our expectations., If 'd known the truth we piobabfy

would not have came here.
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In the second school, a teacher recounted cases of axbitrary and

capricious actions by the superintendent and the use of intimidating

rumors that seemed calculated to alienate and frustrate teachers:

The hole -ec teacher when 'I first came had her program phised out.

No one told her .until contracts were handed out. Two other

teachers who were terminated received no counseling, no

indicatibn that anything was wrong with their teaching. They

just dropped it on them. Information doesn't always come in the

right channels....

When I presented evidence of a teacher buying booze for studentn,

I v%s told I would be fired if I didn't .keep quiet. The

superintendent and the teacher were drinking buddies. Next Year,

I heard from students that my job was on the line. You hear

things first on the grapevine. This causes problems--rumors

about teachers being fired.
v.

Such problems of communication with staff seemed particularly

egrekious given the proximity of administrators and 'teachers. The

physical distance of most a4ministrators.in regionalized rural schools

front teachers, therefore, may be. less important to effctive

communications than the personalistic style of district

sUperiptendents.

Limited participation of teachers in school4governance processes

and in community activities were matters of concern in regionalized

schools. In localized schools this, was less likely.to be the case,

and the situation was even more favorable in the unified school

communities. In the one site with high turnover and poor

teacher/administrative relationships, teachers had some influence over

'curricular processes, but none in the community. In tke other three

sites, teacher influence extended through most phases of school gover-

nance, and expanded. into the community.' Tipis influence, in turn,

affected teaeher/administratton relations in ilwo of the schools.

The situation of teacher influence In the communityin both cases

was based on economic activity that brought teachers into competition

with community residents. Some village teacheri engaged in commercial

fishing during the summer vacation, earning handsome incomes for doing

so but also competing with. local fishermen. In out of the villages,

for example, school teachers had secured limited entry permits, thus

.denying this scarce resource to other community members who lacked

stable employkent opportunities. This competition was thought to be a

main factor in the "anti-teacher" attitudes of the communities.

Competitive actiatLand negative community attitudes affected

adminfstrators' perceptOns of teachers. Said one superintendent:

The average teacher in has been there for '14 years. The

top teachers in the district made $45,000: Beginning pay is

about $27,500. In additiOn to that a third'of the teachers are

involved in commercial fishing.. So' they atigmentftheir salaries



considerably fishing. Money buys th'm a lifestyle in the

community that they probably couldn't afford anywhere elpe.

An administrative perspective in the two communities was that teachers

were "overpaid and underworked," which put a sharp relations

with teachincstaff.

Political Relationships in Unified Schools

Regional board/local board relations were tense in 'both

regionalized and localized schools. School-based boards competed for

influence with the central office and regional board.members. By

definition, unified' schools lack a local board and we expected this to

enhance opportunities for harmony in the system. It was the case that

political relationships of
the

boards in unified sites were less
conflictual than those of the other types. The absence of a local
board, however, was associated with lack of representation of diyerse

constituent groups in the community, especially the Native

constituency in the three sites where Natives were not the predominant

ethnic community.

Nature of Board and Administration lelatd.onships

None* of the four sites had strong school boards; each was

substantially influenced in policymaking by the superintendent.

Nonetheless,. the conditions of board/superintendent relationships

varied somewhat from site to site.

In the first site, the board'(all- female) had had little turnover

in recent years, and there were close and relatively harmonious

relationships with the superintendent. The second site's board

contained ode member who had served, 20 'years, but theie was *a

generation split on the board that limited consensus on some issues.

Nevertheless, board/superintendent relationships were close. Teachers

in the, ehird district said the superintendent "buffsioed"'the board,

and said that he had "set it up." This weak board, which infrequently
engaged inspolicy activity, had a plurality of new members. Most of

the board members in the fourth board were also new to their role.

The general pattern (applying well to three of the four

districts) was that the boards took their most important tole to be

selection of the superintendent, and then stayed away froth

administration. This is seen in comments aboUt the weakness of the

boards.

One board member described perceptions 'concerning the board in

her community and attributed them to lack of experience and' -some fear:

A lot of, people do not realize that we, the school board, work
for the community and that the super works for us. They feel

that we work for the super. They think the super runs the

school. They don't realize they can take things to -the

principal. When to the suPer. People may be alittle afraid.
WI like going into an unknown' area.-
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In a second Community, a teacher remarked:

I'like the theory of local control of the/school. It's not done

as much here as they could. We never had had strong aggressive

boards wheare well-versed in their role.

t Add a board member in a third village commented that "the school board

members are largely indifferent to education, but they like the

prestige of the position." a

0

Board Processes and Commdnity Involvement

The unified school boards did not appear to differ in activity,

from most urban boards in the U.S. In two of the sample sites, there

was little activity surrounding the board as an institution. Pew

residents compete for seats on the board--usually one or at the most

two per vacant seat--and a minority of voters turned oui for school

board elections. Attendance at meetings was poor: not all board

members bothered to attend, few school staff turned out, and only

rarely did.geberal members of the community attend meetings. .In one

ctp, the school had sent out 1,000 letters to-community members,

as ng them to attend a, board meeting to learn about a controversial

issue, and only ten came.

. .

In the other two sites, there was somewha( greater interest in

the board. Pew members resigned from board seats, and in elections,

usually six or seven candidates ran for each vacant seat.

Participation in board elections approached. 60 percent in a recent

electiop, said the superintendent. In cases, attendance at board

meetings-varied by issue. When personnel mattets were discussed, when

local groups approached the board for financing, or when student

travel was considered, attendance improved--as it did when the

athletic program was on the agenda.

Board Representation of Community Views

At the time of our field visits, none of the unified_ school

systems had building-level advisory boards or functioning PTAs. In

all communities, there were groups that felt the district school board

failed to represent their needs and concerns.

The status of PTAs appeared related, it each of the commubities,

to actions and perceptions of teachers' unions. A former board member

in one village said:-

Years ago the school was community-minded. Then when the

administration changed it went' toward a more closed kind of

school.... Teachers were not volunteering for anything unless

they were paid x The strong teachers association may have

something to .do with this. The very mention of a PTA is a threat

to the teachers. Alwayia before parents' associftione have gotten

organized on a negative vote:

149
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ln a second community, the lack of some avenue for expression of

protest led t9 a tosporary exit of students from the school:

Two years ago there was a blowup.... Part of the communityleit

the board showed favoritism.... Part of the community felt the

school'wns controlled by a emall'group.' A very small group'came

up and .herded' their children out. The issue resolved itself

through an oppn hearing.... The board was there but did not act

as a board.

The new superintendent of this district then.began issuing a'weekly

newsletter, and he developed a grdup of concerned Permits at the

school. This booster club enrolled twenty parents and, to the words

of a community leader, had. "helped ,the board a lot, They are

generally representative of parents."

In the third site, thi new principal had devoted time to

revitalizing the PTA. A mlmberof the organizing committee described

some of the reasons in theA6 terns:

The principal walked into a real mess.. For years the school had

been slowly going down hill. There was no PTA. Things were just

bad.... One of the probleis is that the teachers are a clique.

The 'parents feel that the teachers set themselves apart from

other people in the community.

The fourth vikage was also one in which some'parents Were in the

process of organizing a new PTA.

In All communities,, there was a' widely shared perdeption that an

additional arena *as needed for community representation. Activity in

organizing PTAs was the generalized response to this condition, except'

in the largest community where interest groups had formed for the

purpose of promoting special interests--for example, arts education in

the schools.

4.

A consistent issue of malrepresentation in three of the four

communities concerned Native interests. In the community with an 80

no problem: Natives held all.seats

JONLcommitteat-fdnctioned. A second

ever, had a board dominated by

minority cities, no Natives sat on

the district school board. -Nntive leaders :attributed this

"leadership problems" in the Nati* community:

percent Native majority, this wa

on the school board, and special

Native majority community, ho
Caucasians; ind in the two Natty

%\
We had a Native member once. \But he

is that if someone runs they are so

done.- ran for the board b t the

The problem in the Native -c.n, ity

Native community is very "divided.

was a real dud. The problem
jealous .that nothing can be

Indians didn't vote foi me.
is one of leadership. 'The

-The difficulty appeared to be structural. and not political. The

responsibility for Native. representation was relegated to parent
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advisory committees for federal Indian programs. These did not
function effectively as general interest groups for Native parents.

The JO?( committee in one village was inactive when the field

.visit took place. -In a second village, the JON committee represented

the leadership faction of the village (which overlapped, with school

boatd nembership),,but it was thought by some codnunity members to

favor the interests of members and their families to the exclusion of

all Native children in .the school. The school board in the third

village had been "very supportive of the program," in the view of the

committee chaixi but thatecomnittee represented interests of Native

parents only with respect to the part of the curriculum that could be

paid for with federal funds..

Thus, in communities with unified

influence over schoolapolicy.wes through

lackof Native representation on all but

weakened the legitimacy of-. 'the boecds

involvement and persicipation in school

bard member. in western Alaska:

schools, the only route to
the school board itself. The,

one of the four school boards
and perhaps affected Native
activities. Said one school

Yes, I think that local'people-do have more influence but I don't

. think there is enough influence aliV input from the Native

community. lei really a white man's rules. It May be tbart they

find school a bit too frightening still.

And in a Southeast Alaska fishing ifillage, a board member of the

local Native corporation mentioned.a viewwidespread. in the community

among Nativesthat had not been represented On the board. Teafher

tenure, in his opinion, made it impossible to get rid of teachers whom

the community,did not wish,to have, and teachers' contract demands had

became eiteessive and resulted in the loss of the school's,. hot lunch

jtrogram. Without a channel to express these views, opposition to

school, administrators an teachers
0 lisP"went.underground."

It surfaced,

4we would conjecture, e ral hostility to teachers and denial of

f support to-tbe school as a community instruction.

School Governance Processes in Unified Schools

.Uhen discussing regionalized and localized school's we examined

the actual influence different school actors had. on local school

operations and looked for. relationships between distribution of

inflyence and action in specified functional areas. Localized schools

were .indeed much mor4 subject to ififlueice of local actors,

notwithstanding the :contirnielit 'importance of superintendents and

district boards. And.these iota actors, ,in many cases, had:had.an

impact. on hiring (particularly of support' staff), curriculum (the

shape, and .extent. of -the .Native language. and: .culture program), school

calendax,- discietionery budget, facilities design, and to a more

limited extent; community- use of faCilities.

By .definition, all actors in unified school systems are loCal,

but only some respond-primarily to local values. The leading question

in analysis of -school government iftithese schools is the extent to
/
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which there is professional control (by school administrators and

teachers). Analysie of the four unified cases showed that

professional control best described the condition of local schdol

operations, but-this did not have a simple, invariant impact on

program emphasis.

In all four .cases, superintendents were hired.by school bdirds,

two of which were conducting searches during the time of our field

visits. Principals of schools participated in a limited capacity on a

screening committee in one district, and the teachers' association was

consulted in -the second. In both these cases, the interest of the

boards was in conducting a 'national )Search, and selecting the.

candidate on the grbuuds.of executive management of the school system.

Localized criteria were not used in these districts.

The two incumbent superintendents had been selected by boards

that applied some local criteria. In one case, the previous

superintendent departed the school precipitously, and a principal from

the school was elevated to the superintendency. The feeling of board

members was that this individual could relate well to the town. In

the second case, the superintendent was hired because of his

experience and expertise in school construction. That board

emphasized the importance of adjustment to the community.

In all four sites, hiring of principals was done by

superintendents, and `two had been hired- recently. That process

.reflected school administration objettives primarily. Superintendents

also were the chief hiring officers for school teachers, but in this

area principals participated in the screening of credentials in two

cases. Describing a typical process, one principal remarked:

The superintendent has the predominant influence. The board can

overrule his sele ions, but this doesn't happen. The board

can' interview. is why the. hiring is limited to the

superintendent. There is no money for beard members to.traVel to

interviews. The'board generally is presented with a contract and

the person is there ready to be hired.

41 In ,no. case were candidates for teaching positions brought to the

communities for interviews with board members or community adults.

S

JOM and lEA committees were primarily responsible for the 'hiring

of Native aides and, part-time instructors paid with federaf'dollars.

The hiring of school' support .staff such as secretaries, cooks,

maintenance' sieh,' 'and the like was determined primarily by

superintendents and principals. In the general area of hiring, then,

professional adMinistrators had greatest influence, and decisioni were

made primarily on grounds that were hot. directly relevant tO community

values.

The pattern in detetming school curriculum VAS similar, with a

change fh. actors. Said. one teacher, "The . curriculum has been

completely (done by). teachers," and this observation applied

throughout, with the exception of the largest unified school system

f
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where the board responded to an interest group in the area of special

education. 4-k

an three of _the four communities, teachers were permanent members

of the community and sometime participants in the commercial fishing

economy. This factor as well as substantial community interest was

responsible for the teaching of courses relevant to the village

economy: a fisheries course in one community, vocational courses

related to the village economy such as boat building in two

communities, and business courses in the largest town. The bedrock

curritulUm was traditional academics, however.

Natives were prominent groups in all four of the communities,

with a larger proportion of the school .enrollment than that of the

city population. Yet only two of the four, communities had stpdents

- ,eligible for bilingual education courses,Zwhich were handAd by

itinerant teachers. Native culture courses and materials were

primarily the responsibility of JOM and IEA committees (in one

community, the Alaska Native Brotherhood was responsible). They'

included skin sewing, ivory carving, Native arts and dancing; these

were a supplement to regular school offerings, for Native students

only.

Community opinion was divided on these program areas. School

board members generally rubber stamped the proposals, but there was

some concern about their divisive impact. Members of Native

organizations regarded the school adiinistrationhpand teachers as

°insensitive to Nativeness" in most of the sites,.the implication

being that Native culture courses should be a regular part of the

curriculum. However, some Native board members and adults questioned

the value of Native culture courses. Said one board member:

In the past, we've gone in for dancing and art. This was

successful for several years. But I feel my kids have enough to

learn without having to learn almost a dead language. (The) art

program here...(is) really good. I'd like to see it stay alive.

Part of the culture is going to die, as the fishing industry

does.

In three of the four sites, superintendents, sometimes assisted

by principals, designed the budget from scratch and gained easy

acceptance of it from the board. City councils in all these sites

approved the budget without changes, for there were good relations

with the city councils. the fourth,. the teachers had once had

strong influence over the budget, through the teachers' association.

At the time of our field site, the predominant influence of the board

was being replaced by the superintendent, whose plan was to tighten

the operation of the district:

In, the past,, schools have had a hesitant administration.

The board has been more involved. I vent to the board with a

very specific organizational plan for next year, to bring the

budget in line.... I think the board really desires to have the

super run the schools, but they wantto be informed of what's



going on. Three,of them are managers themselves, so they want a

.strong manager.

There was one important respect in which school budgeting could

be called responsive to community interests. Residents of first class

cities and boroughs pay property or sales taxes, the chief 'rationale

of which is to support pub education. NotWithstanding the primary

role of the state in paying for education in Alaska, these communities

contributed a local share that amounted to nearly 20 percent of the

school budget in two cases. In one district, the superintendent made

extensive cutbacks to avoid an increase in the municipality's

contribution. In two other cases, school administrators drew up tight

budgets, reflecting well the conservative orientation of taxpayers in

those communities.

School calendars were not a topic of particular. interest in any

of these schools. All had been,in operation nearly a genetation, and

the important rhythms of community life--especially that of the

commercial fishing season ---had worked their way into the school

calendar. Remaining questions, such as the length of the winter
vacation, were resolved by teachers in three of the four cases.

This pattern of influence over school operations is distinctive

for several reasons. First, prOfessionals have predominant influence

in all areas, with . the exception of the selection of the

superinterdent. Among professionals, school teachers, whose tenure in

41
all but one case was longer than principals and superintendents, had

more influence than we noted in regionalized and localized types of

school systems. Second, the response to community interests

(especially those. of Natives) was indirect and incomplete. Third,

greater attention was paid to urban than .to rural values. We.gain a

sense of thin point by considering the opinion climate within schools.

Climate of Expectations In Unified Schools

The expectations of educators in unified schools were different

in some respects from those in regionalized, and localized types.

Local administrators responding to the principal survey in 1981 were

more likely to expect that students in unified schools would attend

college, than those from other rural schools.

Table 17. Principals' Expectations of College Attendance Onified)

Unified Other

70% or mole 7.3 6.0

30 to 69 percent 51.0 31.4

less than 30 percent 41.7 62.

P 4 0.0271 N"45 N -247

This relationship remained when we tested for the effects of school

size and ethnicity. The strongest relationship occurred within, large

rural schools having over 100 pupils. FUrthermore, more than half of

the unified school administrators reported that graduates of their
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schools had gone on to college (compared to only 20 percent of all

other rural Alaska schools).

However, community attitudes were not strongly supportive of

education (elementary through college) in any of the four communities.

Respondents in two communities mentioned that high school students

could make between $10,000 and $50,000 dUring?the summer commercial

fishing season, much more than teachers' salaries.in the community,

and this was widely perceived among teachers and administrators as a

disincentive to college attendance. Further, there was the question

of what college-educated persons woald do in thLyillage. One board

member expressed it in these terms:

Young people who go away to college come back and seem to lose

interest. .11Ut it's hard for a persodocycome, back and succeed

here. There's.always someone hanging oa"Eo your feet.

4

Attitudes of principals 'regarding academic achievement and

learning were positive in the unified schools, more so than those

recorded for regionalized schools. Responses from the 1981 principal

survey on this dimension noted:

Table 18. Principals' Perceptions of School Achievement (Unified)

Evaluation

0.0253

Unified Other

Among the bes:P:etter than average

About average
Below average 'inferior 1p

P..<

55.3
25.2
19.5

N=45

30.1
28.7
41.2

N=247

This' relatibnship, too, withstood subgroup analysis; and' it

became strongest for the larger unified schools. However, teachers'

responses to tie same question, measured in the teacher aurvey one

year later, were less positive. There was no significant relationship

between teachers cf unified schools and other rural teachers regarding

the climate cf student school achievement and le ing.

Teachers differed sharply from principalsn their expectations

of student achievement:

Table 19. Educators' Expectations of Student Achievement (Unified)

N

Much /slightly above'

Principals Teachers

4 Unified Other Unified Other

national norm 51.3 29.8 19.8. 34.2

At national norm 4, 22.5 30.2 33.5 29.6

Slightly/mUO: below
national norm 26.2 40.0 47.7 36.2

N*41 N*210 N*103 N*187

: P die 0.0152 P-40.0152



The differences between teachers and principals, and between all

unified school educators and those in °the* schools, narrowed when

ethnicity was controlled. .This was reflected. in interviews with

educators in the predominantly Native unified school. The principal's

remarks were typical:

My own personal level of expectation has gone down since I

.arrived here. Wen I started as an English teacher my expects,.

tions were too high..; Very quickly my expectations became more

realistic. The'big 'Problem, is to overcompensate, to expect too

little. This happens on our staff, though not comprehensively.

In a different Jommunity (majority Caucasian), a teacher commented "I

would say that'my expectations are probably higher now than .a few

years back. I've always had pretty high expectations." But in the

field site with the largest number of teachers and an unhappy

relationkhip between teachers and principal, perceptions were divided

AL
as noted above.

One other source of information re arding the climate of

IP
expectations is provided through preliminary results of the educator

resurvey. We asked principals and teachers 1983 what their most

end least important roles were in their compinit

Table 20. Most/Least Important Roles (Unified)

Role Area Most Important Least Important

Unified Other Unified Other

Develop technical skillA 15.9 % 13.2 % 0.0 % 4.1 %
WM.

Support Native culture 0.0 2.6 41.3 29.8.,

Develop knowledge for community jobs 11.1 10.5 4.8 6.1

College preparation 20.6 7.3 1.6 12.3

Develop basic literacy 33.3 40.4 1.6 0.6,

Develop management skills 0.0 2.0 22.2 13.2

Community needs are unimportant 0.0 0.6 4.8 7,3

None
0.0. 0.0 11.1 18.4

Other 7.9 4.7 4.8 3.5

No response 12.7 10.5 7.9 4.7

N -63 No.342 P4C 0.0368

This table presents data from teachers and principals in almost

all of the unified schools in rural Alaska, and it reiterates points

we heard frequently in field interviews.. The climate of unified

schoOls is far more likely to emphasize preparation for college than,

in any of the other school types; and it is far less likely to

emphasize support of Nativd culture in the currIculum. These schools;

as indicated, were lerset and more diverse ethnically than those in

any other type. They, follow a model of urban education. The

difference in responses of prinCipals and teachers to aspects of

school climate suggests a pattern less likely to be found in smaller

rural schools.
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Unified School Outcomes

Achievement

Academic performance in unified schools appeiged to be better
that among the other types of rural'school systems. .In elementary

grades, students were achieving at the average of two grades above
level in two of the schools, and near grade level in the other sites.

However, achievement of high school students was less good, at least

two gradei below level in'three schools; and we he'ard several comments

in each school community to the effect that some high school graduates

could-not read or write.

Student Adaptation and Retention-

Absenteeism, dropout, and vandalism rates were higher in unified

schogls than in any other type. Aggregate data and responses from the

principal survey indicated that absenteeism.rates were an average of 3

percent higher. Some 45 percent of unified schools had instances of

Vandalism compared to 24 percent of all other rural schools.

Absenteeism was a particular concern of teachers and

administrators in all schools. The very high rates--g daily average

of 10 percent in two of the school sites we the

administrators and teachers of one school to establish a w policy on

absenteeism, which suspen ed students after ten unexcused absences.

Dropouts were a serious oblem in one 'of the sample sites. In that

,site, the data were s pect (Ix that sydents who left school

frequently, attended sch 1 elsewhere). Vandalism instances were

common
Att

In fact, the entir quality of student behavior in unified

schools was different fr that in the other types we have studied.

Discipline problems were serious in three of the four schools and

caused frustration to teacheirs- Questions on student behavior in a

Native majority school elicited this passionate response from a

teacher:

-Disciplining of children is nonexistent. If people come along.

and expect high school decorum they don't get it. They get the

hill range of verbal denunciationcursing, ill-concealed threats

to physical welfare. .11obody anywhere who can shut it off.

Out of 40 high school students there are about six who would be

truants in any other system. In fact; they would be in detention

cells. Two or three, would be psychiatric cases....

This teacher-went on to remark how shocked he was at the "very frank

gross discussion of sex" which occurred openly in classrooms in

defiance of authority. Regular mentions were made of problems with

abusive language, and disruptive behavior that were attributed

variously to the prevalence of drugs and alcohol in the community, .

lack of parental influence owe teenagers, and lack-of discipline in.

the schools. ;6
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Behavior problems occurred in all of the' Soutbeept Alaska

schools. These are the most urban of Alaska's rural schools, with the

closest connectionsto influences from the c itiguous-48 states. The

problems appeared 'to be exceptional in the . text of rural Alaska

education, but.of course seem relatively mild when compared to urban

school scenarios. There appeared to be no close relationship between
problems of this nature and the unified' type of control.

Community Perceptions i 1

We consider below the responses of community residents to school

actors in unified schools.

Table '1. Community Attitudes Toward School ActorsJUnified)

School Acto Lessee. 2 disagree

40

Principal
,s

...is doing a good job 59.1 6.8

....keeps people incormed about the spool 58.1 23.3

...does what lost jIarents want .
41.9 9.3

...tries to do something about problems in the.school 75.6 0.0

Telk to the principal often (once a month or more) 43.2 15.9

Teachers
...are doing a good job -

II
...are very concerned about children
...try to.do something about problems in the school

Talk toteachers often (once a month or more)

*Oa

I

Teachers
...visit

(once
Teachers

take a part in community activities
teachers in their homes often
a month or more)
visit my home often (once a month or more)

District Board
...does wliat most parents want
Talk to regional board member often

(once a month or more)
...tries to do something about problems

36.4
29.5

56.1
40.9
37.8

13.6
18.6

11.4

5.9
'49
4.5

53.3

31.8
34.9

4 30.0 35.0

60:0 7.5

60.0' 7.5

Superintendent
...keeps region informed-about local)chool problems 54.3, 33.3

...does what most parents want 35.9 28.2

...tries to do something about problems in the school 57.5 2.5

Talk to superintendent often (once a month or more) 53.7 17.1

.
14..46 .

(There. were no responses to questions on the local board, given the

absence of ASBs or other school advisory committees in all of the

unified sites.)

.Comparing thole data to responses of residents in other aural

school communities, we note one large and two small areas of

difference. Residents of unified school communities were far more
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a
dissatisfied with teachers in their schools. Teachers, they said, are

not doing a good job and are not concerned about children. In only

one of the evaluation areas, "doing something about problems in thi

achcrol," did a majority of theredpondents evaluate teachers highly'.

The chief area of criticism, however, related to lack of integration

in the community. Nearly two-thitts of the respondents felt teachers

did not take part in community activities.

sComparing across system types, we noted slight differences in

evaluations concerning the district school board'and superintendent.

The perceptions of residents in unified school communities was that

boards and administrators were not doing what parents wanted, and not

keeping parents informed about. conditions in the schoolr,--'

We also had information on community perceptions with respect to

subject areas taught in the school system.

Table 22. 'ComMunity Perceptions of School Programs (Unified)

Subject Area Good Not Very Good

Teaching of math
Teaching of reading'
leaching of Native culture and language

'Training children for lives in communit7

Trainirg children for. lives outside community

53.5
32.6
19.0
26.8
25.6

11.6
27.9
14.5

39.0
34.9

Comparing these data with responses of residents in all other

rural schools, we noted significant differences in four of five areas.

Only in the evaluation area of math prcgrams were community residents

complimentary. Given the absence of a formal curriculum in Native

language and culture at most unified schools, Abe would not expect a

favorable community evaluation. The reraining areas of program

evaluation are different, however. Unified school teachers and

administrators are more likely to emphasize college preparatory work

than staff in other rural school systens, and college implies a life

outside the coOmunity. Community residents were not of the opinion

that these programs were successful.

The final measure reviewed general satisfaction and.

dissatisfactions of residents with school and school /community

conditions:

OW
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Table 23. Community Perceptions of and Community Conditions

)

Community Perceptions of.,. agree disagree

School calendar and schedule fit local needs 65.2 4.3

School is used for local activities 63.0 13.0

School has a good program In Native language
and' culture 26.1 26.1

Academic program is good 41.3 17.4

Teachers try to help the sLDol and community,
Parents support school and taki part in school

39.1 23.9

activities 34.8 43.5

Principal/superintendent help meet local goals 41.2 15.2

School board helps to meet local goals 47.8 15.2

Student, itry hard to do their best in school 21.7 41.3

Three areas of differences stand out .in these community

evaluations. First, evaluations of academic program are significantly

less possitive. Second, evaluations of teachers are far more negative

in unified schools. Third, both parents and students were thought to
be part.of the problem, in the view of community residents,

These data are of limited validity. We have a small numbeir of

respondents from unified schools (and, presently, no syste=atic data

from other communities having unified schools). Yet there is an

40
agreement across different sources of data. Removing a level

influence from the structure of schooling seems to be associated with

generally happier attitudes toward district boards'and staffs. The

discontent in unified schools focuses largely on teachers, who have

more influence in this type of system than in any other in rura:
Aleska.

40
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CHAPTER 8. MIXED CONTROL IN' RURAL ALASKA SCHOOLS

In one-third of rural Alaska's schools, the questions of amount

and distrlibution of control over school operations are unsettled. In

some of the 's. schools, there appears to be a. vacuum of influence; in

others, the school is a pressure cooker, absorbing influences from the

community, district office and broader region. In most of, the schools

in this type, however, there is some conflict between.regional, Acta,

and other forces.

When we established pure forms of regional and local control on

the basis ofjprincipals' perceptions of influence in 1981, we found

that nearly ralf of aska's rural schools. fell into the residual

category of " mixed" control. The second stage sampling process

expanded the number of regionally and locally controlled schools,

-leaving 36 percent in the mixed category. Seven of our 28 field

. sites were drawn from this type.

Because the type describes compet on and conflict for control

over JhoOling, initially there appeared to be limits to our ability

to generalize from the seven brief case studies. Yet, we found it

easy to go beyond the unique configurations of actors and events in

each of the seven cases and we have stated dimensions that appear to

apply within the domain of mixed schools.

The case studies individually and collectively also informed us

of major problems in the implementation of decentralization. In

several of the cases, conflict could be traced to.an area of ambigui y

in law or contradiction .between the nultiple objectives,. of th

decentralization ,movement. In this respect,, analysis of the mix

control type provides our best commentary on implementation problems

in state educational policy.

Our approach to description of the cases.of mixed control varies

from that ire adopted in Chapters- 5-7. Because we are analyzing

administrative and political conflict and competition, we will attempt

to assess the contributors to that coidition'in each case and define

the chief areas. The chapter concludes with brief summaries of data

from all schools in the mixed'type regarding climate of expectations

and school outcomes.

Local Pressures in Regionalized Systems

The first category of analysis includes two ,field sites that are

examples of. local pressures, in regionalized systems. One. of these

sites was in a REAA district that had mostly regionalized schools.

The particular school we visited seemed a good illustration of vacuum

a
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of power at the periphery. The second site was from a district we
have not discussed previously, but the situation in that school
strongly resembles one of the field sites in Chapter 5. The school we
visitetikseemed.a good illustration of conflict at the periphery.

Vacuum of Power at the Periphery

Our first case was a school site in a.southwestern Alaska fishing
village. The population of the village was predominantly Native.
Most adults engaged in commercial fishing, and the community was
relatively wealthy by rural Alaska standards. Non-Natives in the

-community included the principal teacher of the school and ministers
of a nondenominational-. mission in the village. The chief
characteristic of this village was its small size: only 45
individuals lived there in 1982 when we made our, site visit. With the
exception of school and mission personnel, all other members of the
community were relatives, comprising two large families. The school
had'only one teacher who doubled as the local school administrator. A
maintenance man completed the. staff. A total of seven students
attended this multi-grade elementary school during the 1981-82
academic year. Although this was the.smallest school community'of our
sample, it resembled many other single-teacher schools throughout the
state.

District Forces. The school site was at the periphery of. the
REAA district, and could be reached only by charter plane. Telephone
communications with. the district office were poor.. District office
Policies were impleMented through the superintendent directly, the

district headquarters office, or through the area principal. There
were ample opportunities for conflict among these agencies, but none
appeared to have intruded on school affairs. In fact, what seemed
apparent from the field site visit was the very weak role' played by
the school district in that school and community.

The district superintendent had visited the school three tires in
the preceding year, 'primarily to talk with villagers about
construction of a new school building. The principal teacher said she
had. "nothing ',to do at all with the regional board." The area
prinpipal visited more often, and his role was that of a facilitator,
in Ile opinion of the principal teacher. The central office sent out

supplies periodically. Essentially, the village and its school
operated in the shadow of district policy.

School Forces. The school teacher had been in the village for a
year and a half, and did not expect to stay beyond the end of the
school year. She was the third t. :cher to have served in this
community since it came under REAA c trol in 1976, which indicated
the same pattern of staff-turnover 'roe ted among regionalized schools

generally. However, the principal wa not dissatisfied with the

district office or superintendent.

The principal teacher^ was not particularly. aggressive: in her
administration of the. school.. For example, in discussing how.behavior
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problems were handled in the school, she expressed a non- directive

decisional style:

When I. had problems,'for example, not doing homework, smoking,
I'd go to the parents and say, "What do you think?" That's how I

liandte ail of. the decisions here.

Perhaps her lack of aggressivenesk was a factor 'in reducing pressure
in this school.. A different interpretation, however, 'is that she did

what she, advised by parents, felt ecessary and the regional system
was loose enough at the periphery th t no'one noticed.

Community Forees. The Community gave the .appearance of general

apathy toward this school. There w no local board or advisory

committee. There did not appear to any substantial local-level
influence over the school's operations.. But what-the most influential

resident 111101 the. community had, to say gave a different slant to

community involvement: \
People don't want to say anything at me tings. We didn't have

enough advisory committee meetings last year. See, this is a

very small community. If you say somethi g in a meeting you may

offend someone. There are really only t families here. Mine

is the` Biggest. We're not just a village, we're a family.

Indeed, the village was an extended family, and its involvements and

concerns with the school were manifested' in the form of family
politics. .Disagreemente, problems, and tension were exprejsed through

personal bickering and gossip, which eventually reached the titular

head of the family, He made the decisions, or decided not to decide.

These were the contributing factors-to the situation of

at the first field site. There were no conflicts over
curriculum, finance, calendar, facilities use or other areas

operations. But there was an incident in the community that

how the control process worked.
I

influence
staffing,
of school
showed us

The principal teacher of the,school complained ofsharassment by

41
the, maintenance man who, in her view, took advantage of his position,,

got in her way, and when she restricted, his access, began a campaign

to evict her from the village. This situation festered for several
months, but it never entered any formal part of the school system.
Finally, the village chief felt be and the community had had enough:.

But now' tnev-tome up 'here and say. it (complain about the

teacher). I'm just tired of'it. People coming up to gossip

about things. That's not the to do it I got to do

something. There's just too mucb bickering going on here.

At the time Of the interview, his decision was gradually being formed

to remove both teacher and maintenance man, but to-wait until the end

of the/school year to do this (when the teacher.lould probably leave

anyway).
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Had this village beencloser to the center of the regionalizpd

system, the district office would likely have intervened. Were it in

a localized community, the board would have,addresped the issue and

acted. In this community, neither event occurred, and insthe absence

of influence the situation was left to resolve itself.

Conflict at the Periphery

The second field site was-4.1k interior Alaska, a community of

nearly 100 in what might be called
a

"fly-in" village. Many of the

adults in the community Worked at a federal installation, and they

were mostly Caucasians-unlike the majority of the.people in the

district who were Natives. The K-12 school had threeteachers and 25

students in' 1982; one of the teachers served as principal teacher.

This school community had a history of conflict with the REAA dis-

trict.

District Forces. The district office and Ouperiritendent

resembled in behavior actors, in another. district with a regionalized

school (discussed in Chapter 5). The superintendent had been in

office nearly 10 years at the time of the field study, ant he was a

strong advocate of the localization of schooling. District policies

and proceSures, however`, seemed to. contradict the spirit of local

control, insofar as they affected the field site.

The list of district policies was extensive and, perhaps of

greater importance, attempts were made to implement them to the

building-site level. A district wide policy on recruitment placed

ASBs in an advisory role only, leaving hiring in the hands of the

superintendent and boatd. A district wide calendar specified common

starting and ending dates of the school-year. There was a district

wide curriculum in the basics and Native language 'Curriculum.

Maintenance was handled out of the 4111-1;.ral office, and construction

designs and plan's (as Well as scheduling) were arranged there as well.

The district superintendent, staff, and regional school board

worked closely together. The board was all Native, which gave lit

legitimacy in this interior Native reg1oh' of the state.

School Forces. The small school staff had been in the site a

number of years and the rate of turnover was low. Faculty were

actively involved in the community, and the school principal worked

closely with the local ASB. School/community, relations were

harmonious. .

,

Community Forces. This site's local advisory board was strong

and active. Members were established individuals in the community who

took an interest in schooling. Boaid elections were contested

vigorously, and participation in elections of .the ASB and in its

. meetings' was higher than we noted in most parts of rural Alaska.

- There were division'h on the board during its history, but it' was

united in its attitude toward the district office and superintendent:

they, in the opinion of board members!, had consistently discriminated

a



against' the school because most of the students and the community

itself were Caucasians j.n a Native majority region.

A History of Conflict. Interviews in the field site and district

office revealed several instances of conflict between district and
local forces; concerning most areas of school operations. There had

been.two disputes qver staffing in to school, and these had been

among-the most serious. In the first instance, which occurred four

years before the field site visit, the local ASB had objected to the

assignment of a principal .teacher because of .that person's ruiored

"loose morals." The-district did not act on community ollecfions, and

as a result the locAl board and community adults teacted. They

initiatearan Investigation out of Anchorage and Juneau and threatened

to remove their'children from the school until the principal teaCher

was removed by the district:- The secOnd instance developed near the

titit.of the site visit,.when a teacher who went on leave for a year

was replaced by the district without permitting4the local board to

intArview candidates or otherwise influence the selection 'process.

The,local board was prepared to do battle against the district again

over-thii issue. From the perspective of the local board and parents,

there shoOld have been substantial local input into deciaionmaking on

the personnel who would serve- in the school, and they pointed to

district policy that seemed to, permit this. The perspective of the

eistrict; on the other hand, was that there were legal requirements to

be r..et. A 4letrict staffer said:

The--ASB is not supposed to select the person, rather to

recommend. They often say they do. The principal' or principal

teacher has the authority to reject the information. The reason

is that we heve gotten into situations where tie ASB didn't hire

the most qualified person. When rejectee applicants whpyere
Most qualified took the 'case to the Human Rights. Commission, the

district office lost the case.

Th the area of curricultim, the district was then proposing a

educatlon program. The local ASB was unanimously opposed to

this action, and almost all of the community (with the exception of

the snail minority of Natives) supported the board. A third area of

conflict was over school finance. The local board and' staff claimed

that the sire's federal program funding (JOH, IEA) had :gone to other

schools in the district. For this reason, when the district proposed

en-site budgeting, the ASB .was the first board in the'district to try

the novelconcept.

A final area of conflict' concerned school facilities

construction.. Shortly after the BEAA district began,.the local board

asked, for an addition to the school, but the district declined to-

build facilities. The board then contactedthe' legislative
representative of that Ares, who filed ',a capital projects

behalf of the community. Suddenly, the district found money fOr the

turned
construction. Four years later, the wanted to.add a

gytnasium to the school, and was again by the district. -

1,:hen community members started to build the gym on their own, funding

was.'found for this addition. -

a
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Had this school site been closer to the center of the

regionalized system, the district office might have been more likely

to share authority with the local board, or at least accede more

readily 'to its requests. (Alternatively, the local board might have

been less successful id bucking district actions than it was.) In a

localized community, there would have been few conflicts. In this

community, location at the periphery of the system increased oppor-

tunities for conflict.

Regional Pressures in Localized Systems

The second category of analysis includes four field sites that

are examples of regional pressures in localized aystems. All four

sites we visited were in REAA districts that had mostly localized

schools. The particular sites were illustrations ofglocal tension

with the district office, and community/school conflict and

competition.

Local Tension over Regional Policy
.41

.

Two field sites were in a western Alaska REAA district that

prided itself on. its implementation of local control. The region is

one of the most traditional, -Yupik-speaking Nhtive regions of the

state. The majority Native population was primarily dependent on

subsistence hunting and fishing and government transfer payments for

its existence. One of the sites was a high school with under 100

students and a staff of nine, including the principal. The other site

was a much.smaller schodl, having under 50 students and a husband/wife

teaching.team. ....

District, Forces. The superintendent of this district described

it as a "confederation rather than as a centralized school district."

I
But there was tension in the district office between that view end the

1: perception of a district staffer that "we've given more attention to

the ASBs here than anyifhere I've worked. We may have gone too.far in

giving the ASB powers." There was also tension between the district

administration and the school board, which was increasing its

influence. And on the board - itself, conflict had developed between

the districts largest schools and population concentration at the

.
.regional center and th0. villages. Thus,. the policy signals sent to

local schools, particularly the two. we visited in 1982, were mixed.

OW

School Forces. Both schools were pleasant working environments,

and bad atttWed 'good stiff who enjoyed teaching in the Native

,,..c..,, nities. There ve ;e few problems of alcoholism in the very

traditional -villages; ana the social institutions of church and family

system socialized *village. youth to respect authority. Teachers did

, not .4ntiOn behavior problems we noted in larger and ethnically,L,

. transitional areas. In feet, the communities seemed to: be magnets for

----1

. dedicated teachers.

Community Forces. ASBs in both communities were relatively

strong and close]y connected to principal and principal teacher of the

schools. These ASBs mere less tightly connected to the traditional

166
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council (or IRAs) of the villages, which,contributed to some diffusion

of power. Said a teacher in the larger community:

The ech1:101 board has. their. slice. If they want something they

.usually- get it. The district office, has a. lot.

(principal) goes to the.ASB in the village. He's very adept at

getting input. No.oneperson has a corner on the market around

her

The teacher neglected to mention coimunity adults who'were satisfied

with the school programs, and thought that teachers were dedicated and,

local, administratori listened to them and helped them -achieve

community goals.

Tensions over Personnel and Curriculum. Relations between local

ASBs, school staff, and the district office could not be described as

coriflictual, but they were tense. Ambiguity surrounded the district's

implementation of personnel and curriculum policies. District office

personnel actions had agitated locdl boards and community members.

The perception of local administrators was that they were not

involved in the staff selection process and that local ASBs had input

only at the time of the initial interview with job candidates. Said

the principal, "Many of us are gone during the summer when the hiring

is done, se it probably comes down to few teaching principals or

central administration staff." a

Moreover, the district's poliOy of rotating teachers from school

to school, and moving local administrators without community

involvement in the decision, an ;ered administrators and residents. In

one case that occurred two years before our site visit, the district

office had planned to transfer a principal. He recounted the event:

We heard on the radio ttiat a certified principal had been

mandated for (field site). I went to see the village

leaders. They had a meeting end 60 or 70 people turned odt.

They were supporting my* staying here and eontinuing to be

principal.

The district office perspective was that ASBs in some villages of

the district had too much power, far more then the regional board had

delegated to them. ASB pressures, in- the, opinion of the district

office staff, caused administrative problems and insecurity among

teacWrs. The district lost control over administrators whose.

communities and ASBs wanted them to stay. And in those villages where

'administrators or teachers were unwanted by ASBs, the district was

forced to reassign staff, who felt insecure about their positions (and

blamed the district).

The school principal of the site nicely Summarized the tensions

that ambiguity in. district policy (and development of .localized

schools in the district) had brought about:

4
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I have an unofficial perception that my own concept of my job is

more in line with the regionalsehool board's concept than with

the district office. I feel lishould make more than a one or two

year commitment, that it's inctmbent upon meto learn the values

and the language of the community. I think that the district

office wants to move people in and out of the communities.

. (94y?) The district may have an educational concern about

Udents having'the same teacher four or five years in a row.

They may think that a student's education Would be more well-

rounded if they had more than one teacher. They may also have a

social concern. the teachers actually become members of., the

community in which they live if they stay there. a long time. The

result is that you may have a personnel problem if you wig. to

discharge or move a teacher that's been in the community Ar long

time.

The issue concerned more than personnel matters. It involved the

power of the Native community 'to determine who would teach in the

schools and influence the values of village youth.

Curriculum in both sites was an issue of some controversy. One

teacher pointed out the center/periphery aspects of the problem by

saying that the district tried to give village schools the same

curriculum used in the regional center, where high schools were at a

different level and language skills were dissimilar. Parents of

school children joined teachers in feeling that use of the centralized

curriculum was inappropriate for their community:

At this time, no, we don't have materials in Yupik. We want our

children taught in our own language, instead of from (the

regional center). The people are working on Yupik (language

materials). We tried to go through the district. but they said

theycould not do it.

Neither of these two sites had exploded in conflict over problems

between village schooling oand the district office and board. However,

there was competition for influence over the staffing of schools and

curriculum, and some tension because of ambiguity that could be traced

to the way the district office (and board) was implementing

decentralization.

Community Conflict over the Local School

The third field site was in northern Alaska. It, too, was at the

periphery of the school'district. The community was a Native majority

one,jn the Inupiat Eskimo region, but social change had been rapid in

the community and the-old Ways were Aging last.. About' 100 students

attended'the elementary and secondary schools in the village. The

combined staff of eleven was headed by a principal.

District Farces. This distridt also had policies, advocating

local control of village schools', and they varied, from actions that

had the effect of centralizing school practice on a district-wide
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basis. - The school district board. and administration were caught

between a Native revivalist movement, spearheaded by the-regional

ANCSA corporation and nonprofit. association, and suppOrters of the

status quo, including the region's legislative representatives in the

state capital. Regionailpolicy 'had thus followed's zigzag course; but

at the time of our site visit, it appeared to infringe on village

school autonomy. Also, in this dietrice the superintendent left

office during the study period, largely as a result of erosion in his

support on the board whose complexion changed in an election.

School Forces. Pressures focused on. the school from both

district and totimunity, and the local school had internal conflicts of

its own. The principal was roundly Aisliked.. by teachers: he

administered the school poorly, evaluated staff subjectively, and had

poor relations with community residents. Teachers complained that

they had little influence overi, school processes. They were

manipulated by the district office and principal, and exposed to an

increasingly negative ,climate toward teachers in the village.

Finally, staff infighting had reduced camaraderie and the mutual

support with which tensior and pressures might have been meliorated.

Community Forces. A widely shared perception of teachers and

some community members was that the ASB as too weak. Said one

teacher:

The district is trying to get more power to villagers so they can

run their own schools, but thy people don't understand how to

work within the system. People in the village look to the school

as a source of jobs, not of education fot their children..

The community was indeed divided, and jobs and economic opportunities

were ope part of the problem. This site was one ofithe few villages

within the region where non-Natives could own land and businesses.

Several of the teachers owned homes and property in the village; one

served on the city council and was vice-mayor of the town. A

non - Native owned a general store in the village. And, some Caucasians

cut wood for heating homes, which affected economically the Natives

who depended on sale of firewood for part of their income.

These economic and political rivalries, called "racial prejudice"

by several teachers, made unity of community around the school and its

programs impossible.

Conflict over School Operations: In almost every area of school

operation", there was, conflict'between district anPlocal actors or

between one set of local actors and another. This appeared to be a

factor causing hostility in the school'environment.

District staffing procedures clashed with preferences of local

school actors on several occasions. LOcal ASB members-wanted teachers

with Alaska experience, but often the staff sent to the village were

outsiders. The eAluation process within the district, in the opinion

of several teachers, was biased. One teacler claimed that the

principal tried. to involuntarily transfer him because of his ties to,.

as
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the community. In this case, the ASB supported him, but the district
office followed the superintendent's recommendation until he filed a
grievance,

Conflict over the curriculum was more intense. The district
changed its curriculum policy during the year of our field study, and
prepared to institute a bilingual curriculum in Engliell.and
district-wide. 'Teachers had. no input into-the curriculum development
process and claimed that they were ignored in the preparation . of

materials to be used in classes.. ASBs.had not been involved fully,

and it appeared that board members supported the existing academic

program.

Other areas--the school's budget, use of the gym,-:school.

dar-7involved different sets of actors in Conflict with one another.
There was little that was not potentially the subject of dispute at

-this school.

Environmental Pressure on.totomunity and School

The sixth field site was a road system community in interior
Alaska. The Native village CAthabascan) coexisted with a highway
community of Caucasians, arid the village was the site of a federal
installation--giving the area more economic and social diversity than

1I-sually found in rural Alaska. The village K-12 school sat between

the different communities. It had over 100 students and a staff of
12, including the principal.

0

District Forcet. At OQ'time of our site visit in 1982, the

school's REAA district had a relatively strong policy emphasizing

comtunity control of schools, with a suklerintendent who implemented

the policy sensitively. Such had not always been the case, however,

and the history of district/local conflict(had influenced several
schools in th'e region.

Until one year before the study, the district school board Was a

divided one.. It regularly played out the tensions pf this complex

region. Political differences.kbetween conservative, read system

business interests and those who sought expansion of educational

.opportunities overlapped with Native/Caucasian conflicts., Perhaps of

equal importance, the communities 'that were grouped somewhat

artificially into the RIVA district competed with one another, the
greatest competition bei the center/peripheral contest of outlying

villages against the region's center city.
center /perijheral

mi. .

.
.

School Forces:. These regional pressures affected the development

of the village school we visited. Comdunity leaders,cfaimed it had

been denied resources for years, even though; the town's population

was one half thesize of the regional center. The school district
declined-to construct teacher housing, and this influenced the ability

of the school to hold staff over the years. The district assigned no

12"

principal to the school, and neglectea it: Thi affected school

morale and student behavior. 'The federal installs ion rotated to the
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site employees without families; largely because of poor school
conditions. /'

Community Forces. A combination of forces from the School,
district office, and community reversed this situation, and
reconstructed the school in the late 1970s. :.The district office
appointed a full-time-principal, who directed attention to marrying
interests of disparate community sroups. A group of young Native
women mobilized opinion in supports of the school. Teachers in the

10 school unified and, with the school' administrator and Native leadert,
decided:

.0
to stop fighting ,(the regional center). We didn't ignore
them or oppose them; we just began to develop pride in Our
school. Then,.we got al9ng with the district much better, and we
started to get things.

An important action was-the successful attempt by local wand
district forces to change the .staffing policy of the federal
installation, so that employees with families would lve in the
community. When families arrived, the adults were involv d in school
activities and governance, and urged to take. positions on the local
ASB. The federal employees bedame the glue joining Native community
leaders and Caucasian highway residents.

At the time of our site visit, the ASB represented Natives and
Caucasians (including federal employees). It worked closely with
teachers and principals, and was consulted regularly by the regional
staff and board. In the year of our visit, the' community elected an
influential Native to the regional board, a person committed to

reducing regional and ethnic hostilities in the district as a whole.

Sharing of Influence. One approach to this site's experience of
school development would lie to emphasize the conflict between several
sets of actors and forces. Our site visit convinced us, however, that
this was not the process at work. In examining areas of school
operations, we-found cooperative exchanges and sharing of influence
across the range of school actors. Fqr example, the system used to
select staff was based on a district policy emphasizing local

participation, impleMented through a staff selection committee on
which the community was represented. 'There was a regional office
practice of deferring to the judgment of, teachers, priniipal, and ASB
members from the Community. Teachers participated primarily in

curriculum development and student affairs, but they brought new ideas
to the local board in other areas, and were in. contact with the
district office concerning educational programs. The joint JOM/IEA
committee was composed of the most .influential Natives in the

community. It brOught proposal* to the local ASB- and planned
activities--such 'as student trips, awards, tutoring
assistance--together with teachers and the prin4ipal, with a conscious
eye. to avoiding the development of divisive programs in the school..
The school was then planning the constructiori of a new addition, and
deliberations on its design involved teachers, the principal, local
ASB, Snd other community-members.,

.4

k
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An incident that occurred in,the community during the site visit

illustrated tl'e cooperative 4000sch to school government that had

been developed. One ASB member insulted a teacher in a community bar,

and the words "she can't teach, drunk or sober") spread instantly

throughout' this small community. Within a day', an emergency meeting

of the ASB was eld where--in the presence of the concerned teacher,

fellow board err, the principal, and a district staffer--the board

member apologized.. The manifest concern was to avoid shattering the

fragile spirit of comohinity that had been developed through the

school.

Competition for Influence etkthe Center

rrevious cases speak to the major issues in the type of control

we have called "mixed"--competition, ,cooperation and conflict in

school. coununities ranging around the periphery of territorially large

schodl districts. The last case represented an entirely different

situation of mixed control--competition between district office and

local school at the save geographical site. This case resembled in

important respects the structural tension between principals and

superintendents of unified school districts.

The seventh field site was also on the road system. The scholl

district was predominantly Caucasian, and most adults had jobs in

federal installations, state offices or schools, or private

enterprises. The Native population of the district did not exceed 10

percent of total enrollment. The distinctive aspect of this site was

that it was located adjacent to the district headquarters. The site

itself was a K-12 school, with nearly 200 students and almost twenty

staff? including the school principal. Only the geographic expanse of

the district and the small size of all schools outside the region's

central city justified including it in the -mural school category.

.

,

District Forces. Within the first year of its establishment,

this REM district was onevof the most dtrvided in the state. Three

recall elections were held, and the board was. divided along the

north/south lines shaping the district. Instability on the board was

matched by mobility of superintendents, and a general deterioration .of

morale throughout the system's schools.

The incumbent superintendent was hiked into this conflict, and he
.

.

immediately set about restructuring the pattern of regional alliances

and sectional loyalties. An early act was to move the headquarters of

the district to the center of the district, as one means of unifying

forces.
.

The district office relocation was followe4.by a change in the

structure of power affecting tha- district's *schools. Met

superintendent persuaded the board foedecenttaltze purchasing, student

affairs, and a small amount of budgetry authority to local ASBs,

while recentralizing curriculum develo ent to the district office.

lei

-The approach this superin endent took and the process he used to
. ,

implement it are.worth des itAng in detail:

X172
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Four years ago we had
stings, there

board s split 4-3,
Then, I took over t
district board that t
the schools needed to

serious problems with band uniforms. At

as incredible fighting over uniforms. The

ich reflected the split in communities....
e curriculum. I told the ASBs and the
'district, needed a unified curriculum and
bare resources in this area. At the 5

time, I divied up 1 percent of the.district budget and handed it
to, the ASB s on a perpu01 basis, calling it a' .ASB discre-

tionary fund....

They could spend it on whatever they wanted but had to use it
largely for instructional purposes. They needed the principal
and head of the CSC to sign off on it.... .This cut the business

of ,the district board by about 60 percent. Now the uniform
business goes to the ASH and the re Tonal board doesn't deal with
this issue. If the ASB, comes t the regional board with a
request, the board listens; but if individual comes, the board

will not listen. This, change has made people happy.

That this process worked in reducing tension was recorded in .

comments we heard throughout the district. The regional division of

the board continued, but its discussions were in the mor abstract

realms of district curricular policy, grievance policy, and e like.tt,t?

The highly symbolic and emotional matters,'such as student tr ps and

athletic contests, which occupied much board attention elsewhere in

the state, did not trouble this district board.

The superintendent believed that his policy, and that' of th0

district, endorsed local control, but he regarded himself to be as

much a local as a regional actor affecting schools:

I try to treat ASBs as my ,goon board, but also try to get
principal's to act as the superintendent to their ASBs. Working

with committees needs a lot of groundwork.... I believe n local

control and am willing to give on everything that I couldn't

appear to give on. We operate as' much 'through the. ASBs. as

through the regional board....' I attend all the ASB meetings I

can.

'The effect 'of this -interpretation of local 'control in the

district, however, was to create ambiguity concerning the operations

of the local school.
4

.School Forces. Tile school staff at the site was not a united

one. The printipal was new to the job at the time of our site visits,

and his relatively heavy-handed actions had antagonized teachers and

others.. For etample, to show teachers that he was boss'he moved the

teachers' lodg to the.- rear of the buildingi-centralized .gtudent
activities accounting in his office, and conducted staff meetings

separately with elementary and secondary teachers, thereby dividing

their influence. He also sought appointment of hisyife to the school

staff.
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Communim? Forces: 'The three-member. ASB' functioned regularly in

this school comity, and it represented indivilduals strongly

concerned with the school. ASB members tended to feel, however, that
the board was being manipulated by administrators. As or board
member commented: "The ASB is strictly advisory now, the superinten-
dent and principal made them think.they have power, but they don't."

The community in which the site was located had distinct groups
and factions. Fediral employees sqUared off against employees of ones,
large priyate concern.. Both were interested in what the ASB did, and

were geherally supportive of it (albeit occasionally critical)

Conflict Avoidance and Compeetion

The situation of school and district at the tide of our study was

one of ,potentiai conflict. The principal and superintendent were
rivals who used the local and regional boards as arenas to play out

'disagreements.

Staffing was an issue area in which -competition occurred without

conflict. When the principal sought to hire his wife, the

superintendent could have disipproved the request outright. 'Instead,

he asked the principal to gain concurrence of the,ASB, and this'body

declined to approve. However, the process bothered board members.

Said one:

So many people are turned off. I walked off in anger, I didn't

know what to do. This is where the politics comes in. I was-

bothered about how the job position was done and felt as though I.

were a pawn in someone else's game.

There was the,appiarince of loCal board influence in hiring Of support

staff, but the chief controller was the superi9tendent, 21gith the

principal having lesser influence.

..
In anotherserea, facilities construction, the superintendent

.revealed a different' pattern of influence. He had failed to ,ask the

legislature for sufficient money to complete'an energy conversion

.project, and it stood unused near the school.,40.His approach, hqyever,

was to admit the mistake and seek to invOvethe board where poAible:

When I make 4 mistake, I say so and don't cover up. That's been

important. You don't have to win them all, and everyone knows

you're not perfect. I want to lose 10 percent' of the time.
People need to feel that the board is in charge. You must'give

leadership to the.board and staff. You must lose 'a few to the

This superintendent's sophisticated style of operation made the

question of distribution of influence over school operations moot

indeed. H and others could. point to the appearance of participation

and influen of local and regional boards, teachers, and local school

administrate , All had a. chance to be involved and to appear

influential. The superintendent was the chief competitor for each of

1 7g .
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the other school actors, depending on the issue. Yet his style was to

avoid confrontations with political rivals and avoid conflict by
playing regional forces against local Ones and professionals against

professionals. And he was successful, as he did not hesitate to
admit, because of the dynamic view he took of power:

I'm in the business of politics, gpt education. This is a
political world. My strength, to the extent have it, is

nothing but politics. 217 strength is totally derived from the

board and the-people. The successful school superintendent is a

successful politician. But there is no single model. Look at

the variety of types of successful pol ticians there,are.

ul model to. control of the
. The seven field sites.
1 dimensions that extend

eve explored: The 'first

amount of control: school

control to the tomplete
The southwestern Alaska
suggests one end of this
sites represent tile other

Certainly, there was no single success
school systems included in our mixed typ
however, appeared to define three contr
beyond the regional/local ..dichotomy we
involves Tannenbaum's caution regarding the

organization ranges from 'a vacuum of

absorption of all pressures and forces..
school site where family politics operated
continuum, and the secobd and fifth field
end.

A second control dimension, and also the most prevalent one, was

territorial conflict between center/peripheral interests. All but the

last of our field sites demonstrated aspects of this continuum.

The third and perhaps the most interesting control pattern was

presented in the last two cases--cooperation and competition, without

the appearance.of conflict.

40
Unfortunately, we did not ask questions on our survey instruments

that would enable us to test the extent of these dimensions within the

mixed type. In the interests of consistency, however, we present_

below information on the climate of expectations in mixed schools and

outcomesassociated.with this type.

Climate of Expectations

Perceptions of local administrators in mixed schools in 1981

differed slightly from those of respondents of other types with
respect to zollege attendance.

%
Attitudes toward the Athievement and learning climate of the

school are more relevant to alysis of the mixed type, and there were

differences among types as seen below.

wy
I
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Table 24. Principals' Perceptions of School Achievement (Mixed)
1

Evaluation Mixed Other

Better than average /among the best 23.0 39.4,

About average 24.8 30.40

Below average/inferior 52.2 30.6

. V
N=79 N=170-

P.< 0;0000

.10)

Similar findings were noted for each of the climate variables.

.A greater proportion Orprincipals in mixed schools took negative

views of the.school climate than in any other type. Moreover, in Most

cases the relationship between type of school and climate variable
remained signifitant after controlling for school size and ethnicity.

The strongest associations, however, applied within small and large
schools, and those with Caucasian majorities or both Caucasian. and

Native studeitts.

The climate of expectations in schools is linked to instruction

roles and orientations of teachers and administrators. However, when

we compared the attitudes of teachers and principals of mixed schools

to all other rural schools regarding their most and least important

roles, we found few significant differences.

Mixed Outcomes

Student Achl.evement and. Adaptation

The,test data we collected, and information gleaned in field s4e

interviews, presented contrasting evidence on student achievement in

mixed schools. Test scores of one of the schools were near the top of

all rural schools in the state. Scores of another were three grade

levels below the norm in elementary school and a gr further behind

in secondary work. There was no patterning pof 'Rata on student

achievement that seemed. related to the type. Data on absenteeism,

dropoUts, and vandalism also showed no significant differences from

all other rural schools.

Community. Perceptions

The community survey contained esponses from residents in places

with mixed schools, which are presented,below:

,
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Table 25.. Community Attitudes Toward School Actors (Mixed)

School Actors agrel X disagree

Local Board
...is doing a.good job 42.9 ° 7.1

...does what most parents want 50.0 21.4

...tries to do something about problems 85.7 , 0.0°

Talk to local board members often (once a month/more) 46.4' '14.3

Princip81
...is doing a good job 55.3 10.5

...keeps people informed about problems in the school 84.2 7.9

...does what most-parents want. 65.7 , 5.7

..:tries.to,do something about problems in the school 86.8 0.0

Talk to principal often (once a month/more) 59.5 5.4

Teachers
...are doing a good job 50.0 7.1

...are yeti, concerned about children in the school 45.5 0.0

...tries to do something about problems in the school 70.4 0.0

Talk to teachers often (once a month/more) 51.9 14.8

...take part in community activities 58.8

Visit teachers at their home 25.0 16.7

Teachers visit me at my home 16.2 18.9

Regional Board
...helps local board 56\8 37.8

...does what most parents want 30.6 22.2

Talk to regional board members often
(once a month/more) 8:3 47.2

...tries to do something about problems in the school 63.9 0.0

Superintendent
...helps local board 59.5 0.0

...keeps region informed about local. 47.2 8.3

...does what most. parents want 36.0 2.8

...tries to do something' about problems in the school 57.1 0.0

Talk to superintendent about school often 11.1 58.3

Comparing these data with r
rural schools, we noted few di
boards, principals, and .teachers.
in mixed school communities were s
the regional board and superintendent. The most favorable attitudes

cone rned the attempts of regional boards and superintendents to "do

some bins' about problems in the school." -

24.08

ponses of residents in All ,other .

ferences in valuations of local

However, evalisationeof residents
gnificantiY more positive regarding

Opinions of community residents in mixed school resembled those-

of residents in all other.roral schools:

177
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Table 26. 1BoimmunityPerceptions'of School Programs (Mixed) °

Subject Area Rood Not Very Good

Teaching of Math
Teaching of Reading

,

Teaching of Native culture fig language

Training childrin for lives in community

Training children for lives outside community

45.9
40.5
27.8
24.3

24.3

5.4

8.1
36.1
18.9

10.8

In none of these areas was there la significant difference between

attitudes of parents in mixed school communities, and other' school

communities.

The final measure reviewed general satisfaction and

dissatisfactions of residents with school and school /community

conditions:

Table 27v Communit Perce tions of School and Community Conditions

(Mixed

Z agree % disagree
Community Perceptions of...

School calendar and schedule fit local needs

School is u for local activities

School has a g .rpgram in4Native language

65.8
71.1

2.6
0.0

& culture
26.3 44.7

Academic, program. is good 44.7 5.3

Teachers try to help they school and community 63.2 5.3

Parents support school & ,take part in school

activities.
42.1 23.7

Principal/superintendent help meet local goals 34.2.. 2.6

School board helps to meet local goals 55.3 5.3

Students try hard to do their best in school 39.5 15.8

Compering these opinions with responses of residents in other

rural schools, We .doted little variance. There was greater

satisfaction with the.amount of covimunity use of the school facility.

And there was less satisfaction with nation prbgrams. /deo, 'there

were significantly more favorable.attitUdes toward administrators.

This latter difference relates tangentially to field-site observations

of cooperative patterns' of school politics in some communities:

For several reasons, the survey data we .collected do not

illuminate very Well the dynamics of action within mixed schools. Our

focus has been on,localized and regionalized ;schools, and questions to

administrators, teachers, and community residents were directed at

this dimension of influence. In one respect, however, the community

survey responses point in the same direction as da commerts from

respondents in school sites; where the, amount and distribution of

control'over schooling are unsettled,. attitudes toward both bcardS and

administrators are favorable.

4 1 0/
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CHAPTER 9. SUMMARY AND COHCLU§IONS

Rural Masks is America's largest rurakarea and pdrhaps the most

complex. There ,is extreme variety in and forms and climate,

'distribution of 'natural resources, and mist important, people. A

majority;" of those who.live in rural-Alaska are Indians, Eskimos, and

Aleuts,' and these, Alaska Natiyes'are distinctive from Caucasians and

urban American: generally in.their social and cultural orientations

and values.
1

4 Tha people'of rural:Alaska have been few in number since'Western

institutions becime established in thi late 19th and early 20th

centuries, did they have lived in small villages isolated from urban

,centers. For these reasons as well as for considerations of cost, the
IP tendency on-the part of governments was to develop centralized modes

of service delivery. The largest service provider in rural Areas,

even after' Alaska statehood is 1959, was the.federal government, And

its programs were directed from Washington, D.C. As the territorial

administration developed, and as stare fomgrnment expaTtAd (and found

' revenue- sources) to assume greater responsibility f9r rural areas, the

.centralized model of .service delivery was followed. .

41

.

_ Centralization 'of services and government programs was part of

why home have willed in retrospect a cycle of dependency in rural''

Alaska places. The organizational means to escape developed slowly

'and in response to. national pressured and S1 civil

rights movement and the federal-War on Poverty, which brought change',

to rural 'Alasks 'in :the 1960s. The movement4' for -Native

F.elf -- determination began in the middle of this decade, based on

regional associations of Natives whb'sought.resolution of their land

claits against the federal.governMent. -These groups.-fe4Orated on a

statewide bails and, pith the.disCoVerkof oil and gas at ,Pr Bay.

in 1968 (on land claimed by datives), they soondeveloped*ppoxt'for
Congressional-Immelution of.tile issue, enactedin the Alaska.- Native 1

Claims Settlemtnt Act (ANCSA) of 1971. This act gave land *td'money,

to 12 new regional economic coiporatian and nearly 200 village
corporations, thui.bringing wealth and pow to rural regions of the

State. ANCSA set the;stage for broad-base chanfe in rural society,

Including tensions ,and conflict, between tbe,state, its regions, and
.

local. communities. 1 ----,
i -. .

1
*

.
.

.

Federal and state isiivices for rural Alaskans,, hoWever,' remained
,

Centralized, -which friistrated goals for Native self-deterlination.

. After. ANCSA, attention shifted to social 'conditions, 'including' .

education in rural antis of. the state. At this .time, national

attentioewas directed at deeentralAption of government services and

i''commiln14ficyntrbl,.and Several' ware conciuctinalepsriments
.

.
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in the decentralization of municipal service. bureaucracies, with the

idea of, bringing Control "closer to the people."

More attention was devoted to educational centralization in rural

Alaska than tb any other government Service after the' passage of-

ANCSA, for education was the most visible service performed in rural

areas. and the most prevalent. he :problems in rural schooling--that

rural 'students did not leave school with the sake abilities in

eading, writing, "a computation as did their urban peers,' and that

education, was not -relevant to the cultural distinctiveness or.socfal

conditions_ of rural places--became ivsociated with centralization of

education agencies -- -Moth the federal BIA'school,system and the Alaska

State Operated School System.

.
In respOnse to what might be called the second phase-of the

NattNe self-deteriination movement, the Alaska state legislature

decentralized the state - controlled rural school system in .1975.

Contemporaneously, the federal government decentralized

administratively the operation of BIA S;chools, These state and

fedeial policy choices' were primarily a political'response to Native

demands for local conttl, They were based on the hypothesis that

rural community codtrol of.educaiidn and direct involvement in the

schooling process would satisfy .the Alf-determination demands pressed

y Native leadert. A minor theme was the improvement of rural

schooling. The national literature on educational 'organization and

change,.although based on urban case studies, encouraged lie belief

what students and pprents would becce adapted the '-schooling

illsprpcess, if it were.sub3ect to their. control,' and would eilhance

adhievement.

Our research.objective was to study the implementation of these

organizational changes in ruraloapska echication. The broad questions

we asked were: .What patterns of control emerged after

decentralikation of rural 'schools occurred AR the mid- 1970s? What

factors nd conditions were responsible for till development of these

-pa . Mutt processes and gutcomes were associated with each

pattern of control? ,
.

.

. .

We began by surveying local school administrators in all rural

places in 1981. Baped 'on their responses and other statewide data, we

formulated four types of educational control:
.

A

1. "Localized" control--.schools in which most ,operations were-

determined by 'a principal or'prific4ipal teacher, in. dollaboration with

a local educational."tommittelr-Or school board. Twenty percent.of

rural Alaska schools fall Into this category.

2. uRegionalizedn.controlz-sohools in
determined bx'the district superintendent,
office staff and a regional school board.
Alaska schools were of this type.

t`
Aohich'most(operations were
In-collaboratiOn with his
TWenty.Percent of lquial

*e.

3., "Unified° cointrol--gpall.school districts having.between
,

one

and three4dhoOls at lone geographical location., lewhich:.Operatibne,
, ,

r
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were controlled by both school and district office factors, Fiftien
0

percent of rural Alaska schools fell Oito this category.

4. fixed" controlschools in which there. was 'a vac um of

influence, those in whose operations most actors were involved, and

schools hat were mid-range betWeen local ghd regional forms of

contro Thirty-six .percent of rural Alaska schools were of this

last, broad type.

We then drew a 10 percent sample of rural schools, and selected

28 'schools for more intensified, field analysis. Schools were

selected randomly in rough proportion to the number in each type.

During the 198 -82 school year, we conducted studies in each field

site, interviewing key participants in school governance.

0

Comparison of Patterns of Control

We found significant differences among the three, relatively pure

types of control (regionalized, localized, and unified schools) _with

respect to their social and political conditions, school governance

processes, and their associated outcomes.

Social and Political Conditions.

Environmental Influences. Each of the districts with

regi6nalized schools in our sample had opportunities for incorporation

of the regional sodial; and political environment into district,

operattots and thope of local schools. In all. sample sites but one,

however, thedistrIZt office was
essentiallfinsulated from regional

and local pressures. Few regional social and political pressures

penetrated into the schools.

There was tovIderable cultural vioiationaeross the schools and

fieM sites that wire localized. In these' school `communities, the

lootil environment; was represented' on.the board, and it influented

sharply the diredtion of schooling. Hiring,91.f personnel. and aspects

of the school curriculum--for example, Natkve culture'
and language

courses, and emphasis on basic academic instruction- -were siisceptible .

to board Control.

Unified schools stood mid-way between regionalized and localized

sites in regard to the enactmedt'of 1j environment. Incorporation of

environmental forces was more likely in small than large commuotties,

andtit was potentially more Jisruptiv6 of,school operitiond. In the

larger schools, operation of school programs was relatively

autonomous.

Administrative Staff Relationships. One unique administrative

chiracteristic of regionelezed schools was the use in Astrict.offices

of an arc's principalship, which imposed an intermediate 'level between

school principals (or principal teachers) and the district

superintendent. A second- ch#racteriitic of regionslized.schools vas

the pre'valsnce of -.personalistic styles of administration by

superintendents.! Their relationships with-members of the district)
0

,
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staff--principals, principal 'teachers, d some teachers--were-

N. primarily dyadic, and the set of these relationships .composed a

district clientage network. The system f administration was very
sensitize. to issues of political territor ality, but administrative

. coupling was qufte loose. Individual classrooms in this system were no
more tightly'li4ed to the district office than were localized sites,
because consistent regulations did not pervade the system. We found a
high degree of stability in these district offices and high rates of
turnover at the local level, relatectto personalism and/or uncertainty
in the relationships between local administrators, teachers, and the
district office. Teachers objected strongly to this system in most of
the field sites, and complained that they did not know what district
\policy was. However, teachers felt they were in'charge of the

classroom and supported by the local community.

Localized schools, on the other hand, tended to be within school
districts in which the superintendent believed strongly in local

control and in which aletrict policy supported it. The administrative
system of localized schools vas Marked by looser coupling of

school-level, actors. to the district office and staff, and a far
stronger coupling of actors at the.locak level. 'Turnover of district
superintendents and school board members was high. At the local
level, however, principals and principal teacher turnover was

relatively low. Teachers of localized schools had great4r.opportunity
for participation in administrative processes and made fewer

complaints, about the district office.

Unified schools. were most strongly influenced by superintendents.
We found within these systems a pattern of personalism resembling that
of regionalized schools, but turnover was,very high--making the effect
of _style Tess 'relevant. School boards tended to defer to

superintendents, too. Teachers, more numerous in the'larger schools
of the unified type, were organized collectively, and they were the
most stable force within the schools. This type best represented the
m6del of professional control of schooling.

School /Community Relations. In none of the regionalized schools
wAs there a center of influence that competed with the gistrict school

board, district office, or suptrintendent. In several districts,
community school committees had been (0.iminated when that became
possible in 1979. In.those districts retaining local boaqs, we found
that their powers were carefully circumscribed. Localladvisory boards
(ASBs) were weak and'Inactive in most of these school sites, and there
was a high degree of community apathy and disinterest concerning the
school. We attributed this to several teeters: lack of. preparation
for work on local educational committees,.lack of power of the commit-
tees, and lack or. social fitegration, in .Ihe 4(comMunities. The

relationships of actors in regionally controlled schools were those of
both conflict and avoidance. Conflict; 'when it.occurred, did not*take
place in Anttitutlinal settings, and its effilr were very disruptive:

.
*Local boards and advisory committees in'localized schools, onythe

other hand, were strong, stable, and well-connected to the sources
influence in the community. Participation in board, meetings and

.
A
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educational affairs appeared to be omewhat greater than in

regionalized schools, but this depended valissues to an.extent. Of

equal importance was the role played by Wile principal or principal
teacher in localized school communities: Principals of localized
schools appeared to be involved in a double process of interpritation.

They -had developed, an understanding of community goals and

expectations, and they took these to be their central charge. They

then interpreted the world of instructional norms and practices and

the school programs in terms of community expectations. Secondly,

they interpreted and defended this result to district office
.personnel, including the superintendent and the regional board, for
the purpose of protecting the autonomy of their community schools.
Another factor also appeared to be present--the feeling of c ty

residents that the principal could Influence the dtstricb ,sta nd

superintendent, which motivated them to express their desires to the
principal. Thus, the principal teacher had an understanding .of

community expectations based on productive velations with the

community.' In most cases, localization of control was the product of

community boards and principals. Their relationships 'were
characterized by openness, supliort for local cultural values, the

principal's non-aggressive style" of school management, and his
apolitical role in the community which led to acceptance and-trust by

the community. 6.

Fin ally, in unified schools, dietrict.school boards tended to be
relatively weak, and they failed to represett important groups in the,

communities, particularly Natives when they were a minority. None of

the unified sites had building-level PTAs. The _larger size of

communities, however, made possible some special interest group

influences.

School Governance Processes

Regionalized schools we subject to policy implemented from the

district office. Staffinf of schools, 'including selection of

principal, teachers, and in some cases even support staff, did not

involve systematic local input. District-wide clirricula were in

effect. in most of the schools, and there was opposition to this from

some' community members. However,.it did not appear to be the case

that school programs and classroom '`instruction were directed in a

hick-step fashion from the district office. The local school budget

was centrally determined, as were school construction. matters.

Limited involvement in school goirernance processes_sipmed to desseibe

the' situation of principals,.teaChers, and community' members' in these

school sites. They perceived that opportunities for 'participation

were artificial, such as serving'on'estientially cosmetic advisory-
committees. . w ,

District policy had an impact on loca lized, schooks too, but tqii

-was evidence.of sUbstantially greater' participation in criticel schl

routines. Local boards and. principals often interviewed' calid;dates

for teaching positions, -and they were i *ortant forces in the

evaluation of.school personnel. Local boards and edministratos were
autonomous'in their selectiOn of school suppore,staff.rCurricUlar
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policy was subject to school site influences, and thlretended to be

great .variation in the types of, programs available in localized

schools. Some eimphasized Native culture- and language courses, but

there were.also standard academic programs 'in many of these schools.

A recent trend we, observed was the lessened concern for bilingual

education programs, especially. in Native majority schools. Most

localized'schools had a collection of course topics orcemekAsia areas.

in local arts, crafts, and economic activity. Each of the localized

schools had an vaunt of discretionary revenue'that the board and

administrator could use withoui district office supervi on In

adapting schqol calendars, de'signing new -addihons 11F school

buildings, and determining comilitity use of the school, rocelboards

and administrators were most influential.

,In vilified schools, professional control_ beep described the

condition of local school operations. Higher-level staff were subject

to board influence,' but principals and teachers were hired 'by

superintendents. .-The curriculum was influenced by teachers, as was

the school calendar,. Superintendents had most influence over the

school budget. The greater degree of teachers' influenee was related
Alb

to the greater number of teachers in unified schools And their Danger

tenure in the schools. However, she school programs did not

incorporate.lczal values or interests.

Schoci Climace. and Outcomes
I

.

. Most'oe-the measures 4b. used to assess\school outcomes _were not

-rigorous. :Yet there was agreement, across dote collected with

i different' measures, which gives us sox& confidence in them% They

showed eignificerit differences cross types ingveral areas'

.t

% ,

,

....

Administrators in regionalized schooLs were somewhat more likely

t.o expect that students would attend college than thoSi in iocalielp

-schools. They' had more positive attitudes regarding, the cltmate.ofAL .

teaching aildIearning of their schools than did administrators in any

other type of schools (with the exception of several' areas of

admini. rators of enified schools). Ethnicity and school site

7----... t-confoun d these relationships to an extent, but did-not' erase them. .

Behavior problems at regionalized Schools were few, and rates of

absenteeism,'dropouts, and vandalism were relatively low (which is' p

in most rural schools). Parents and Community
general con

,..=members thoug t the quality, of teaching math- and reading in . ibeseAton

- scpols was good, bet they were generally dissatisfied with education'
,sp4tific to the community. The chief area 'of diss sfaction Was thi

_Native culturerdend language piograms, which were I s Ilcely-to.be a :-

part of the sch04 progrer.
.

... , S

The "climate of expeetatiOns .'of .localized -schools, as report
d.by

administrators and teachers, was'A.eas positive regarding' co ege

attendance anc school achievement than 14 regionalized school, and

seniors went on ,to colleges. Partly :'this was attributable to th

larger number of small, Native majority` schools in this type than.i

the others. Students seemed adapted terthAs4 901.901s, though, and

absenteeism rates wale the lowest of any tYpe,of rural 'school', 1CIC
# ,

o

t
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on the positive atlibaphere ofthe school in the community,.
!Student behavior problems were also few at localized schools. Parents
and commmnity adults were particularly satisfied with Native culture

40 and language programs-at the localized schools. What surprised us was
that they were also much more likely to think the ".academic program is._
good" than were residents of - regionallized. schoolh cotmsunities. Our
field research did not find Avidence,diat localized school programs.,
were intrinsically better, and perhaps this perception.of parentl%is
attributable to their greater involyemeneand participation in school

40 operations. .

'

Administrators of unified schools were the most positivi,
regarding'the likelihood of college attendance by school youth; they
also tended to, evaluate the school's, achievement and _learning

h opposite opinion. School' actors Tiere far more likely ,to
highly. Significantly,,teachers in unified schools were

of t

emphasize.colrege preparation as an important role and lesi likelfeo
emphasize training in locak cultUre. But, these differences ere
large 4 ty;"'consequence Of ethnicity. (more unified sehOols had
Cauca4tan than dative majorities). Absenteeism, dropout and vandalism
rates were higher in' inified schools than in any other type. The
unified"sehool,iype also stood out from all other schools "studied in
thb relatively high level of instanceS of behavior problemsalkohol
and drug;$roblems, tide of abusive lingdage, and in,one of the sites, a
physical attack on a teacher. Thesg.behavior differences, however,
were.. more related to ihb size' sehoolp and their essentially
urban' character than to Ehe.,type. Community-0-esidents.were generall
dissatisfied with school prograps (except fbrlmath)-, and they were
strongly dissatisfied with teacher-performance and integration with
the community. Community attitudes in general were not strongly

pportive of education.
r

We ha'..-e reviewed three di;; erent 'ways -of' organizing, rural
chool, tub of which developed following decentraLization of

education in 1976. In each of the types there was ies dlfferenx'
relationshir. between the environment fd the sopool community and the
school itself ,'and the manner of AncoiporationT(or lack thereof) seems
strongly related to the style of'school leadership and the' relations
among school actors at the `building -level and within the school
district. Local school operations varied across the three types, and
in only one tas there professibpal control. Finally, adaptation to
the school and satisfaction with it varied. Our measures of

-satisfaction were not rigorous, but they suggest that the standing of
school progrims and actors, in the onion- of parents and opmmunity
adults, is associdtel with the type of control over thatschodl.
Until ongoing Longitudinal research is,conpleted, howakrer, it is not
polUible to establish the essociatiOn between the different types of
control and student outcomes.

4

imilications .

Findings of surveys we condu ted and fram our filld studies
raised questions for future resew h on orgabizattonal

%
'tontrol. in

t.
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rural Alaska education and in rural areas of the contiguous.48 states.

These concern the locus .of control of schools, the mount of control,

state policymakini and implementation of organizationgl change in

education, and public suppoit for different types of control in

schools.

The Focus -of Control in' ural Education.
r.

,

Our primarf focus has been on localization. of control:

defined this as t community board and local administrator working

together to .develop school programs and determine school routines. .

Such localized schOols are only one-fourth of the total number '.of

rural schools fn -Alaska, litit; they are the ultimate goal of the,

decentralization movement. Our field studies suggested that

localization of control was ..dependent on several conditions,

.

including:

:= -t. 'stable locar.admitietriltor who shares influence with them

4, School-board, has t Tbsitive orientation toward the local
'cOMMUnity,and a respet; for-community valueSt.

MOO 4111.

11.

.

local bOards or committees that represent ma jor community

interlpts, including factions;

stftbility (low turnover) on the local board;

a district superintendent who personally supports the.

ideology of

district policy specifying substantive, 'functional areas of

school goverinment in which. local hoards and administrators

have deciding. influence;

district-level communicjtiort.processes that are open.
4

. ,

The inRact of these factors remains to be tested through. longitudinal

field research. .

. ,

.,'

.

...,

.
.

The Amount of Control. in Rural Education.
41

,
.

. . ft
Slightly over one-third of the rural schools it Alaska had

"mixed" forms of control. Initially, these schools were not

emphasized -Jen our research plan, with the exception of reference to

the argumentatioll of .Tannenbaum regarding amount of control. . Field

studies- in these sites indicated several dimensions of Antrol and

aspe4s of. the influence'parocess that requia further study. The

first of these was measurement of variation it'the amount of control
.

in looiely coupled syktems,. and 'in 'particulear the impact that a

,sehobl's absorpti, of all, available pressures,snd forces has on that

schopit's operatiohtv outcomes. In the'sites we visited with such

conditions, there was a far greater degree of teacher. .administrator,

and community disantisfaction that seemed to be associated with higher

turnover rates at the.schobl. This' seemed likely over time to have an

adverse impact on student adaptation to 'the school and achievement.

4
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The regional /local dimension of -analysis concerns leirels in

school system organization, bat many of our field .sites demonstrated

important problems related to territorial control at one level:

interests of schools at the fringe competed with, those of the center,

particularly regarding curricular materials used in schools.

Center/periphery :relationships and conflicts are particularly

troublesome in large states, such as Alaska, and they affect other

, areas of. government service delivery--for example, road service,

health care delivery, and ::;police and fire services. This dimension

concerns both amount and locus of control; Center-based service

agencies are subject to a greater amount of.influence than those at

the periphery, and they are also likely to have greater influence over

operations of the system as a whole. Thus, iegionalAlocal tension

influences and is influenced by center/periphery conflict. However,

we are likely to see- this clearly only when decentralization policies

.are applied in geographically vast areas.

//
Finally, our focus on regional/local conflict has deemphasized

competition between actors at the same level and across _levels that

does not result in conflict--where there is, a strategy of conflict

avoidance or a pattern of cooperatioft and competition.:

State Policymaking and Organizational Change.

Throughout this study ye
school, decentralization was
implemented had a major impact

have ol:erved that the. way in which

planned (through legislation) and

IP
on the types of control patterns that

developed. 'Problems with the legislation included: .

40

ambiguity regarding:

the' 9bjectives of decentralization (which were multiple),

the level to which decentrAlization was to occur (the role

of community boards), and the primer responsible agent or

body for implementing this vasl.c nicational change;

Ww lack of time for the careful construction of what were

entirely new sgbool districts;

-- lack of participation by rural residents, including study of

their views systematically, that would influence the design

of the new system and the regulations developed to put it

into effect.

Implementation probleMs included:

lack of.expertlhe in thi state administration and within

districts to both establish new school systems and plan new

schools and programs;

:MO

0111114 lack of training of adminiseratorsand teachers carried over

from the centralized system;

187
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1
legislative ineiention: the legislature failed to exercise.

its role as the sembly of the unorganized borough and

(
monitor school di trict and Ohool operations;

insufficient training and preparation, at the community
leVel, regarding powers and responsibilities of local

boards;

lack of an evaluation procedure, or any means of determining
whether districts acid schools were performing adequately;

lack of. state support in development of curriculum'
materials, facilities design and construction to assist new
school districts in rural Alaska.

e

Citizen Participation and Patterns of Control

Our measures pointed out variation in popular reactions and

responses to. schools, districts, school actors,' and programs, based'on

the type of school. These responses seemed related to different
degrees of involvement and participation in the schooling process.
Systematic research is now being undertaken on the interaction of

participation opportunities and processes and different control

systems. Intluded are analyses of the implementation of community
participation policies (both district- and local-level), and the

relationship between different degrees of community participation and

educational outcomes under different situations of control.

1*4
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APPENDIX

. DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY

Our strategy for data .collection was multi-operational. It

included survey research, field research, and nonreactive methods.

Survey Research

We administered three statewide surveys duringthe project, and
two additional statewide surveys, launched in 1983 for a different
project, produced data available for our use. The subjects of survey

research covered the rasge of school actors: pr cipals, teachers,

superintendents, regions school board members, a d local advisory

board or committee members. Also, during likeld rk we surveyed

opinions of community residents.

1. The Principal Survey U981)

The first survey was designed to provide essential baseline data

on local school operations from the persons we thought most

knowledgeable. The questionnaire had sections on school calendar and

daily school schedule, community use of the school facility, the

school's social environment and climate of expectations, school

governance, school personnel and student' data, and questions on the.

principal's background. We pretested it with educational researchers,

rural school principals and teachers, and rural district

superintendents. Approximately 30 individuals helped us perfect the

instrument by reviewdng it.

Our respondents were all rural Alaska building principals, drawn

from the state DOE's edutati8n directory. In those cases where a
community had two or more school sites, we called the district office

to determine if admin stration were consolidated, and if it were we

surveyed only one p incipal. Our initial universe was the 315
principals and.pripc pal teachers of elementary and, secondary rural

schools statewide, excluding only principals in the urban districts of

Anchorage, Fairbanks, .and Juneau, and the urban boroughs of Kenai,

Ketchikan, Kodiak, MatanuskaSusitna. '. We later increased the universe

by including peripheral schools more rural than urban in Alaska's
boroughs, and elimiPited some-large communitieS. The final universe

totalled 326 principals.
.

We began administration of the survey ih Mirch 1981. The process

of 'administration followed the techniques recommended .by Dillman in

his Mail _and Telephone Surveys: The Total Design Method (New York:

JohlY Wiley & Sons, 1918). We sent each principal a questionnaire and

an individualized cover letter that explained the purplises,of our

-187- ,189



study and requested assistance. As an " incentive to complete the
questionnaire, we offered each principal a free book for the school
library, to be selected from a list of twelve studies on rural Alaska

published irecently.

Before ire wrote principals, we notified superintendents of all

rural school districts that we would be administering a survey,-ana we

asked for their comments on the design of the study. At the time-of

administration, we wroieeach district superintendent again., We sent

a copy of the survey and asked for their support and assistance.

Two weeks after the firit mailing, we sent all principals a
folloii-up post card, thanking the respondents and asking those tJho.had

-not returned surveys to complete and return them. -Then, one month

after our first mailing, we sent non-respondents a second copy of the

survey wit 4 an individualized letter. A

4

My mid-May Ire had received responses from 83 percent of the

principals in our universe of schools. We then teleRhOned those
schools from which 'we had not heard, and asked administrators to

complete surveys. In those cases where respondents seemed unwilling

to complete ''the survey, we asked them to answer' all survey questions

*except the scaled items over the phone.

This effort further stimulated mail responses from 5 percent of

the schools in.the universe, and we conducted telephone interviews

with 8 percent of all administrators. Our total final rate of
40

response was 96 percent. The schools from 'which we lack survey data

include three which we added to the study aftetdiscovering they had

beep omitted from the state educaticnal directory or because on

reflection they seemed more rural than 'urban. 'The remaining

non-respondents included one refusal and eight principals whom we were

not able to contacteither because schools had eloped or because the

telephone system in that lommunity was not operative: We qttribute

this very high rate of respcnse to the." careful tppl4Cation of

techifivues,,x.acommended in the Diliman study, 'use of an incentive, and

our persistent follow-though. We coded the "surve/s using a standard

checking procedurei and then added to coding shdets data collected

from other sources(described below). °'

2. The Teacher Survey (1982)

We developed this survey to collect data'from allrural schools

that would reflect the perspective of teachers. The idea was that .

data from teachers. would balance. information obtained from the

prindipal survey and help establish the statewide context in which our

fleld interview's with teachers woUld'be interpreted. A

The instrument was prepared in consultation with education

researchers, school administrators and teachers with experience in

rural Alaska education. It contained the same scales. of items on

school social climate and school governance 4e. had the

principal -survey:,': In. addition, we asked questions about

teacher-community relations, teachers! use of instruction) practices,

/
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backgrOund information on teacheisi and a long set of items on teacher

satisfaction or dissatisfaction with school and community conditions.

Drafts, of this questionnaire were circulated to a large number. of

reviewers for comments, and we pretested it with approkimttely 25
teachers of rural schools before we launched the survey.

We selected randomly one teacher in each rural school, based on

the 'listing of teachers in the 1982 educational directory. We

employed two methods of adpinistet-ing the survey. For those schools

. included in our field research sample, we distributed the survey to

teachers personally and 'collected the completed survey from them.

There weve no refusals.

For the 292 rural,schools not included in the field research

sample, we Administered the teacher survey via the mail. The

procedure we used followed, exactly that of the principals' survey, to

wit: mailing the survey and a return envelope with an individual

letter to each respondent; a follow -tip post card; a second mailing to

non-respondents one month after the initial request; and 'a third

mailing two months after the first to the 46 teachers who had not yet

responded. Telephone calls to teachers produced responses which

pushed the response rate up to 96 percent.

Of the 13 teachers who did not respond to the teachers survey,

two refused .outright, two individuals had left teaching positions. in

mid-year; four had left school for the:summer by the time telephone

contact was Made; and five teachers promised to respond but did not.

, We developed a codebook from the survey, and checked coder

reliability, particularly on open-ended questions, through standard

'procedures. We also added to this data file information on the

school--the teacher turnover rate, and the size and ethnicity of the

school student population.

3. The Superintendent Survey (1982).

For the 15 school districts in our sample of schools, we had

extensive interviews with district superintendents, covering most

topic areas of the principal 'and teacher surveys. We expanded our

poal of knowledge on superintendents by administering a third survey

in early 1982. Then in summer 1982, ye interviewed superintendents of

large rural districts not part of our sample: Weadopted no follow-up

measures because, of the press of other research, but this effort

yielded a respopse rate; of two-thirds of all ruitl school superin-

tendents.

4.. The Community. Survey (198t).

As 'part of . our field instruments, we included a survey of

perceptions of residents of the community (who Ire not employees pf

the school or board members), The purpose:. was to establish- a

community frame of reference toward schooling!, by asking queitions

systematically.c. This survey included questions. on respondents'

0 perceptions of principals, superintendents, teachers, regional and
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lodal board members, respondents' evaluations of school and community

programs, and ,questions concerning satisfaction or dissatisfaction .

with the school and sdhool-dommunity relations. s.,%

We pretested this survey in our two pretest sites in late 1981,

and administered it in each sample Aite.to between seven and- 15

adults. We 'did npt select respondents 'randomly, for this proiedure

could not be accomplished during very brief 4isits Iv the field sites.

Thus, our sample of respondents was.One of convenience. # total of

223 surveys were distributed and completed during the field work state

of the project (there were no refusals).

5. Resurvey of Principals and Teachers (1983)
0

4

Survey and field research indicated several areas of questions

that might be important to our study. These questions fitted directly

in a related reseaich project on "The Impact of Citizen Participation

in Rural Alaska' Education," funded by the Alaska Council on Science'

and Technology ( /CST). (Investigators'for this project are licSeith, .

Shepro, and Sttong.) Thus, in early 1983 we `returned to .principals

and teachers questioned in 1981 and 1982, asking a short list of

questions on indicators of professionalism, .responsiveness, and

involvement in community activities. To the present, 72 percent of

these original respondents have completed 'surveys, and preliminary

analyses of sevelial items are included in the 'report.

6. School Board Survey (!9.E.3)

A central concern cf the ACST project is board member

perceptions, roles and activities, and to _measure 'these we

administered another mail survey in Match 1983. Qur universe included

all regional schpol bpara members and a sample. of ape local board or

parent committee memSer for each rural community. Questions focused

on board members' perceptions of influence over schooling, community

satisfaction, baseline information on board Member recruitment and.

training, and respondents' perceptiOns.of organizational relationships

in their communities.

Again, we followed the procedure outlined by Dillman, used'an

incentive, and have been persistent. Response rate to the present is

61 percent. Some of yfie date have. influenced the interpretations in

the report.

In shbrt, pvir a three `year period we have. administered five

statewide surveys of rural school actozs (and one survey to residents

in sample gites). These studies were done at different points In

time:
andthis admits the possibility of _some bias into the reptIts,

4 riven the relativily high turnover rate among school actor and.thei

changing kaleidoscope of forces in rural Alaska society. Compensating

for this source of error is .the devel9pment of same longisudinality

, through, the resurvey of educators.
:

1p, total, our surveys .have readied ;over 1,600 different

involve4 in local.school opprations,ana politicsroughly
mil,
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10 percent of all profeasional.'personnel and lay board members in

rural Alaska. More important than this success, in reaching numberseof.

individuals has been the quality of the data we have received: Item

response'rate exceeds 90 percent, and our invitation to respondents to

-covfer the 'margins of surveys with comments has betn responded to
.

enthusiastically..

Field Research

Objectives of
in actual imple.
school.operations,
and district
board/superintenden

eld research were to- assess thek:degreeand ramie

ion of different control types in rural Alaska
examine the relationship between type of-control

licy dbperidWIdent's style,

relations, such am delegation of authority,, and

staff/board orientations to organizational change)*; to ascertain the

relationship betweel dgferent types of control and selected student

outcome measures; aEd examine the intervening influence ofschdal

social climate among other factors:

Instruments

We developed interview schedules-for principals, district stiff

-memliers (including superintend4nts),.and board members. These were

essentially outliers that covered topic areas,:alte served as.sttmuli

to questions asked by interviewers in the field getting. The topic

hr'eas included: the Actor's action and influence en school operations

in the areas of hiring-all relevant schopl,vactors, school calendar,

curriculum, oinance, fac4ities, maintenance, student. achievement and

bettaviar; role conflict andiconsensus; administrative /board relations,

school/administration relations and politics, iocaljregional and

regional/state relations and politick 'board meetings and elections;

communications and evaluatiensof local control..

A

Pretesting
A

'
We circunted the package of instruments (including drafts of.fhe

'teacher and community surveys) to educational actors and researchers,

and An early DeFember 198.iltook the instruments into two field silts'

for pretests. One of the sites was. a school. in western. Alaska with a

majority Nptive enrollment.. The second site xas a school on the

Alaska'..road system,-with a majority Caucasian enrollment. 7In'both

sites, instrdients were used with district -superintendents and other

members of the district staff; school principals; school teachers; all

members of the local school cornitteeiland- available members of the

regional schooleboard; and several adults in the eommunitles who were'

not 'formally affiliatedlyith the 'school system: A total Iof 40

individuals. were, contacted in the two field-sites.

.

We also received detailed rapponses to the instruments from ten

educational'tesearchers in the state, including embers of the, Alaska

Native Education Association, state Department of Education, school

superintendents' who have advised, us (but whose districts are not

included in the sample) , an'd university faculty involved in rural

teacher education.

A

O
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We then revised- the field. instruments based on what we had

learned. First, We developed a- 'short interview fol. teachers,

concerning matters of school governance and processes: relations with

boards, 'community, and school administration. Second, we s1ortened

the ,length of the coOmumity 'eurvey'and.timplified the language level.

Third, we loosgified the structure of the interview guide for school

administrators, and added 'several areas omitted in the:draft.
'

. teld WoPk: From December 198.1 through May 1982, three of us

(McDiarmid, Shepro, and McBeathiconducted brief field visits to ,each

of the 28 sample sites and to all dittrict school-U144darters of

these schools (reqUiring'9additional sitervisits). Our strategy in

each case was to inform the building principal or district

quperinten4nt in advance of our visit to thw-Site, explaining the

purmse of' the ,study and the 'nature of our questions. 4e then

traveled o the .communOles by car, snowmachine, chartered small

'airplane; r commercial aircraft.

We h
completin
(Length
possible
the large
we had

objectiv
temperat
the .Ale
bropght
stays it
Bering
cycles '

Dur
conduct'

:observe
used ir.

In

differe
change
'centers
provide
,missed
opiortun
politica
staffs,
nonprofl
70 indiv

no dtfficulty developing access into these communities, or

work, xithin them itCa reasonably short period of time.

f visit varied primarily by size of community. It was

o finish work inthe tiny* communities in under three days;

communities srequi,ted sometimes.a full wdek.) The problems -

in field work were largely unrelated to our researeh

s. They included: in the study of road system communities,

res between -50° and -70° Fahrenheit; in southeast Alaska and

tians,,:unseascnably heavy fog, and snowfalls. which

out closure of airports and restated in unplanned extended

the communities of nearly oni week in western' Alaska and the

traits region, heavy snowfalls and the start of subsistence

.sealing.

ng this six-month period,

g informant interviews
ons were. prepared into c

cscribing6tbe types of sch

we contacte over '300 individuals,

with the d!.. Field notes and

brilplete 'transcripts, which we have
.

ools. 1

.,

rmant Interviews wfth Local Government etors

.In
local sc
qualitati
thin atti

As part of a

project on local .government organization, policies, and

n rural Alaska, we had the. opportunity to visit ten regional

of rural Alaska from July through August 1"982. Thesevisits

an opportunity to do some mopping up, meeting school actors

ming site -visits.' More important, they gave us an

ty'to expand knowledge of attitudes an4, orientations of local

influentials--meMbers( of veitST $nd borough councils' and

ayots, directors of AptsA village and regional corporations,

associations, and traditional. village councils.. EA total of

duals were interviewed (by. McBeath) during thls.period:

exy, the field research stage brought us into contact with

ool conditions on a first-hand basis. We were able to add.

e information,'and add body add *spirit to,the relatively

udinal and perceptual data collected in survey research.

-0
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The shortcomings of field Isearch were three: a very brief

amount of time was spent in each of the sample sites, whiAh made it
possible to do'little more than take a snapshot of spool conditions.

Observation of classroom was done informally, and' meetings were

observed only when they coincided with the times of our visits.
Second, three individuals did field site interviewing, and all were

male Caucasians. Thus', there was variation in the interpretation of

conditions, but perhaps a' systematic bias in interpretation of

encounters with Alaska Natives. Third,: the interview. guide directed

questions, but their format varied. from interviewer to interviewer.

Because the procedure we used was not quantitative and lacked

scientific reliability, it 'was poqible to aggregate most responses

across all actors in% a site only .for a few .items (regarding

perceptiOns of influence by actors). It is for these reasons', Viet we

have limited use of 'the. field. data to two forms -to provide

inforpstion about the operations of processes fricom key informants, and

'to illustrate' patterns. established through survey research on a

statewide basis.

ere.' .
Non-Reactive Measures

During our thrbe year-study, we collected a variety of existing

data, both statewide and specific to the districts and schools in our

sample.

School Board Minutes

We.attempted to collect school board minutes from .1:976 ,Po the

present for each rural district in the state, and were successful in
establishing complete files for 22 of 49 districts. Our intent was to

code these minutes for' content. regarding such topics as

superintendent/board conflict, attention devoted to staffing,

curriculum, and'finance concerns, ,commuhity i 'nut into school board

deliberations, and similar topics.'

Initially, we -were "unsure of the "average yield" of minutes
reprreing the variables of our study, and thus we conducted a pretest

of two yersipns 'of a coding. scheme. The firat% version, d

comprehensive survey a participation on each motion,': report, or

discussion at ,a sample of meetings, inditated the variety lof

wdre notthe districts--part ks
participation and activity modes'. However, in a 4anges,number of

-cases--approeching 58. percent o
identified ir,the minutes. The second ver ,pion, an analy,is of topics

covered at meetings, was 1.,less influenced by the differentes intY

reporting practices across the districts, but of'course4t produred

little information about the behavior of distric Obol board
participhnts.

On the basis of the pretest and evaluation, we des4W ,47tcoding

scheme that represented -aspects of both topic and-filArticfpant
analysis, but was weighed more heavily toward the forr4than the

latter. We conducted a reliability test of this instrumeflt,

hides coding independently, and after repeated rtvlgo a

adjustments of the coding scheme were able to develop reTlaffIl near

'a
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80. percent: But. the effort had to14..:us somethiii about the

reliability of minutes and the vast resources needed to reat minutes

systematically. At this point, wediseontinued further attempts. at

con nalysis of school board minutes. Hbwever, we used board

minutes to establish a regiOnal pilicy.background for -each of the

school sites in which we did'yesear We also collected local board

minutes froM each sample site in which they were ,available.. £

Aggregate Data 0

State and federal records.and.file data were impOrtanX additiohs'

to our knowledge of rural school condition's. We collected, stag

Department of Education Reports on enrollment,. drppotits.,. and

absenteeism, to tfig.school building lev.el (and from the federal BIA

for those schools). We computed teacher - turnover data from state

records and listings, in the states educational directory. We

developed information on community income from.a variety of sou'rces:

Title I (low income family) data, ,from the state. Department of

Education; revenue sharing data, from the State Department oft
.

Community & Regional Affairs;-and welfere trensfer payment data, from

the state' Department of Health and. Social Services:- We also tabulated

data.on each community regarding its natural resources.' Many of these

materials were added to our principal survey data Tile, and were used

as envirobreni21 controls in the'Analysesof those data.

In each of. the school sites and district school headquarters, we

sought' test scores. We were successful in.ebtaining scores for 24 of

the 28 sites, and have used them briefly fn the analysis. The)

difficulty with use of test scores is that: 1) several different'

tests are used by Alaska school districts, 2) there arehidiosyncracies.

in reporting, and 3) the number of students taking tests in rural

sites is se r:z.all that results. are very -subject to error.' Statewide

assessment test 'results are aggregated at-the_ 1 el of geographic et'

regions, arc' permit no inter-school or inter-dii.tric comparisons.

4
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li Table 28.. Rural.Principale Perceptions of the Influence of

.
Selected Actors* on School Operations

..

1. Hiring principals,
teachers **

4

2. Hiring other school
personnel

.
.

3. Deciding hqw school
budget will be. spent

4. Approving textbooks
for the school

5. Deciding an school
caletdar

6. Deciding on new
courses/programs

7. Deciding,qp acceptable
student behavior

L. Deciding on community
use of facilities

Principal Teacher
Local*
Board Supt

Dist.
Board

.
.

,

a

10 11 68 8

.

. 56 18 21 3

0

.
. ,

46 3 6 35 10

43 '27 5 11 .11 . .. "

21 c 5 28 16 13

41 19 10 15 12

$6 18 13 3 6

42. 1i 26 13

4
*Students, parents /community, and disc ict staff are e'Zcluded from

the table, for in no case did 5 percent more of the principals.

regard them as hiling most iefluerce. For this reason, row teals do
.

not equal ton percent.
.

0", **Our mistake was to group principals an4 teachers. Delta collected

in field research lead us to suspect that in the opinion of

Principals, they are also the most influential paiticipants dm the

recrtitment and Tetention of teachers.

I
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Table 29. Rural Teachers' Perceptions of the Influence of
4 Selected-Actors* on School Operatipns

cmrPrincipal. Teachers Board Bup't B /rd
P

1. 'Hiring principal,
'teachers** - 9

2. Hiring other school
personhel 46

---- .

3. Deciding how school
budget will be spent 45 4

4. Approving textbooks
for the school 26 41

5. Deciding on -school '

ca ender. 35 9,

.6. D ciding on new
oursesipren:raray 39

Derldingon acceptable
stlleent behavior

8. Deciding on ccr.munitv
use of facilities

45 " 32

46

65 -10

16 26 4

^

3 30 14

2 12 '.11

17 13 18

5 15 12

...

9 3 4

22 11 8
1

Responses are drawn from tTie teacher survey, 1982, N=305.

*Students, parentsjciammuniiy, and district staff ere excluded from the

*ttlblb. In one functional area (iniluence over hiring principals and

teachers), 7 percent of the respondent thought. cH.strict staff were

most influential. In,ali other functional areas, less than 5 perceft

of the respondents regarded these other actors as having most

influence.' Because we have eXcludedcthem, row totals do notlequal 100

percent.
1

* *Our mistake was to.group prIncipald and teachers. Data collected

in field research lead us to suspect that in the opinion of

principals, they are also the most influential participants in the

recruitment and retention of teachers; a point on which teachers

appeared to be it agreement.
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